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Abstract
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) empowers individuals with severe movement impairing
conditions to interact with the computers directly by their thoughts, without the involvement
of any motor pathways. Motor-based BCIs can offer intuitive control by merely intending
to move. Hence, to develop effective motor-based non-invasive BCIs, it is essential to
understand the mechanisms of neural processes involved in motor command generation in
electroencephalography (EEG).
The EEG consists of complex narrowband oscillatory and broadband arrhythmic pro-
cesses. However, there is more focus on the oscillations in different frequency bands for
studying motor command generation in the literature. The narrowband processes such as
event-related (de)synchronisation (ERD/S) and movement-related cortical potential (MRCP)
are commonly used for movement detection. Analysis of these narrowband EEG compo-
nents disregards the information existing in the rest of the frequencies and their dynamics.
Hence, this thesis investigates various facets of previously unexplored temporal dynamics
of neuronal processes in the broadband arrhythmic EEG to fill the gap in the knowledge of
motor command generation on a single trial basis in the BCI framework.
The temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG were characterised by the decay of its
autocorrelation. The autocorrelation decayed according to the power-law resulting in the long-
range temporal correlations (LRTC). The instantaneous ongoing changes in the broadband
LRTC were uniquely quantified by the Hurst exponent on very short EEG sliding windows.
There was an increase in the temporal dependencies in the EEG leading to slower decay of
autocorrelation during the movement and significant increase in the LRTC (p<0.05). Different
types of temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG were comprehensively examined
further by modelling the long and short-range correlations together using autoregressive
fractionally integrated moving average model (ARFIMA). The short-range correlations also
changed significantly (p<0.05) during the movement. These ongoing changes in the dynamics
of the broadband EEG were able to predict the movement 1 s before its onset with accuracy
higher than ERD and MRCP. The LRTCs were robust across participants and did not require
determination of participant specific parameters such as most responsive spectral or spatial
components.
xThe oscillatory ERD, motor-related cortical potentials (MRCP) and the arrhythmic
broadband LRTC are independent processes providing complementary information about the
movement. These novel neural correlates based on the temporal dynamics of broadband EEG
help in obtaining a deeper understanding of the neuronal processes involved in voluntary
movement and may help in assessing the criticality in the neuronal mechanisms which is
often associated with the LRTC. The broadband LRTCs can be used to develop robust BCIs
based on the actual temporal dynamics of neuronal processes occurring during movement
intention.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Neurophysiology
The human brain is the most complex organ in the body that is responsible for control and
coordination of all the mental and physical tasks. The brain operates by processing a large
amount of information obtained from the surroundings via the sensory organs and from
different parts of the body to achieve these tasks. The fundamental units of information
processing are neurons. The neurons are connected to other neurons via synapses forming
complex networks in which the information is propagated via action potentials [1]. An action
potential is a rapid change in the membrane electrical potential that travels along the axon to
the axon terminal [1]. The action potentials (also known as the firing of a neuron) can happen
in rapid temporal successions forming spike trains [2]. Studying the properties of these
neuronal firings or spike trains can provide an insight into the neuronal processes happening
during different tasks and thus functioning of the brain [2, 3].
The neuronal activity can be recorded at different levels with invasive and non-invasive
techniques providing different electrophysiological signals of different resolutions. Spike
trains from the individual neurons can be measured by fine-tipped microelectrodes [4]. The
microelectrode arrays (MEA) which can be implanted into the brain can record activity
from a few hundred neurons simultaneously [5]. Local field potential (LFP) is an aggregate
activity of neurons from a small volume of nervous tissue [6] which can be recorded using
microelectrodes that are bigger than the ones used for single-unit recordings. On a coarser
spatial scale, electrocorticography (ECoG) can measure aggregate signals from the surface of
the cortex by placing electrodes on it [7, 8]. These techniques of recording neuronal activity
are invasive. The non-invasive techniques record the electrophysiological signals from the
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scalp. The electroencephalography (EEG) measures the aggregate activity of a relatively
large number of neurons by placing electrodes on the scalp [9]. The electrodes are placed
on the positions defined by the international 10-20 system [10] as shown in Fig 1.1. EEG
has very low spatial resolution and is contaminated by the noise and artefacts induced by the
interference of the layers between the electrodes and the cortex such as skin on the scalp,
hair, skull, dura mater etc. [11]. The spatial resolution gradually improves as the recording
becomes more invasive in ECoG, LFPs and MEA. Another surface level recording technique
is magnetoencephalography (MEG) which has similar properties to EEG [12]. All these
electrophysiological signals have a high temporal resolution as they can measure neuronal
processes taking place over milliseconds. The non-invasive technique of functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) has a higher spatial resolution but low temporal resolution [13, 14].
This thesis focuses on EEG activity.
Fig. 1.1 Schematic of 10-20 international system of EEG electrode placement [10].
1.1.2 Components of EEG
The EEG can be described in terms of its oscillatory rhythmic components, slow potentials
evoked due to an event and arrhythmic broadband components.
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1.1.2.1 Spectral characteristics of EEG
The most common approach of extracting information from EEG is to study its spectral
characteristics. The EEG is composed of different oscillations or brain rhythms that are
represented in different frequency bands [15, 16]. The different rhythms in EEG are delta (< 4
Hz), theta (4 - 7 Hz), alpha (8 - 13 Hz), beta (14 - 30 Hz) and gamma (> 30 Hz) [17, 18]. There
is also mu rhythm (8 - 13 Hz) that overlaps with the frequencies of alpha rhythm but is present
over the sensorimotor cortex. The frequency bands of these rhythms are defined loosely and
may change from individual to individual. These oscillations have been shown to correspond
to different neurological processes obtained over specific cortical regions [17]. The delta
rhythm is found in adults during slow-wave sleep and during certain attention tasks [19–21].
The theta rhythm is found during drowsiness and idling in adults and is associated with
inhibition of a response or action [22, 17]. The alpha rhythm is observed during wakeful rest,
relaxed states and when eyes are closed [22]. It is disrupted during attentiveness, and due
to external stimulus [17, 22]. Alpha is often considered as the most prominent oscillation
in EEG and shows a peak in the spectrum of EEG which has a 1/ f shape [23], and hence
it is analysed widely. The 1/ f spectrum of EEG is shown in Fig 1.2. The beta rhythm is
associated with cognition, problem-solving and motor planning [17]. The mu rhythm is
also related to voluntary movement planning, intention, execution and imagination [9, 24].
The gamma rhythm is involved in sensory perception involving multiple senses and in short
term memory tasks [20]. The properties and occurrence of these rhythms change during
pathological conditions. Throughout this thesis, the terms rhythms, oscillations, frequency
bands and spectral bands are used interchangeably, because, in practice, the oscillations are
extracted from EEG by filtering between the canonical bands mentioned above.
The spectral characteristics of EEG are mostly studied using Fourier analysis. The band
power of different frequency bands is obtained from its power spectral density (PSD) and
time-frequency analysis. The Hilbert transform is also used to obtain the instantaneous phase
of the frequency band and its analytic envelope.
1.1.2.2 Event related-potential
The event-related potential (ERP) is a measured brain response to sensory, cognitive, or
motor event [25]. The ERP causes changes in electro-potential amplitude in response to the
stimuli. The ERP is time-locked to an event [26]. The ERP waveforms have positive and
negative potential deflections which are named after their positive or negative polarity with
letters P, N and the latency of its occurrence in milliseconds after an event, for example, P200,
P300 and N100 [27]. The ERPs are usually derived by averaging over several time-locked
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Fig. 1.2 1/f spectrum of EEG. The spectrum of EEG is shown in log-log scale. The
spectrum has a 1/ f shape with a peak in alpha band frequencies around 8-13 Hz. This 1/ f
spectrum shows power-law relationship between the frequencies and their power.
EEG trials recorded by repeating the same event and are difficult to observe over single trials.
Nevertheless, ERP is a widely used measure of assessing differences in the response of EEG
during different events [28].
1.1.2.3 Temporal dependencies in EEG
Another way of extracting information from EEG is to study the temporal dependencies
in EEG [29]. The temporal dependencies can be evaluated by studying the decay of au-
tocorrelation of independent EEG channels. The autocorrelation decay signifies how the
present samples of EEG relate to the past samples and characterising this relationship can
provide insight into the fundamental properties of EEG time series [30]. The temporal
dependencies in EEG can be evaluated using various time series analysis techniques and
by fitting parametric models such as autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA) and their
variants [31].
A time series can contain long-range and short-range dependencies (LRD/SRD) [32].
The autocorrelation of the LRD process decays slower than exponential and autocorrelation
of SRD decays exponentially or faster. The EEG is known to have a specific kind of
long-range dependence known as long-range temporal correlations (LRTC) in which the
autocorrelation decays according to the power-law [29]. The LRTC provides information
about the underlying nature of EEG and how the information is persisted over time. The
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LRTC has been observed in several different brain processes like neuronal firing [33],
neuronal avalanches [34, 35], LFP [34], ECoG and EEG [36]. It is said that the LRTC
helps the brain in optimising information storage and processing and adapting quickly to the
processing demands [37]. The LRTC signifies the scale-free structure of EEG over several
timescales.
The LRTC in EEG is observed in the amplitude fluctuations of individual oscillations
as well as in the arrhythmic broadband EEG. The presence of LRTC gives EEG spectrum
its distinct 1/ f shape with a peak in the alpha band. The LRTC in EEG changes during
different events [38], physiological conditions [39–42] and neurofeedback [43] or due to
external stimulus [38]. Thus, the temporal dependencies in EEG can determine the temporal
dynamics of EEG and help in extracting additional information from it. Further details of
EEG temporal dependencies are included in chapter 2.
1.1.3 Characterisation of voluntary movement from EEG
One of the primary functions of the brain is motor control. Voluntary movement is one
of the fundamental life processes because it allows humans to navigate the world, interact
with it and communicate. Hence there is a broad interest in understanding the brain mecha-
nisms related to movement intention, preparation and execution. Several complex neuronal
processes are involved in motor command generation [44]. While certain components of
movement like motor control, balance, coordination and its fine calibration are controlled
by subcortical structures such as cerebellum, basal ganglia, pedunculopontine nucleus, red
nucleus, nucleus [45–47], the movement intention, planning of a specific movement and
motor command generation and execution are done by the motor cortex [48]. Hence EEG
from sensorimotor cortex is examined commonly to decode the movement-related informa-
tion. The motor homunculus in the motor cortex shows the locations on the motor cortex in
charge of the movement of different parts of the body [49]. A cortical motor and sensory
homunculus is shown in Fig 1.3 [50]. A large area is allocated for the motor control of the
hands and feet (which are controlled by the contralateral hemispheres of the brain), and
hence EEG related to these general areas is easier to obtain. Roughly, EEG channels C3 and
C4 according to the international 10-20 system capture the areas responsible for the right and
left hand movement respectively and Cz captures the areas responsible for the movement of
the feet. This thesis focuses on studying the neuronal processes in EEG for hand movements.
There are two commonly used neural correlates to identify movement from EEG: event-
related (de)synchronisation (ERD/S) which are the changes in the spectral characteristics of
EEG [26] and motor-related cortical potentials (MRCP) which are the event-related potentials
evoked in response to movement intention [51]. The ERD is the attenuation of the amplitude
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Fig. 1.3 Cortical homunculus [50]. The cortical homunculus shows the areas and propor-
tions of human brain dedicated to the motor and sensory functions of different parts of the
body. It can be seen that a large area is dedicated to the motor function of hands and fingers.
of the mu band power during movement [26], and ERS is the increase in the beta band power
after the movement [52]. Since mu band overlaps with the alpha band in frequency, mu and
alpha band are used interchangeably throughout the thesis, but both refer to the 8-13 Hz
frequency band over the sensorimotor area. The MRCP leads to increase in the slow negative
cortical potentials during movement [53]. The details of these processes are given in chapter
2.
1.1.4 Brain computer interface (BCI)
Brain computer interface (BCI) provides a direct interface for communication with a computer
and external devices without utilising motor pathways in the body [44]. The BCI provides a
new mode of communication to individuals paralysed due to spinal cord injury, stroke and
other severe motor disabilities, and enables them to perform simple tasks by utilising their
capability of producing tailored thoughts. Recently, BCIs have gained prominence in motor
rehabilitation making it more active by engaging the patient [54–57]. The applications of
BCI for healthy participants are for entertainment and brain training via neurofeedback for
meditation, relaxation and concentration. The BCI can also be used as a research tool to
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study different neuronal processes. The BCI is controlled by the neuronal activity recorded
using invasive or non-invasive techniques.
BCI can be driven by various paradigms such as steady state visually evoked potentials
(SSVEP) [42], Event Related Potentials (ERP) [58], e.g. P300 as well as cognitive processes
arising from motor-related paradigms such as motor intention and imagery [59]. SSVEP
and evoked potentials employ visual and attention processes, and they require an external
stimulus to evoke a detectable response. There has been an increasing interest in exploring
the neural correlates of movement for driving BCI as they enable a very intuitive control by
producing a voluntary movement intention at will without the requirement of any external
stimulus [60]. However, to use motor intention for practical BCI, it is essential to study the
underlying neural mechanisms of voluntary movement generation. Voluntary movement
detection is done on a single trial basis using ERD/S and MRCP. Further details of BCI are
given in chapter 2. This thesis focuses on understanding the fundamentals of movement
intention generation in the brain by studying the temporal dynamics of EEG for applications
in BCI.
1.2 Research questions
The rhythmic (oscillations) and arrhythmic processes coexist in EEG [23, 61]. However, in
the literature, there is more focus on the rhythmic components such as the alpha rhythm. The
neuronal processes are widely explored by extracting individual oscillations. This approach
limits the amount of information that can be obtained from EEG because it disregards the
arrhythmic broadband component. The broadband arrhythmic processes in EEG which
have a 1/ f spectrum used to be considered as background noise, however, recent research
has shown that this arrhythmic process plays a functional role [23]. This indicates that the
broadband EEG can contain additional information about the event/state being studied and
should be analysed along with the oscillatory components to get a complete picture. However,
the temporal dynamics of the broadband processes in EEG are not widely investigated.
The temporal dynamics in EEG can be examined by characterising the short and long-
range dependencies present in it. In cases where the temporal dependencies are investi-
gated [29, 36], their properties are considered invariant in a particular state. The ongoing
changes in the broadband temporal dependencies have not been investigated before. Charac-
terising these temporal dependencies on the ongoing basis may reveal new properties of the
neuronal processes. This can be especially useful in the cases where the event to be studied
is short such as voluntary movement and not a state persisting over long timescales. The
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changes in the temporal dynamics of short events can go unnoticed on larger timescales if
not characterised on the short timescales on an ongoing basis.
The long-range dependency, LRTC, in EEG suggests the presence of scale-free dynamics
in neuronal processes [40]. The LRTC is often evaluated from the fluctuations in the
amplitude of individual oscillations, mainly the alpha oscillation [29, 62, 40]. In this case,
even though the scale-free LRTC properties are being examined, they are still limited to the
temporal dynamics of individual oscillations. The LRTC in the broadband EEG temporal
dynamics must be evaluated to observe how these LRTCs differ from the LRTCs in individual
oscillations.
The focus of this thesis is to characterise the neuronal processes during movement
intention and obtain more in-depth insight into the motor command generation such that these
neuronal processes could be used in BCI. However, the movement-based BCIs primarily use
the oscillatory ERD/S components and MRCP, both of which are narrowband processes. The
ERD/S only consider the relative power-change in the alpha or beta bands during movement
and neglect the changes occurring in the rest of the frequencies and also disregard the
temporal dynamics of EEG. Moreover, the ERD/S requires the selection of most responsive
frequency bands and spatial locations which differ from individual to individual. Thus,
the BCI developed using ERD/S have to be fine-tuned to an individual user. The MRCP
characterises merely the changes in the slow negative potentials during movement intention
and does not account for the changes in the dynamics of the faster fluctuations in EEG.
The MRCP is also challenging to obtain on a single trial basis which is required for the
BCI application because of its small amplitude which can get buried in the high amplitude
components. The ERD/S and MRCP do not provide any information about the changes in
the temporal dependencies in EEG and its broadband dynamics.
This thesis has hypothesised that the ongoing changes in the temporal dependencies
of the broadband EEG which have not been studied before may contain complementary
information about the voluntary movement. This can help in movement detection, give a
better understanding of the underlying scale-free processes involved in the motor command
generation and also can be applied in BCI by providing access to the information that is not
represented by the ERD/S and MRCP. Besides being inclusive of all the available information
in the broadband EEG, another advantage of broadband is that it does not require fine-tuning
of parameters such as the most responsive frequency band for detecting movement. The
changes in the ongoing broadband temporal dependencies during movement have not been
identified before. The broadband temporal dependencies have not been obtained on an
ongoing single trial basis during movement. Hence, there is a vast scope for exploring and
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identifying the properties of the temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG and enhancing
the current understanding of the processes contributing to the motor command generation.
1.3 Aims
The aims of this thesis are:
1. To characterise the ongoing dynamics of the temporal dependencies (LRTC and SRD)
of the broadband EEG on a single trial basis.
2. To assess whether the temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG provide information
about voluntary movement.
3. To model this broadband LRTC and SRD and show that the scale-free arrhythmic
broadband EEG processes contribute to motor command generation.
4. To differentiate between the movement EEG trials and the resting state trials and detect
voluntary motion intention using the LRTC and SRD before the onset of the movement.
5. To determine whether the broadband temporal dynamics are independent and comple-
mentary to the ERD/S.
6. To determine whether the broadband temporal dynamics are independent and comple-
mentary to the MRCP.
7. To explore the suitability of broadband temporal dynamics for application in BCI.
1.4 Thesis structure
The four main chapters 3 to 6 of this thesis are written in the form of manuscripts which are
either published, submitted or being submitted to the academic peer-reviewed journals. The
papers in chapters 3 and 4 are published in PLOS ONE and Brain Informatics and Health,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, respectively. The manuscript in chapter 5 has been
submitted to Scientific Reports and the manuscript in chapter 6 will be submitted to Frontiers
in Neuroscience . The papers are written according to the guidelines and requirements of
the respective journals, and hence there may be variations in the structure and format of the
papers. The EEG data recorded for the voluntary movement intention detection which are
used in all the four papers have also been published in the University of Reading Dataset
Archive. The EEG experiments and all the work in the four papers including the analysis and
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writing have been conducted by the author of this thesis Maitreyee Wairagkar, who is also
the first author of these papers. The other authors, Slawomir Nasuto and Yoshikatsu Hayashi,
have supervised this research.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to the commonly used spectral approaches and
slow-cortical potentials for movement intention detection. It also discusses the temporal
dependencies in EEG and the methods for its assessment. The models for describing temporal
dynamics in EEG are reviewed. This chapter also describes the methods for movement-based
BCI. The relevant literature review is also included in the individual chapters.
Chapter 3 explores the changes in the temporal dynamics of EEG in different frequency
bands and broadband during movement intention by studying the decay of autocorrelation.
This chapter thoroughly compares the performance for temporal autocorrelation decay
dynamics with the ERD in different EEG bands for movement intention detection for
application in BCI. This chapter also seeks to establish the complementarity between these
two EEG processes.
Chapter 4 compares the broadband EEG autocorrelation decay based movement inten-
tion detection with MRCP and establishes their complementarity. It also compares their
classification accuracy and time of movement prediction.
Chapter 5 formally identifies the LRTC in broadband EEG on a single trial basis. It
investigates the changes in the fast dynamics of the broadband LRTC on short timescales
during movement intention. This chapter compares the novel broadband LRTC with the
widely recognised LRTC in the fluctuations of the alpha band which cannot be obtained
on a single trial and hence cannot detect movement intention from the ongoing EEG. The
feasibility of using broadband LRTC to identify movement intention in real time is shown by
measuring the accuracy and prediction times of movement.
Chapter 6 models this LRTC using autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average
model (ARFIMA). The ARFIMA models the LRTC as well as the remainder SRD after taking
out LRTC in the broadband EEG simultaneously on single trials. The changes occurring in
the SRD during movement are also studied. The complementarity of spectral changes and
broadband LRTC dynamics during movement are confirmed. Thus, the broadband temporal
dependencies are established as the independent neuronal processes providing additional
movement related information which is shown by the improvement in the movement detection
accuracy and prediction timings.
Finally, chapter 7 states and discusses the novel findings of this thesis. The mechanisms
of broadband LRTC are discussed. The broader impact of this novel approach of obtaining
ongoing broadband temporal dynamics on wider areas is discussed, followed by the future
research direction and individual contributions of the author to the four papers.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Voluntary movement detection from EEG
The spectral and temporal changes occur in EEG during voluntary movement generation.
The voluntary movement intention, execution and imagery can be detected from EEG
using spectral and temporal components of EEG. There is increasing interest in single trial
techniques of movement intention detection for application in BCI.
2.1.1 Event-related (de)synchronisation (ERD/S)
Different events such as voluntary movement can block or desynchronise brain activity in
different frequency bands such as alpha band [26]. This results in reduction of amplitude of
the ongoing EEG in that frequency band. The changes occurring because of the desynchroni-
sation are time-locked to the event but are not phase-locked. Hence such changes cannot be
identified simply by linear method of averaging over several EEG trials that is commonly
used to detect ERP. Spectral analysis is done to extract the power of a frequency band of
interest to observe the desynchronisation. The power of a frequency band reduces due to
desynchronisation. These changes are called event-related desynchronisation (ERD) [63, 64].
An event can also cause increased synchronisation in specific EEG frequency bands leading
to increase in the power of that frequency band. Such changes are called event-related
synchronisation (ERS) [52]. Thus, different events can cause frequency-specific changes in
EEG leading to increase or decrease in the power of the frequency band of interest.
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2.1.1.1 Overview of ERD/S
The ERD/S is the most commonly used neural correlate of movement [26, 65]. The ERD and
ERS occur during voluntary movement intention, execution and imagery. The ERD during
movement is represented by the attenuation of mainly the mu band power relative to the
baseline power [63]. The ERS, also known as beta rebound, is represented by the increase
in the band power of mainly beta band. ERD and ERS both can be seen in alpha and beta
band. The ERD starts before movement onset and continues during movement execution
which is then followed by ERS. The ERD and ERS are only defined on a specific frequency
band which must be specified while referring to ERD and ERS. The ERD and ERS are the
changes in the band power relative to a baseline measured during resting few seconds prior
to movement [66]. The most responsive frequencies in the mu and beta bands over which
ERD/S is observed are individual specific [26]. ERD/S can detect movement intention and
imagery with high accuracy [67, 68].
Fig. 2.1 Event Related Desynchronisation and Synchronisation. The ERD between 8-11
Hz decreases before and during the movement. The ERS between 26-30 Hz increases after
movement onset. The movement onset is at 0 s. The shaded boxes are the baseline relative to
which ERD and ERS are measured. This figure is from Pfurtscheller et al.[26].
2.1.1.2 Neuronal mechanisms of ERD/S
ERD and ERS are caused due to a decrease and an increase in synchrony of the underlying
neuronal populations respectively [26]. ERD/S phenomena are caused due to changes in the
factors controlling the oscillatory behaviour in the neural networks. The characteristics of
oscillations in EEG are determined by the intrinsic membrane properties of the neurons and
the dynamics of synaptic processes such as modulations in the influence from neurotransmitter
systems [69] as well as by the properties of neural networks forming thalamo-cortical and
cortico-cortical feedback loops over variable distances. The main circuits of the thalamus
and cortex are responsible for the occurrence and modulation of alpha oscillations [70].
Oscillations are also observed in different frequency bands with different levels of synchrony.
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These oscillations have a functional role in the workings of neural networks particularly in
acting as gating function and formation of assemblies of neurons that represent the stimulus
patterns.
The oscillations in low frequency bands such as alpha are caused by the recruitment
of neurons in larger cortical areas and the oscillations in the higher frequency bands such
as beta are more localised and spatially restricted. ERD/S are observed due to changes in
the local interactions between principal neurons and interneurons that control the frequency
components (oscillations) of the ongoing EEG [26]. Further details of the mechanisms
behind production and synchronisation of brain oscillations can be found in the fundamental
works by Pfurtscheller et al. [26], Lopes da Silva et al. [70], and Singer et al. [69].
2.1.1.3 Techniques to characterise ERD/S
Several different techniques are used to compute the relative change in the mu and beta band
powers to quantify ERD/S. Most common methods of quantification of ERD/S are spectral
domain methods using power spectral density (PSD) and time-frequency analysis; and time
domain methods for computing band power [53, 71, 72, 26]. The temporal techniques such as
band power estimation by filtering EEG in the specific frequency band and then obtaining the
average of its squared samples is widely used [26, 73]. Inter-trial variance method can also be
used to determine ERD which is based on subtraction of mean of subsequent samples from all
the trials to improve the variance [74, 75]. The spectral methods include spectral perturbations
that uses short-time Fourier transform [76, 77], simply a Fourier transform [78], peak trace
method which compute the maximum power in mu band [79, 80], wavelet transform based
methods [78] and temporal-spectral evolution method [81]. Hilbert transform has also been
used to estimate the ERD from the band power computed from its analytic signal [78].
The Hilbert-Huang transform or the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) can be used
for computing ERD [82, 83]. In spite of different methods of characterising ERD/S, the
underlying principle of decrease and increase in the spectral power respectively remains
constant.
Another temporal approach of estimating spectral properties of EEG in mu band is
using autoregressive (AR) models [84–89]. The parameters of the autoregressive models
can be used to characterise changes in the selected frequency band. Since EEG is non-
stationary, a variation of AR models adaptive autoregressive models (AAR) was developed.
Adaptive autoregressive modelling approach allows model parameters to adapt because of
non-stationarity. The changing parameters of adaptive autoregressive model are often tracked
using Kalman filter.
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Since the ERD/S is relative change in the spectral power, usually the analysis using above
techniques is done on short 1 or 2 s EEG sliding windows to see the changing spectral power
over the time. The current ERD/S is quantified as the percent change in the current band
power as compared to the baseline band power. Details of this sliding window approach for
estimating ERD are described in chapters 3 and 6. A comprehensive review of movement
detection using sensorimotor rhythms from EEG is given in Yuan et al. [90] and He et
al. [90, 44].
Throughout this thesis, ERD has been computed using bandpower method [26]. Firstly,
EEG trials are band-pass filtered in 8-13 Hz frequency band. Filtered trials are then squared
and averaged. The mean of corresponding samples in all trials is subtracted from each sample.
This gives the bandpower of an EEG trial. Then to compute ERD, which is the relative
change in the bandpower, a baseline is determined from EEG when there is no movement
intention. This baseline is then subtracted from the mean of a sliding EEG windows. ERD
percentage is obtained for each sliding window using equation (2.1).
ERD(i) =
(
A(i)−R
R
)
×100 (2.1)
where R is the baseline obtained from the mean of EEG 1.5 s to 2 s prior to movement onset
and A(i) is the mean of (ith) sliding window in the single trial of EEG.
2.1.1.4 Temporal progression of ERD/S
The ERD occurs during movement starting about 2 s before its onset [26]. The ERD is
maximum at the movement onset [53] and returns to its baseline level after movement
execution. The ERS occurs after the movement execution. The ERS has maximum strength
at 1 s after the end of movement execution [26, 53], after which it gradually restores to the
baseline level. It is recommended that there should be a gap of about 6 to 10 s between each
movements to detect ERD/S clearly [26, 86].
2.1.1.5 Spatial localisation of ERD/S
ERD is localised to sensorimotor area of the cortex around the region on homunculus
corresponding to the part of the body (e.g hand or feet) involved in movement. ERD starts
about 2 s before movement onset over the contralateral Rolandic region [26, 91, 92]. It
becomes bilaterally symmetrical just before the movement execution. While the ERD for
hand movement can be identified from the contralateral hand areas (C3 or C4), the ERD for
feet movement is observed around the central area (Cz) [67]. The ERD in the alpha band
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obtained from EEG is spatially diffused as compared to the ERD in alpha and beta bands
obtained using ECoG. It has been shown in the ECoG that the topography of beta ERD is
more specific than that of alpha ERD [26]. During hand movement, there is beta ERD in
the contralateral hand area in the sensorimotor cortex and beta ERS in the ipsilateral hand
area. The beta ERS is dominant over the contralateral primary sensorimotor area and has a
maximum amplitude around 1 s after the end of movement execution [26, 53].
This localisation of ERD/S can change under different pathological conditions such a
stroke. Meng et al. [88] observed greater ERD on the ipsilateral sensorimotor area especially
in the beta band of the stroke patients which is different from the healthy participants. This
could be a result of brain plasticity.
2.1.1.6 Movement-related information from ERD/S
Sensorimotor rhythms and other frequency rhythms can not only detect movement imagi-
nation, intention and execution but also provide information about the nature of the move-
ment such as its direction, speed and intention. He et al. [44] showed that intent of veloc-
ity of movement, its acceleration and force can be estimated from sensorimotor rhythms.
Movement-related parameters can be decoded from the low-pass filtered components roughly
corresponding to delta band [93–95]. The study by Demandt et al. [72] used delta band
to classify different directional reaching movements by studying its movement end-related
potentials. The speed of the movement has been decoded from alpha and beta bands [96, 97].
Yong et al. [98] identified motor imagery of different types such as grasping movement and
elbow movement. The beta rebound reflects the active inhibition of neuronal networks after
termination of a motor program, such as motor planning, motor execution, or motor imagery
which can be used to identify termination of the motor task, yet another property of the
movement [99].
Individual finger movements, gestures or trajectory of movement can be identified from
the broadband gamma band features [85, 100, 101]. The gamma band of EEG tends to be
noisy due to smaller bandwidth of EEG and hence detecting movement type is difficult from
EEG, but it can be achieved using ECoG which can provide less noisy gamma band with
higher frequencies. Liao et al. [102] were able to identify single finger movement using
broadband EEG as well.
2.1.1.7 Limitations of ERD/S
While the ERD/S has been so far the most widely used index for motor intention, imagery and
execution detection, it has certain limitations. Estimating strong ERD/S requires selecting the
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most responsive frequency band which differs from individual to individual [26]. Selecting
canonical alpha band between 8-13 Hz and beta band between 14 - 30 Hz may lead to
weaker ERD/S detection. Moreover, alpha and beta rhythms may have different constituent
frequencies in different individuals [103]. The most optimum spatial locations also need to
be identified for detecting strong ERD/S which are again individual specific [104]. Spatial
filtering techniques such as common spatial patterns (CSP) on individual participants can be
used to enhance ERD/S strength [105]. The ERD/S is a narrow band process and it does not
account for the movement-related information that might be present in the rest of the EEG.
2.1.1.8 Factors affecting motor intention detecting from ERD
The strength of ERD/S depends on the learning in the participants. The most common
paradigm of ERD experiments is neurofeedback where the level of ERD is displayed to the
participants on the screen [86]. Such a neurofeedback paradigm facilitates the learning in
participants who are then able to produce stronger ERD and consequently more accurate
movement detection from EEG. The learning may take several EEG experimental sessions.
2.1.1.9 Application of ERD features in BCI
The most common and widely researched BCI paradigm is based on ERD/S. Several different
techniques for ERD/S evaluation are used as mentioned in the previous subsections. The
ERD based BCI can detect movements on single trial basis. The ERD based BCIs have also
showed high classification accuracies. Often hybrid approaches combining different features
and advance classifiers are used to enhance the BCI performance. Some of the studies were
able to achieve accuracies as high as 92%, 87.5% [106], 88.2% [107] and modest accuracies
of 69.4% [108] and 72.7% and 56.4% [109]. Thus there was a high variability in the BCI
performance using ERD. Multiple classes can also be classified using ERD based paradigms
due to the lateralisation and spatial localisation of ERD [110].
2.1.2 Movement-Related Cortical Potential (MRCP)
2.1.2.1 Overview of MRCP
MRCP is a slow negative potential arising during movement intention. The MRCP is a
non-oscillatory component of EEG. The MRCP is associated with the planning of voluntary
movements [111] and occurs during movement intention, prior to its execution [112, 100, 89].
The MRCP is composed of eight components occurring before and after the movement [51].
The earliest component is called early Bereitschaftspotential (BP1) also called readiness
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potential. It is followed by negative slope or BP2, P-50 and N-10 (also known as motor
potential) before the movement where P stands for positive and N stands for negative
potential and the numbers following them are their latencies in milliseconds with respect to
the movement onset. After the movement onset, there are components N+50, P+90, N+160,
P+300 generally known as movement-monitoring potential. The early BP has smaller
amplitude of 2-3 µV , BP2 had larger amplitude of 8-10 µV [53]. The MRCP changes during
neurological conditions [111]. The MRCP and its components are shown in Fig 2.2 [113].
Fig. 2.2 Components of MRCP. MRCP shows increase in slow negative potential before
movement. Movement onset is at 0 s. Different components of MRCP are BP1, BP2, Motor
Potential (MP) and Movement-Monitoring Potential (MMP). This figure is adapted from
Shakeel et al.[113].
2.1.2.2 Neuronal mechanisms of MRCP
The MRCPs are event-related potentials occurring due to movement intention and preparation.
They are slow shifts in the cortical DC potentials. The MRCPs are time-locked to the move-
ment and can be commonly detected by averaging over several trials. The generator sources
of MRCP are said to be the bilateral sensorimotor area and lateral precentral gyrus [51]. The
late component of MRCP is steeper and becomes contralateral.
2.1.2.3 Techniques to characterise MRCP
The MRCP has very small amplitude as compared to alpha oscillations and hence can be
detected by averaging over several trials. Typically, EEG is first filtered from 0.1 Hz up to
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maximum 3 Hz [114, 92]. Various spatial filters such as common spatial patterns can also
be used to enhance the MRCPs by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The single trial
analysis of MRCP is possible [112].The asymmetric distribution of the late BP associated
with unilateral hand movement is derived by subtracting the potential recorded at C4 from
that at C3 for both the left-hand movement and the right-hand movement separately. It is
called the lateralized readiness potential (LRP) [115].
2.1.2.4 Temporal progression of MRCP
The MRCPs are divided into different components based on the timing of their occurrence
in relation to the movement. The early component BP1 that starts 2 to 1.7 s before the
movement onset is a slow negative slope which reaches maximum over the central-medial
region [51]. This is followed by BP2, also known as late BP, starting from around 400 to 300
ms before movement onset and has a steeper negative slope. BP2 is lateralised over primary
motor area. The onset of MRCP with respect to the movement onset significantly differs
among different types of movement and in different individuals.
2.1.2.5 Spatial localisation of MRCP
The early component BP1 of the MRCP is observed over central-medial (supplementary
motor) area [53] and is widely and symmetrically distributed on both hemispheres [51]. The
late component BP2 has lateralisation over primary motor area [53] and is present on the
contralateral region for hand movement (around C1 and C2) and central region (around Cz)
for feet movement. The asymmetric distribution of the late BP associated with unilateral
hand movement is called the LRP [115]. In healthy individuals, upper limb movements
typically present a maximal late BP over the contralateral central areas of the cortex [51, 71].
2.1.2.6 Movement-related information from MRCP
MRCP detects movement intention. Movement intention is composed of an early plan to
move [116] and represents a high-level state which specifies the goals of movements rather
than the exact muscle activations required for its execution. Identifying movement intention
before its onset facilitates prediction of its timing [117, 100, 114] and the desired target [112].
The study done by Lew et al. [112] identified the direction of self-paced movements using
MRCP.
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2.1.2.7 Limitations of MRCP
MRCP is often used for decoding intention of movement but it does not contain information
about the handedness of the movement. The MRCPs have very small amplitude which makes
their detection difficult from the high frequency and high amplitude components of EEG.
This also make MRCPs challenging to be characterised on single trial basis. In several
cases MRCP are detected by averaging over several trial which helps in eliminating the high
amplitude noise [53]. The MRCP can also show individual specific brain patterns and spatial
locations [71] which may require additional individual specific tuning [100]. The MRCP
which is a slow negative potential, has low frequency making it a narrowband process which
does not incorporate information from the other frequency components in EEG.
2.1.2.8 Factors affecting motor intention detecting from MRCP
The magnitude and time course of BP recorded in the self-paced condition are influenced by
various factors such as level of intention, preparatory state, movement selection as to freely
selected versus fixed, learning and skill acquisition, pace of movement repetition, praxis
movement, perceived effort, force exerted, speed and precision of movement, discreteness
and complexity of movement, and pathological lesions of various brain structures [51].
2.1.2.9 Application of ERD features in MRCP
The MRCP can be used in EEG for movement intention detection for application in BCI.
The MRCP can be found in single trials [112, 114]. The classification accuracies obtained
from MRCP were in the range of 76% [112], 66.9± 26.4% [91], 75% to 40% [92] and
68±10% [118]. The classification accuracies had high standard deviation indicating that the
movement detection performance of MRCP based BCI is variable. It was also possible to
predict the movement before its onset.
2.2 Temporal changes in EEG
EEG is composed of complex temporal neuronal processes. Some of the underlying properties
of the temporal dynamics of EEG are discussed in this section.
2.2.1 Autocorrelation of EEG
The autocorrelation function characterises the temporal dependencies in EEG. It indicates
how the current EEG signal is related to its past at varying times. The autocorrelation captures
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the temporal dynamics in EEG and can help in studying the changes in the dynamics and
temporal dependencies in EEG. The autocorrelation can help in characterising the nature of
the temporal processes in EEG and can give information about their periodicity. For example,
the white noise process does not have any correlations in its samples and hence it drops to
zero very quickly. For the signals with more temporal dependencies, the autocorrelation
decays slowly. Thus, the decay of autocorrelation can be used to study the dynamical changes
occurring in EEG. The autocorrelation of EEG in different frequency bands and broadband
is investigated in chapters 3 and 4 in details.
In this thesis, the autocorrelation has been computed using equation (2.2).
R(∆) =
N−∆
∑
t=0
(s(t)− s¯)(s(t+∆)− s¯)
N
∑
t=0
(s(t)− s¯)2
(2.2)
where, s = s(0),s(1),s(2), ...,s(N) is a discrete EEG signal with N samples, R(∆) is the
autocorrelation of s at a lag ∆ and s¯ is the mean of signal s. At ∆ = 0, the signal is
perfectly correlated (R(0) = 1). At an infinite time lag, the signal components are completely
uncorrelated (R(∞) = 0). How the signal becomes uncorrelated over time can be described
by the trend of autocorrelation decay. EEG and its autocorrelation is shown in Fig 2.3.
2.2.2 Power-law in neuronal processes
Power-laws are ubiquitously present in nature. The power-law can be useful for describing
properties of an entity for which averages such as mean and median are poor descriptors.
Such entities do not have a characteristic scale and hence are scale-free. The power-law is a
relationship between two entities such that on a log-log scale, a relative change in one entity
results in proportional relative change in another entity. The power-law between x and y can
be described by equation (2.3).
y(x) =Cx−α (2.3)
where, α is called the scaling exponent of the power-law and C>0 is a constant.
The most interesting property of the power-law is scale invariance. Scale invariance
indicates that similar properties are observed over a wide range of scales. All power-laws
with the same scaling exponents are essentially scaled versions of each others. The common
examples of power-law is fractals. The fractals are scale-free and are self-similar over large
number of scales. The power-laws emerge from complex underlying dynamical processes
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Fig. 2.3 EEG and its autocorrelation. (A) 2 s window of broadband EEG between 0.5-45
Hz (B) Normalised autocorrelation of 2 s EEG window.
and give insight into the mechanism of the entity being studied. The power-law is observed
in critical systems which is discussed in the subsequent sections.
When the two quantities with power-law relationship are plotted on log-log scale, they
show a linear relationship. This log-log linear relationship is commonly used to identify
the presence of power-law. However, determining power-law is inherently difficult. It has
been argued that the linear relationship is a necessary but not sufficient condition for power-
law [119]. Common method of determining this linear relationship using linear regression
resulting in small R2 value is not accurate (see section 2.4.4 for details on R2 estimation). It
has been suggested [119] that if the fit of linear model is the best after comparing it with
log-linear or other such models, then it can be said that the power-law is present, though not
with absolute certainty.
In self-similar processes such as fractals, power-law holds true in all the dimensions.
However, in other processes, the power-law may hold only in one of the dimension where
the properties in that dimension are similar over different scales. Such processes are said
to have self-affinity rather than self-similarity [39]. One such self-affine process is the time
series with power-law in the time dimension.
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Power-law is observed in several different spatial and temporal neuronal processes in the
brain. Neuronal networks in the brain also show power-law scaling in the connections of its
nodes. Power-law scaling is observed in neural avalanches which are the bursts of firing and
in neuronal recordings. To understand the dynamics of these processes, it is important to
study the power-law. This thesis focuses on temporal neuronal processes, especially EEG
which shows power-law scaling in its autocorrelation and spectrum.
2.2.3 Long-range dependence (LRD) and short-range dependence (SRD)
The nature of autocorrelation decay reveals the temporal dependencies in the time series.
If the autocorrelation decays slower than exponential, then the time series is said to have
long-range dependence (LRD). If the autocorrelation decays exponentially or faster than
exponential, then the time series is said to have short-range dependence (SRD) [120]. In
SRD process, the coupling between the samples at different time decreases fast as the time
between the two samples increases. In SRD the autocorrelation drops to zero after certain
lags or decays exponentially. In the LRD process, the coupling in the two samples is stronger
and autocorrelation decays slower than exponential or according to the power-law. The
LRD processes with power-law decay can be self-similar or self-affine. The LRD and SRD
processes in EEG are explored further in chapters 5 and 6. Fig 2.4 shows the autocorrelation
and spectrum of SRD process and LRD process [32]. The autocorrelation of SRD process
decays exponentially and autocorrelation of the LRD process decays slowly (according to
the power-law). The log-log spectrum of SRD process is non-linear and that of LRD is linear
following 1/ f shape. Further details of these characteristics of SRD and LRD processes are
included in the subsequent sections.
2.2.4 Long-range temporal correlation (LRTC)
The long-range temporal correlation is a specific case of the LRD when the autocorrelation
decays according to the power-law as shown in equation (2.4)
ρxx(τ)∼Cτ−α (2.4)
where there is asymptotic equivalence between the autocorrelation ρxx at the lag τ and its
power-law which has a scaling exponent of α . This translates to a linear relationship in
log-log scale. The autocorrelation of LRTC processes is finite even at large lags because
of the power-law statistics and its sum diverges on the contrary to the SRD where the
autocorrelation eventually becomes zero [120].
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Fig. 2.4 Autocorrelation and spectrum of short-range dependence and long-range de-
pendence. (A) Autocorrelation of SRD process generated by autoregressive process of order
1 (more details on this in the next sections). (B) Autocorrelation of LRD process generated
by 1/ f process. (C) Log-log spectrum of the above SRD process. (D) Log-log spectrum of
the above LRD process. This figure is adapted from Wagenmakers et al. [32].
The time series showing LRTC according to equation (2.4) also shows power-law rela-
tionship in the spectral domain which is obtained by taking Fourier transform of the above
equation leading to the relation given in equation (2.5). Thus the LRTC process with power-
law decay of its autocorrelation also shows power-law in its spectrum Gxx. The spectrum
of LRTC process has a linear relationship between their frequencies and their amplitudes in
the log-log scale giving rise to 1/ f spectrum. EEG is known to have 1/ f spectrum with a
prominent peak around 10 Hz corresponding to alpha rhythm.
Gxx( f )∼ B f−β (2.5)
where, Gxx is the spectrum, f is the frequency, β is scaling exponent of the power-law and B
is a constant.
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The autocorrelation and spectral scaling exponents α and β are related by β = 1−α .
Estimating these scaling exponent is difficult and hence in practice, the LRTC is quantified by
Hurst exponent (H) which can be obtained using several methods, one of which is described
in the following sections. The Hurst exponent is related to the α and β by H = 2−α2 and
H = 1+β2 . The LRTC in the autocorrelation and spectrum of EEG is shown in chapters 5 and
6.
2.2.4.1 Hurst exponent
The values of Hurst exponent determine the nature of temporal dependencies present in the
underlying time series as follows.
• If 0 < H < 0.5, then the time series is anti-correlated. This means that the large value
tends to be followed by a small value in a time series.
• If H = 0.5, then the time series is a white noise or random noise that does not have
any correlations. In the case of white noise, the autocorrelation function (ACF) is zero
at any lags other than lag 0, and the corresponding spectrum is flat which makes the
scaling exponent β = 0 and from the relation given above, the H becomes 0.5.
• If 0.5<H < 1 then the time series is said to have LRTC and have persistent correlations.
In this case, a large value tends to follow a large value and small value tends to follow
a small value in a time series. There is a positive correlation between the samples that
are close together.
• If H = 1 then the time series is long-range correlated and has a 1/ f spectrum. Such
a time series is called pink noise. There the scaling exponent i.e. the slope of the
spectrum scaling exponent is β = 1
• If H = 1.5 then the time series is integrated white noise process also known as Brownian
noise. There is a strong correlation and a value of a particular sample is completely
dependent on its previous sample. Such a time series is obtained from a cumulative
sum of the white noise. In this case, the scaling exponent is scaling exponent β = 2.
The LRTC process is hence between white noise which is random and has no correlations
and Brownian noise which has strong trends emerging from correlation.
2.2.4.2 Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)
The Hurst exponent can be estimated by a temporal method developed by Hurst called
rescaled range analysis [121]. Peng et al. [122] proposed an adaptation of rescaled range
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analysis called detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) for identifying Hurst exponent of non-
stationary time series. Since then, the DFA technique has become one of the most widely
used technique of estimating Hurst exponent of time series. The method for DFA has been
described in detail in chapter 5 and 6. The DFA describes LRTC in the time series by finding
a power-law relationship between the RMS fluctuations at different time scales. Firstly it
creates an integrated series by cumulatively summing the time series. Then at each timescale,
the series is segmented into the non-overlapping boxes of length equal to the timescale.
Each box is detrended with a linear or polynomial function to extract the fluctuations at that
timescale. The RSM of the fluctuations in all the boxes is computed at each timescale. The
detrending step removes any correlations that are resulting from these trends at different
timescales. Hence this technique is suitable for non-stationary time series to determine real
long-range correlations and not the artifactual correlations caused by the trends. The RMS
fluctuations at each timescales are plotted in log-log scale and if these RMS fluctuations
show a linear relationship (i.e. power-law relationship), then the scaling exponent or the
Hurst exponent can be estimated from the slope of the linear fit to the fluctuations. If the
DFA scaling exponent is between 0.5-1, then the time series is said to have LRTC [123].
Sometimes, a DFA fluctuation plot has different linear relationships over different
timescales. These linear trends are separated by the crossover points, the points at which
the slope of the fluctuations in different timescales change. Such time series can be defined
by different scaling exponent for different range of scales separated by the crossover points.
Such time series with multiple scaling exponents are known to be multifractal [124, 125].
Multifractal time series have more complex dynamics that differ over different timescales.
The DFA scaling exponent is valid and represents Hurst exponent only if the relationship
between RMS fluctuations at different timescales is linear (power-law) on log-log scale.
However, assessing this linear relationship is difficult [119, 126]. It is mostly assumed that
the relationship between the fluctuations is linear when scaling exponent is computed using
DFA, however this assumption must be tested by assessing the fit of the linear model to
the fluctuations. A common method of assessing the goodness of fit for DFA is simple R2
measure which is widely used [29, 38]. However, R2 is an insensitive measure of goodness
of fit because it can give high value even when the relationship between the points is not
linear but they closely surround the fitted line. It does not take into account whether the
points are distributed randomly around the fitted line. To assess the random distribution
of the points around the fitted line, Wald-Wolfowitz runs test was used [127]. Botcharova
et al. [120, 128, 126] proposed a new method called maximum likelihood DFA which fits
numerous models such as linear, polynomials of different orders, logarithmic, exponential
and root models to the RMS fluctuations and identify the best fitting model. If the best
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fitting model was linear, then it can be said that the DFA scaling exponent is valid. The
models can be compared using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [129] and Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [130] that compare maximum likelihood of the models. The
model comparing approach to identify possible power-law has also been suggested by Clauset
et al. [119]. However, it cannot be said with certainty that the fluctuations show a power-law
because there can be some non-compared model that can fit better.
The DFA exponent is highly dependent on the box size. Too few samples in an individual
box will give inaccurate estimates of RMS fluctuations after detrending. The minimum box
size commonly used is 10 [131]. The maximum box size is chosen such that the time series
is divided in at least 4 boxes to get correct estimation of overall RMS fluctuations. More
discussion about this is given in the study by Botcharova et al. [120].
2.2.4.3 LRTC in EEG during movement
The LRTC is commonly observed in several neuronal processes such as neuronal firings [33],
neuronal avalanches [34, 35], intra-cranial recordings such as LFPs [34] and ECoG, and non-
invasive scalp recordings of EEG and MEG [34, 36] in both periodic and aperiodic processes.
The LRTCs have been observed in the alpha, beta, theta oscillation amplitudes [132], alpha
oscillation phase [128], broadband phase synchrony [37] avalanches [34, 35] and energy
profile [133].
It was first proposed by Linkenkaer-Hensen [29] that the individual oscillations in EEG
(and MEG) show LRTCs in their amplitude fluctuations, which means that the fluctuations in
the amplitudes of individual oscillations are similar across different time scales. LRTCs in
EEG are commonly extracted from the fluctuations of individual oscillations [36, 40, 125,
134, 135]. Further details of LRTCs in EEG are discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
The LRTC is considered as an invariant property of healthy brain in the resting state.
It was found that there are changes in the LRTC in different neurological disorders [42,
41, 40, 39, 133]. The strength of LRTC is reduced due such disorders and the LRTC can
be restored to their baseline level with certain medications for the neurological conditions.
Zhigalov et al. [135] found that the neurofeedback can increase the LRTC. This suggests that
the closed-loop interactions can modulate the LRTC. The external stimulus or an event also
induce changes in the LRTC [38, 126, 135].
The amplitude fluctuations of sensorimotor oscillations are modulated due to somatosen-
sory stimuli [38]. Though the modulated oscillations still showed LRTC, their magnitude is
attenuated and the DFA scaling exponents decrease. Linkenkaer-Hansen et al. [38] observed
that the LRTC in oscillations around 10 Hz and 20 Hz decreased after periodic repeated
median nerve stimulation. Botcharova et al. [126] showed that the LRTC in the alpha and
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beta oscillations decreased during repeated finger movement. The reason for this might be
that the neural activity is reorganised by the sensorimotor stimuli and is likely to disrupt the
functional connectivity leading to attenuation of temporal correlations [38]. Botcharova et
al. [126] hypothesised that the movement produces a phase relationships in the oscillations
that is similar to Gaussian white noise which ultimately disrupts the long-range correlations.
Though the common hypothesis is that the movement-related event disrupts the LRTCs,
there are several gaps in the understanding of the effects of movement on the LRTC. It is
not known whether a single movement would cause the same effect on the LRTCs over
larger time scales because the above studies examined the effect of the repeated movements.
The effect of movement on the temporal correlations in the arrhythmic broadband EEG is
not known as the LRTCs are canonically obtained from individual oscillations. Also, the
timescales considered for oscillations LRTC are long. Finger tap movement being a very
short event lasting for about a second, it is vital to study its effect on short timescales. All
these questions are investigated in details in chapters 5 and 6.
2.2.5 Parametric models for EEG
EEG time series can be modelled using several different types of models. One of the
most common families of models used for EEG is stochastic parametric models such as
autoregressive and moving average models and their variants. While AR and MA models are
suitable for stationary time series with SRD, their integrated variant autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) model is used for non-stationary time series. EEG has LRTC
which can be modelled using a generalisation of ARIMA called autoregressive fractionally
integrated moving average model (ARFIMA). The scale-invariant arrhythmic broadband
EEG can be considered as a stochastic process and hence can be modelled by a stochastic
parametric model such as ARFIMA. ARIMA can model the LRD as well as the SRD in the
time series. How ARFIMA can model LRTC is described in the following sections [32].
2.2.5.1 White noise
The time series without any correlations is called white noise. The samples in white noise
are independently identically distributed (iid). The white noise can be represented by
equation (2.6).
Xt = εt (2.6)
where εt also known as innovation is randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution [32]. The
white noise is a stationary process. The power spectrum of white noise is flat with slope of 0
in log-log scale as shown in section 2.2.4.1.
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2.2.5.2 Random walk process
The random walk process is an integrated white noise. It is a running sum or cumulative sum
of the independent samples. Random walk is given by equation (2.7) and (2.8). The power
spectrum of a random walk in log-log scale is a straight line with slope -2 (see 2.2.4.1).
Xt =
t
∑
i=0
εi (2.7)
Xt = Xt−1+ εt (2.8)
The random walk process is non-stationary because its variance increases over time. The
current value of the random walk can be defined entirely by the value of its previous sample
and current innovation. Taking difference between successive samples gives the random
white noise process. This procedure is called differencing. Differencing a random walk
changes its slope from -2 to 0 making it a white noise and integrating a white noise changes
its slope from 0 to -2.
2.2.5.3 Autoregressive (AR) model
In AR processes, the current value depends only partly on the previous value unlike random
walk as given in equation (2.9).
Xt = φXt−1+ εt (2.9)
where φ is magnitude of the difference. Such a process has order 1 and is called AR(1)
because the currently value is partly dependent only on the previous value. The φ ∈ (−1,1)
keeps the values of the samples within certain bounds preventing drifting to very high or
low values. The ACF of AR(1) follows an exponential function indicating that it is an SRD
process. The log-log power spectrum of AR(1) is not a straight line, but it is a curve. For
AR(1), more power is present in the lower frequency which flattens the power spectrum in
these low frequencies. Thus, AR(1) power spectrum has a slope of 0 in lower frequencies
and -2 in higher frequencies [32].
The AR process can have higher order such that the current value is dependent on certain
number (p) of past values. The AR(p) process is given by equation (2.10).
Xt = φ1Xt−1+ ...+φpXt−p+ εt (2.10)
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AR models of several different orders are used to model EEG oscillations. High order AR
models usually between 8 to 16 [136, 137, 84, 138] are required for EEG. AR models can
model oscillations but cannot give good estimation of broadband EEG because the broadband
EEG is non-stationary and AR model is suitable for stationary processes. Moreover, EEG
contains LRTC but the AR models can only capture SRD in the time series. Hence, AR
models alone cannot model EEG accurately. Further discussion on AR models is included in
chapter 6.
The modification of AR models for non-stationary data is adaptive autoregressive mod-
els [139, 140] whose parameters are estimated with Kalman filter. Adaptive autoregressive
model adaptively changes the order of model to estimate EEG.
2.2.5.4 Moving average (MA) model
The current value of the sample in MA process depends on the current random innovation
and the previous random innovation. The equation (2.11) shows the MA(1) process. Higher
order MA(q) process is shown in equation (2.12) in which the current value is dependent on
the current innovation and q previous innovations. The power spectrum of MA(1) is similar
to that of white noise with a very steep slope at highest frequencies.
Xt = εt +θεt−1 (2.11)
Xt = εt +θ1εt−1+ ...+θqεt−q (2.12)
The values of innovations earlier than εt−p do not have any effect on the current value
and are completely unrelated to Xt . Hence MA processes can be used as filters to remove
noise and smooth the time series.
Both AR and MA are linear combinations of the random innovations. The AR model
absorbs innovations ε into xt such that any previous εt will have an impact on all the future
values of Xt+k. On the other hand, as stated previously, the current value of MA process is
a finite combination of the q previous random innovations. The future values will not be
impacted by the innovations previous than the last q innovation values. The invertible MA(1)
process (with θ ∈ (−1,1)) can be represented by an infinite order AR process and vice versa.
2.2.5.5 Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model
The ARMA(p,q) model is a combinition of pth order AR model and qth order MA model as
given by the equation (2.13).
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Xt =
p
∑
i=1
φiXt−i+ εt +
q
∑
i=1
θiεt−i (2.13)
ARMA models have also been used to model EEG.
2.2.5.6 Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
The ARIMA(p,d,q) model is a generalisation of ARMA(p,q). The ARFIMA model incorpo-
rates non-stationarity in its integration parameter d as given in the equation (2.14). The time
series is differenced d times to make it stationary after which, the AR and MA parameters
are estimated. (
1−
p
∑
i=1
φiBi
)
(1−B)dXt =
(
1+
q
∑
i=1
θiBi
)
εt (2.14)
where B is the backshift operator such that BXt = Xt−1 and BnXt = Xt−n. ARFIMA models
are also used for modelling EEG where EEG is usually differenced once and then the AR
and MA parameters are estimated.
2.2.5.7 Autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model for
LRTC
While ARIMA(p,d,q) can model non-stationary time series, it is not suitable for LRTC
process. The white noise can be modelled with ARIMA(0,0,0) with d = 0 and log-log power
spectrum slope of 0. The random walk can be modelled by ARIMA(0,1,0) with d = 1 and
log-log power spectrum slope of -2. The process with LRTC has a log-log power spectrum
with a slope of approximately -1. The LRTC processes lies between random walk and white
noise and hence would need a fractional value for d between 0 and 1 because as mentioned in
section 2.2.5.2, differencing once changes the slope of power spectrum from -2 to 0. Hence
the fractional differencing with a fractional value of d can model the LRTC part of the time
series and the residual stationary SRD could be modelled using AR and MA parameters
of ARFIMA(p,d,q) with the equation 2.14. Generally for LRTC, the slope of the power
spectrum is between -0.5 and -1.5. An ARIMA model would require an infinite number of
parameters to accurately model LRTC process of infinite length [32].
The process of fractional difference is given in chapter 6. For 0 < d < 0.5, the ARFIMA
process is stationary and for d > 0.5, the ARFIMA process is non-stationary. The d is
estimated from the Hurst exponent using d =H−0.5. Further details of ARFIMA modelling
are comprehensively given in Wagenmakers et al. [32]. Though ARFIMA can model LRTC
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and SRD simultaneously, it is a mathematical model that is very descriptive and it does not
give any information about the underlying physiological processes. ARFIMA model has been
used to generate LRTC process to test different signal analysis approaches [126, 120, 127]
but it is not used commonly to model broadband EEG that contains LRTCs as described in
this thesis.
2.2.6 Self-organised criticality in neuronal processes
The concept of criticality originated from physics to describe systems that have critical points,
i.e. the points of phase transition for example, a liquid turning to a gaseous state [120]. Such
critical points depends on tuning of external parameters such as temperature in this case.
However, the critical behaviour that is observed in the dynamical systems is fundamentally
different from the critical point. The dynamical systems with criticality have these critical
points as an attractor and the system evolves towards this critical state without any external
force or requirement of tuning of external parameters. Such a system is said to have self-
organised criticality (SOC), which was first described in the seminal work by Bak et al. [141].
The systems with SOC are on the brink of stability and instability, hence are poised at
criticality, ready to respond to external stimuli. The main property of the SOC is the scale-
invariance in spatial and temporal domain. Bak et al. [141] proposed that the SOC is the
underlying mechanism behind the ubiquitously present 1/ f noise and self-similarity in the
fractal structures in the nature and no fine-tuning is necessary to produce these phenomena in
the nature. Hence, power-law which represents scale-invariance is considered as a property of
SOC. Bak et al. also proposed that SOC is the mechanism giving rise complex systems [142]
As described in previous sections, the brain shows power-law dynamics and 1/ f noise in
several neuronal processes. This has led to a critical brain hypothesis that the brain operates
at criticality. Since there are no external factors that control the development of neural
networks and processes in the brain, it is hypothesised that the brain has SOC because it
evolves to criticality by itself. The brain is said to be at a critical state ready to process any
external stimuli efficiently. The criticality can help in optimising information transfer, storage
capacity and adapting to different cognitive demands [37, 62]. The criticality in the brain
could also help in rapid transitions in the functional connectivity [143]. The LRTCs in the
neuronal processes are considered as markers of criticality [29, 36, 135, 62, 128, 144–146].
A comprehensive background on LRTC and criticality in neuronal processes is given in the
study by Botcharova et al. [120].
There are no known characteristics or methods that can guarantee the detection of
criticality. The criticality is always hypothesised based on the observation of power-law
statistics. However, not all critical systems show power-law dynamics and not all power-laws
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lead to criticality [128]. Several different mechanisms can give rise to criticality in the brain,
one of which is said to be the balance between the excitation and inhibition [62, 43, 147].
Poil et al. [62] propose that excitation/inhibition balance cause critical dynamics in the form
of avalanches and LRTCs in different oscillations.
2.3 Movement based BCI
Movement intention and movement imagery are some of the most popular BCI paradigms
because they allow intuitive control of the BCI application. This thesis is focused on
extracting neural correlates of movement intention for application in BCI. This section gives
an overview of EEG based BCI development procedure and its applications.
2.3.1 BCI procedure
2.3.1.1 Preprocessing and artefacts removal
EEG is often contaminated by various artefacts. An artefact is a signal recorded by EEG
which does not have its source in the brain, causing disturbances in recording the brain
signal and has a high negative impact on BCI control. The artefacts usually have higher
amplitudes and hence the minute characteristics of EEG are hidden underneath. The aim of
artefact removal is to eliminate the artefacts to reveal the underlying EEG. EEG artefacts
can be classified into two categories according to their sources: artefacts arising due to
external sources and artefacts arising due to internal sources. External artefacts are caused
by electrical interference of electronic devices in the surrounding and 50 Hz power line
noise. Their effect can be reduced by using EEG recording apparatus that tolerant to external
electrical interference as well as using notch filter to filter out 50 Hz component. Internal
sources of artefacts are electrooculography (EOG) signals caused due to eye movement
and blinking, electromyography (EMG) signals caused due to movement of facial muscles
and jaw movement, and electrocardiography (ECG) signals. It is difficult to avoid artefacts
caused by internal sources since most of them are due to involuntary movements like eye
blinks. Various manual as well as automated techniques are developed to remove artefacts
from contaminated EEG.
Manual artefacts rejection: The simplest method of artefacts removal is manual identifi-
cation of trials with artefacts and rejection of these trials [148] process leads to huge loss
of data. The simplest manual method of managing artefacts is to avoid them, which can be
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achieved with shorter trials and frequent breaks. Manual artefacts rejection cannot be used
for online BCI application.
Blind source separation using Independent component analysis (ICA): Blind source
separation can be used to extract independent source signals and separate artefacts sources and
EEG sources. This can be achieved by using independent component analysis (ICA) [149].
ICA assumes that the acquired EEG on any one channel is the linear mixture of temporally
independent signals from different sources and channels and hence it estimates an unmixing
matrix which gives independent sources. Artefactual sources are either identified manually or
automatically by setting certain criteria. ICA is one of the most commonly used technique for
artefacts removal [149]. Schlogl et al. [150] used EOG channels recorded simultaneously with
EEG to remove the EOG sources for EEG using regression. The classifiers such as support
vector machine (SMV) were used for identifying trials with and without artefacts [151]. The
principal component analysis (PCA) was also used in many studies [152] but performed
poorly in comparison to ICA. In this thesis, ICA has been used to identify sources with
artefacts which were eliminated and uncontaminated EEG was reconstructed.
Other artefacts removal methods: Wavelet transform is widely used for EOG artefacts
removal automatically without manual intervention. Wavelet transform sets the threshold
limit for EEG trials with artefacts by comparing with the baseline without any artefacts
and Haar wavelets can be used to identify regions of EEG contaminated with artefact [153].
Other methods of artefacts removal include regression, template matching, neural networks
and hybrid techniques [154].
Online artefacts removal: The methods described above for artefacts removal are used
offline, however for application of these techniques for BCI requires online artefacts removal
methods. Moreover, these online artefacts removal techniques must have minimum latency for
BCI output to feel intuitive. There are several online artefact removal techniques [155, 156].
2.3.1.2 Feature extraction
Various types of temporal, spectral, time-frequency and spatial features can be extracted from
EEG for controlling a motor based BCI [157]. The most significant features that represent
the required information in EEG accurately are extracted. A single feature can represent the
task appropriately or a vector of features may be required to define the information content in
EEG. The features are selected such that they maximise the distinction between two classes.
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The autocorrelation of EEG, power spectrum, band power, instantaneous phase, wavelets
are some of the commonly used analysis techniques. Features can be extracted by fitting
AR, MA or adaptive autoregressive models to EEG [138, 84, 136]. The functional networks
can also be evaluated from different channels of EEG using different connectivity measures
such as synchronisation, cross-correlation, coherence and phase difference. EEG has low
spatial resolution and is affected by volume conduction. To enhance the quality of signals,
spatial filters can be used. Various spatial techniques for feature extraction such as principal
component analysis, independent component analysis, common spatial patterns, Laplacian
filtering [158] are commonly used. The common spatial patterns technique is common for
movement detection [159]. Referencing EEG with different montages such as latitudinal and
longitudinal bipolar montage and common average referencing [158] can be used.
The two most common correlate of movement are ERD/S and MRCP as discussed earlier.
Majority of the research studies use ERD/S and MRCP and their variants as features for
movement based BCI. These features have to be extracted on single trial basis for application
in BCI.
2.3.1.3 Classification
Various types of classifiers are used for classifying features. Neural network based classifiers
prove to be more useful and accurate for classification due to their ability to learn the pattern.
If features are easily separable, then simple classifier can perform the classification task
accurately. However if the features are not very separable, then more advanced classifier is
required to obtain good accuracies. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is one of the most
commonly used classifier [160, 161]. The LDA can classify multiple classes at a the same
time. The LDA is simple to construct and gives very good results. However, because of its
linear nature, LDA does not classify non-linear data accurately.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) can classify non-linearly separable data as well as
inseparable data unlike LDA [157]. SVM aims towards forming optimum boundary between
the two classes by finding support vectors from both the classes and maximises the distance
between the boundary and the support vectors. The SVM maps the points in the higher
dimensional hyper-plane to extract the classifying hyper-surface which helps in classifying
non-separable low-dimensional data. SVM is complex to execute and may be computationally
demanding for online BCI.
Classifiers such as Bayesian classifiers, particle swarm, optimisation Elman Neural
Network [162], logistic regression, decision trees, k-nearest neighbour [163] and many more
can be used in BCI. If the feature vector has high dimension, dimensionality reduction could
be done using principal component analysis to find the most classifiable features.
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2.3.1.4 Applications of movement based BCI
BCI provides a mode of interaction with different objects directly by brain without using any
motor pathways. This is useful for patients with motor disorders to communicate with their
environment. BCI can also be used for movement rehabilitation. Traditional rehabilitation
involves therapist passively moving patients arms/legs for exercises, while this rehabilitation
therapy has been in use for long, it does not give movement ownership to the patient. The
patient is not actively engaged in the movement being performed. Rehabilitation could
be more useful if the patient is actively engaged in the movement that is executed and
if the patient has the ownership of their movement. Rehabilitation BCI can provide this
movement ownership and active engagement to the patient [54–56, 164]. The patient can
produce a desired movement intention and the BCI would identify the movement and send
a corresponding command to for example, a robotic rehabilitation device. This would give
a sense of movement ownership to the patient since, patient was the one who initiated the
movement. This would help in a faster recovery and motor relearning.
Several BCI studies have been done for rehabilitation based BCI. One of the rehabilitation
technique is BCI controlled functional electrical stimulation (FES). The BCI based on motor
imagery of arm has been used to trigger functional electrical stimulation to perform wrist
movements for upper limb rehabilitation in chronic stroke patients [88]. The performance of
the patients was reported to improved over the time. Other similar BCI-functional electrical
stimulation rehabilitation studies used spatial, spectral and temporal patterns simultaneously
to detect motor imagery [165, 166]. The study [166] also reported a significant increase in
the EMG amplitude of the targeted muscles after 20 min of functional electrical stimulation
rehabilitation session using motor imagery BCI as compared to rehabilitation using just pas-
sive FES.This supports the fact that active engagement improves the rehabilitation outcome.
Hybrid approaches mimicking the hierarchy in human nervous system has also been used for
developing functional electrical stimulation-BCI for paralysed patients [167].
Another advantage of FES based rehabilitation BCI is that functional electrical stimulation
provides a direct feedback to the patients which in turn helps in producing better ERD [168].
Rehabilitation exercise based on BCI mediated neurofeedback mechanisms that enabled a
better engagement of motor areas and thus it can promote neuroplasticity in the affected brain
regions [169]. Study conducted by Pfurtscheller et al. [170] has achieved the restoration
of hand grasp function in a tetraplegic patient. The functional electrical stimulation was
triggered by β bursts due to foot motor imagery. Using switching between different grasping
sequence, the patient was able to grasp a glass with the paralysed arm.
Other major group of rehabilitation BCIs use robotic rehabilitation using robotic arm
or similar mechanical devices. These BCIs again used motor imagery to drive the robotic
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device [171]. Comparison studies have been perform to compare the performance of robotic
BCI rehabilitation vs passive robotic rehabilitation. Robotic rehabilitation techniques have
been reported to show more improvement in patients [172, 57, 173]. The appendix A
describes a demo of a temporal dynamics BCI to control virtual reality and soft robotics
rehab system [174].
Rehabilitation BCIs are not only used for arms or legs rehabilitation but also for rehabil-
itation of walking [175]. Even if the walking is largely controlled by spinal cord, brain is
very important in monitoring locomotion patterns and coordination between upper and lower
limbs. Exoskeleton driven by BCI was used for walking rehabilitation. In another research,
BCI controlled walking simulator was developed [176] in conjunction to lower extremity
functional electrical stimulation for rehabilitation.
All the rehabilitation BCIs used ERD produced by motor imagery. However, all the
constraints for good ERD detection like selection of optimum channel, optimum frequency
band also followed. The training requirements for producing usable ERD could also play
a role in usability of these rehabilitation BCIs. Moreover ERD does not ensure movement
prediction. For creating a system which seems natural to the user, the delay between the
movement imagery produced and the feedback provided by functional electrical stimulation
and robotic device must be minimum. Hence there is a need of a robust predictive BCI.
2.3.2 Challenges in the current BCI systems
The BCIs show great potential in the applications for people with motor disabilities, rehabil-
itation and even entertainment and gaming. However, there are several reasons why BCIs
are still used in research facilities and not by the general targeted audience. Invasive BCIs
have many challenges and issues, the major one being the need of high-risk brain surgery
and prolonged insertion of implant in the body. EEG based BCIs are non-invasive, cheap
and easy to use, but they have different challenges. The major hurdle in EEG based BCIs is
the poor quality brain signals recorded by the sensor electrodes placed on the scalp with low
signal to noise ratio. There are several factors limiting the widespread non-research use of
BCI.
Who can use BCI: Not all the people can use BCI. No universal BCI that could be used
by everyone has been developed yet [177], around 20% of the participants cannot use it.
Researchers have tried to mitigate this problem by improving the signal processing algorithms,
participant training, novel tasks/paradigms and instructions. In spite of these efforts, not
everyone can use BCI with same proficiency and produce detectable patterns of brain activity.
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For example, in the study [178], 93% of participants were able to use BCI with accuracy
above the chance level.
BCI system design and performance: There could be much inconsistency in the BCI
system in session-to-session basis and subject-to-subject basis [179]. It is difficult to identify
the signal in baseline state when the user is idle, this leads to false detection. EEG signals
are non-stationary and hence adaptation of the processing algorithms is necessary. Also, BCI
must be capable of handling continuous stream of data rather than operating on trial by trial
basis. The hybrid approaches have been used to overcome some of these difficulties to a
some extent [180]. The comparisons across different studies is also very difficult because
different groups use different measures of performance. The performance can also vary
depending on number of trials or their size [177].
Offline or online: Many studies in the literature have showed good results with machine
learning and pattern recognition algorithms. However, getting same level of results online
has been a challenge [181]. However, for practical use of BCI, it has to be a real-time system
that can identify the user’s intent and send appropriate command at the same time. High
information transfer rates are very difficult to achieve because as EEG epoch length is reduce,
it becomes harder to reliably detect the BCI command [182].
Training requirement: The training is often required by the participants to operate BCI.
The participants often tend to improve their performance with training and practice [183].
The train requirement is often accompanied with the calibration of the system [184].
Poor quality of EEG: EEG has poor signal to noise ratio which could be difficult to
adjust [185]. The spectrum of EEG shows 1/ f distribution which results in high-frequency
EEG buried in noise. Because of this, higher frequencies in EEG are not accessible for use in
signal processing. Due to volume conduction, the electrodes on the surface record the data
from multiple sources and it becomes difficult to identify the sources, especially in real time.
All these limitations affect the usability of BCIs. The main issue being reliable detection
of command due to all the factors mentioned above. This thesis aims to identify neuronal
processes that can facilitate a robust movement intention detection on single trial basis and
aid in solving at least some of the BCI challenges.
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2.4 Fundamentals of EEG analysis: Methods
This section outlines the fundamental methods used for EEG analysis and classification
throughout the thesis.
2.4.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) Classifier
Linear classifiers are most commonly used in BCI because they are easy to interpret and also
easy to train [186]. The computations required for identifying the classification boundary
(hyperplane) are also straightforward. Linear Discriminant Analysis classifier is widely used
for binary classification of two classes in BCI. LDA uses supervised learning to determine
classification boundary from several samples of training data. LDA has been used for
classification of motor intention vs resting state throughout this thesis.
LDA uses a discriminant function for classifying two classes. Fig 2.5 adapted from
Hong et al. [187] shows the schematic representation of LDA. LDA identifies a discriminant
function g(x) for input feature vector x and according to the sign of the value of g(x), assigns
the class labels +1 or -1 to the input sample. For a new sample x, class 1 is assigned if
g(x)> 0, otherwise class 2 is assigned.
Fig. 2.5 Schematic of Linear Discriminant Analysis classifier [187].
A discriminant function is a a linear combination of the components of vector x. The
discriminant function g(x) is given in equation (2.15).
g(x) = wT x+w0 (2.15)
where x is a feature vector, w is a weight vector and w0 is the threshold weight. The equation
g(x) = 0 determines the decision boundary that separates the input feature vectors belonging
to two classes [187]. In case of LDA, discriminant function g(x) is linear. The weight vector
w is normal to g(x).
There are several ways of determining linear discriminant function g(x) given a set of
training feature vectors. For two-class classification, equation (2.15) is set to value of +1 or
-1 such that wT x+w0 = 1 or wT x+w0 =−1 depending on the class label of training data.
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A set of several such equations is obtained from the training set with multiple samples of x
belonging to class 1 and 2. The value of the weight vector w is then estimated by solving
these equations. Often there is no exact solution to these equations, and hence, the value of
w is determined by minimising the error between the both sides of equations using methods
such as least squares estimate [187]. The least squared method is form of regression that
minimises the sum of squares of errors iteratively.
2.4.1.1 Cross-validation
Cross-validation is often used to evaluate the performance of a classifier [188]. A common
cross-validation technique is k-fold cross-validation where the available data samples are
divided into k bins and k− 1 bins are used as training set and 1 bin is used as testing set.
The classification is repeated by setting each bin as a testing set. This ensures that all the
samples in the available dataset have been used as training set as well as testing. The estimate
of classifier accuracy is the overall number of correct classifications divided by the total
number of samples in the dataset [189]. Thus, when the sample size is sufficiently large and
representative, the cross-validation predicts a true performance of the classifier for unseen
data or generalisation capacity [190].
It is common to use 5-fold cross-validation or 10-fold cross-validation where the data
are divided into 5 and 10 sections respectively. Throughout this thesis, a 10x10 fold cross-
validation scheme has been employed to evaluate the performance of the LDA classifiers to
identify movement intention. In a 10x10 fold cross-validation, a 10-fold cross-validation is
done 10 times to obtain more generalised average performance of the classifier. A 10-fold
cross validation in this thesis was done as follows:
1. Features obtained from all EEG trials which are to be used for classification are first
randomly shuffled.
2. Randomly shuffled features are divided into 10 equal bins.
3. 9 bins (90% data) are used as training set for the classifier and 1 bin (10% data) is used
as unseen testing set and classification accuracy is determined.
4. The classification is performed by considering each of the 10 bins as testing set and
the remainder of the 9 bins as the training set.
5. Average classification accuracy of all the 10-folds is computed.
The above process is repeated 10 times and average classification accuracy is computed.
This ensures that a large number of possible combinations of samples are used for training
the classifier and testing it leading to a good estimate of its true performance.
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2.4.2 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique used to interpret high dimen-
sional datasets [191]. PCA transforms the correlated features of the samples in dataset into
linearly uncorrelated features. It identifies the features that contain maximum variability of
the data and hence is widely used as a technique for dimensionality reduction [191]. The aim
of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of the data whilst preserving the most of the informa-
tion content (variability) in the data. PCA finds new variables using orthogonal transformation
that are linear functions of the features in the original dataset, that maximise variance and that
are uncorrelated with each other. These new uncorrelated variables are called principal com-
ponents. Principal components are obtained by solving an eigenvalue/eigenvector problem.
The first principal component captures maximum variance, the second principal component
has lower variance than the first and so on. Usually for dimensionality reduction, only the
topmost principal components that account for 95% of the variability of the data are retained
and used in further analysis. Thus, with PCA dimensionality reduction, most of the important
information in the data is preserved and new features (PCs) that are uncorrelated to each
other can contain maximum variability in the data are obtained. These principal components
help in identifying important distinct patterns in the dataset that are not accessible from the
original features [192]. Following method is used to perform PCA. For a detailed method,
refer to a tutorial on PCA created by Smith [192].
1. Consider a dataset with n features.
2. First, mean is subtracted from each of the n features in the dataset. This creates a
dataset with zero mean.
3. A covariance matrix of size n×n is computed.
4. From the covariance matrix, n eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed.
5. The eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue is the first principal component of the
dataset. It contains the most important relationships between the data dimensions.
6. The n eigenvectors are ordered according to their eigenvalues in the descending order
(from highest to the lowest). This gives n principal components in order of significance.
7. To reduce the dimensionality of the data, only p top most significant principal compo-
nents are retained. Thus, the new dataset has a reduced dimension of p, i.e. it has p
features. The p is selected such that it accounts for 95% variance of the data.
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The above procedure has been used to reduce dimensionality of the features obtained from
EEG to identify movement intention in this thesis in chapter 6. There are several features
that can be extracted from EEG and PCA is a common technique used for dimensionality
reduction in EEG [193]. PCA is also used to obtain features for BCI from EEG [194].
2.4.3 Model selection using Akaike’s Information Criterion and Bayesian
Information Criterion
EEG is often characterised using various types of models to understand its dynamics better
and model the patterns in systematically as well as predict the patterns. In chapters 5 and
6 of this thesis, ARMA and ARFIMA models have been used to characterise the temporal
dynamics of EEG. The Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) are the statistical techniques used to assess the quality of statistical models
to assist in model selection. AIC and BIC are used to quantify the goodness of fit of the
model and select the better fitting model for the given data. When multiple models are to be
compared with each other, AIC and BIC estimate the quality of each model relative to the
rest of the models and thus helping in model selection.
AIC estimates the quality of the model by assessing the trade-off between the goodness
of fit of the model and the simplicity of the model (number of model parameters) [129]. This
balance between the goodness of fit and complexity of the model helps in avoiding overfitting
and underfitting models being selected. AIC is computed using equation (2.16).
AIC = 2k−2ln(Lˆ) (2.16)
where k is the number of estimated parameters of the model which is indication of its
complexity and Lˆ is the maximum value of the likelihood function for the model which is
indication of its goodness of fit. The most suitable model is the one which has the lowest
AIC value. AIC rewards goodness of fit quantified by likelihood function, but also penalises
for increased complexity of the model quantified by the number of parameters. This penalty
tries to avoid overfitting because increasing the number of parameters improves the goodness
of the fit [129].
BIC is similar to AIC, and also penalises for number of parameters in a model to avoid
overfitting [130]. The penalty for increased complexity is higher in BCI than AIC. BIC
penalises free parameters more strongly. BIC is computed using equation (2.17).
BIC = ln(n)k−2ln(Lˆ) (2.17)
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where k is the number of estimated parameters of the model which is indication of its
complexity and Lˆ is the maximum value of the likelihood function for the model which is
indication of its goodness of fit and n is the sample size of the data on which the model is
fitted. The most suitable model is the one which has the lowest BIC value.
2.4.4 Goodness of fit using R2
R2 also known as a coefficient of determinant is a statistics that quantifies goodness of fit of
a regression model. R2 measures a percentage of variance in the dependent variable that is
predicted from the independent variables in regression [195, 196]. R2 measures how well
the predictions from regression approximate the real data points. R2 ranges between 0 and 1
where R2 of 1 indicates that the predicted values from regression are accurate and perfectly
fit the original data and lower values of R2 indicates that the predictions from the regression
are further away from the true values. Thus, R2 provides a measure of how well the data are
replicated by the model and gives indication of the spread (variance) of the predicted data
points from the original data points [195, 196].
R2 is calculated as variance explained by the model (residual sum of squares) divided by
the total variance (total sum of squares). Consider a dataset with n values as y1, ....,yn and let
the corresponding predicted or modelled values with regression be f1, ...., fn, then the R2 of
the predictions of the regression can be determined using equation (2.18).
R2 = 1−
n
∑
i=1
(yi− fi)2
n
∑
i=1
(yi− y¯)2
(2.18)
where y¯ is mean of dataset y1, ...,yn. R2 measure has been used in chapters 5 and 6 as a
goodness of fit of regression model.
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Exploration of Neural Correlates of
Movement Intention based on
Characterisation of Temporal
Dependencies in Electroencephalography
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This chapter has been published in PLOS ONE (2018), 13(3), pp-e0193722,
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193722. The recorded EEG data has been published in
the University of Reading Research Data Archive (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.17864/1947.117.
This dataset has been used in the chapters 4, 5 and 6 as well. This chapter investigates the
temporal dynamics of EEG during voluntary movement by studying the changes in the auto-
correlation decay in the broadband EEG and different frequency narrowbands and compares
the results with the corresponding ERD.
Abstract
Brain computer interfaces (BCIs) provide a direct communication channel by using brain
signals, enabling patients with motor impairments to interact with external devices. Motion
intention detection is useful for intuitive movement-based BCI as movement is the funda-
mental mode of interaction with the environment. The aim of this paper is to investigate the
temporal dynamics of brain processes using electroencephalography (EEG) to explore novel
neural correlates of motion intention. We investigate the changes in temporal dependencies
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of EEG by characterising the decay of autocorrelation during asynchronous voluntary finger
tapping movement. The evolution of the autocorrelation function is characterised by its
relaxation time, which is used as a robust marker for motion intention. We observed that
there was reorganisation of temporal dependencies in EEG during motion intention. The
autocorrelation decayed slower during movement intention and faster during the resting state.
There was an increase in temporal dependence during movement intention. The relaxation
time of the autocorrelation function showed significant (p < 0.05) discrimination between
movement and resting state with the mean sensitivity of 78.37± 8.83%. The relaxation
time provides movement related information that is complementary to the well-known event-
related desynchronisation (ERD) by characterising the broad band EEG dynamics which is
frequency independent in contrast to ERD. It can also detect motion intention on average
0.51 s before the actual movement onset. We have thoroughly compared autocorrelation re-
laxation time features with ERD in four frequency bands. The relaxation time may therefore,
complement the well-known features used in motion-based BCI leading to more robust and
intuitive BCI solutions. The results obtained suggest that changes in autocorrelation decay
may involve reorganisation of temporal dependencies of brain activity over longer duration
during motion intention. This opens the possibilities of investigating further the temporal
dynamics of fundamental neural processes underpinning motion intention.
3.1 Introduction
Brain computer interfaces (BCIs) that use electroencephalography (EEG) are being increas-
ingly used in research due to their non-invasive nature and their potential in therapeutic
applications such as motor rehabilitation [54–56, 164]. BCIs allow users to control com-
puters, robots or other devices directly via their brain activity and hence, could potentially
enable patients with spinal cord injuries or other motor disabilities to interact with devices by
producing tailored mental activity. BCI is commonly driven by paradigms involving evoked
activity, such as steady state visually evoked potentials (SSVEP) [42, 197], event-related
potentials (ERP) [198], as well as motor-related paradigms e.g. motor imagery [59]. SSVEP
and ERP employ visual and attention processes, and they always require an external stimulus
to evoke a detectable response. On the other hand, neural correlates of movement enable
intuitive control of BCIs by producing movement intention at will without requiring any
external stimuli [60, 44]. Typically, changes in power at specific EEG frequency bands
are used for detecting movement intention. However, this disregards the movement related
information present in the rest of EEG spectrum and in the time domain, as EEG signal is
essentially non-stationary. In this paper, we explore movement related information which is
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not reflected in the band power changes, by studying the evolution of temporal dependencies
in EEG during motion intention.
The detection of voluntary movement intention, execution and imagery from EEG is
typically achieved by widely used neural correlates of movement namely event-related
(de)synchronisation (ERD/S) and motor-related cortical potential (MRCP) [44, 26, 65, 53, 91].
ERD and ERS corresponding to attenuation and increase predominantly in µ and β power
respectively [26], are commonly used for detecting movement intention and imagery [65].
Based on this, most features for detecting movement related tasks [60] are extracted from the
spectral domain of EEG. Power spectral density (PSD) and time-frequency analysis being
by far the most common methods of evaluating ERD [53, 91, 72]. Even though ERD/S can
detect motor imagery with high accuracy [67, 68], these spectral features have to be tuned
to individuals as most responsive frequency bands are different for each individual. Often,
different spatial filters or other optimization techniques are used to enhance the spectral
features [68, 199, 159, 184]. MRCP is a slow negative cortical potential observed in low
frequencies [53] from approximately 2 s prior to human voluntary movement [51]. MRCP
has a very small amplitude (8-10µV ) compared to spontaneous EEG activity (100µV ) [53]
which makes its detection difficult. A common method of detecting MRCP is to average
several EEG trials of voluntary movements [53]. ERD/S and MRCP have been used to
distinguish between different types of movements involving different joints [200, 98, 102]. It
is also possible to determine the end of movement planning, execution and imagery from the
increase in β power also known as β rebound [99] and increase in γ power [72].
In addition to movement execution information, movement prediction is important for
hybrid rehabilitation systems combining BCI and robotic assistance as it can compensate for
the delay between the detection of the motion intention and the onset of motion assistance.
Enabling the coordination of motion assistance with a subject’s motion intention can generate
the ownership of the movement [201, 88] and improve the efficiency of a BCI-driven robotic
rehabilitation systems [202]. ERD and MRCP can also be used for voluntary movement
prediction before its actual onset. ERD power spectral density features in the µ and β bands
were shown to predict movement on average 0.62±0.25 s before actual movement onset [53],
while a narrow frequency band of 0.01-1 Hz gave a good movement prediction from -0.5
s using MRCPs for reaching movement [112, 100]. For a unilateral hand movement, ERD
occurs 2 s before movement onset in the contralateral hand area of the sensorimotor region
and becomes bilaterally symmetrical just before movement execution. ERD is followed by
contralateral ERS within 1 s of movement offset. ERD is also observed contralaterally during
motor imagery [26]. In contrast, early component of MRCP starts 2 s before movement
onset, bilaterally distributed around midline-central region. The late MRCP component
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has larger amplitude and is observed 400ms before movement onset over the contralateral
central region [51]. Combination of ERD and MRCP features provides complementary
neurophysiological information about movement and improve the detection rate of movement
intention [71, 71].
Various signal processing and statistical analysis techniques are increasingly being ex-
plored to improve the movement intention detection accuracy and decrease the latency
between movement intention and its detection [114, 157, 203], however, the underlying
principles of ERD/S and MRCP remain the same. The ERD and MRCP can detect move-
ment intention only in specific narrow frequency bands. ERD also requires tuning of the
most discriminative frequency band for each participant. Also, ERD and MRCP, though
successfully employed to detect movement intention, do not completely describe all aspects
of motor command generation, dynamical properties of brain activities, and changes in
temporal dependencies. These characteristics of brain activities focus only on a selected
frequency band. Thus, we explored a complementary process that will enable us to detect
motion intention from a wider frequency band and which can be used in conjunction to ERD
and MRCP to obtain a deeper insight into EEG dynamics during voluntary movement.
The aim of this paper is to identify novel neural correlates of movement based on changes
in the dynamics of EEG by characterising its temporal dependencies, such that they provide
movement intention related information that is complementary to ERD and MRCP. Hayashi
et al. [204] identified a specific change in EEG autocorrelation during movement, which
could be used as a marker of movement intention, however there were no further studies
investigating the reorganisation of the autocorrelation structure during movement. Extending
this line of investigation, we computed the autocorrelation function of EEG signals recorded
during asynchronous finger tapping to evaluate the effect of the voluntary movement on
EEG dynamics. The changes in relaxation time of autocorrelation were observed during
movement intention, and were then used as a novel time domain characteristic to classify
movement intention from single trials. In this paper, we detected the motion intention
before actual movement onset from the relaxation time of autocorrelation, and found that
the autocorrelation relaxation time increases before and during voluntary movement, i.e.
autocorrelation decays slowly during this period compared to the resting state. Thus, we
obtained a neural correlate of motion intention based on characterisation of the temporal
dependencies in EEG.
The paper is organised as follows: in the Methods section, we provide details of EEG
experimental paradigm, EEG pre-processing, procedure for characterising motion intention
from single trials using ERD and the novel autocorrelation relaxation time and classification
of movement intention. In the Results section, we present the relaxation times of EEG
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autocorrelation in four frequency bands and compare them with ERD in the corresponding
bands. We compared their classification sensitivities, timing of movement intention detection
and spatial locations of the most responsive channel. This is followed by the Discussion
section and the Conclusion.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Ethics Statement
Fourteen healthy participants (8 female, age 26± 4 years, 12 right handed) with no prior
experience in EEG experiments and BCIs, normal or corrected to normal vision, no motor or
communication impairing conditions and not receiving any medication for such conditions
participated in the study. Ethical approval for EEG experiment was obtained from the ethics
committee of the School of Systems Engineering, University of Reading, UK. Participants
were provided with an information sheet detailing the purpose of the study, procedure of the
experiment and the nature of the data collected. Informed written consent was obtained from
all the participants before beginning the experiment.
3.2.2 Experimental paradigm
A simple self-paced, asynchronous index finger tapping task was chosen to study the brain
activities related to the motor intention.
In order to record the onset of a finger tap, a bespoke microcontroller based tapping device
was developed (Fig 3.1A) using an 8-bit Microchip PICDEM2 Plus demo board (Microchip
Technology Inc., Arizona, USA). The tapping circuit consists of a finger cap covered with a
conductive metal strip and a conductive plate placed on the tapping board and was connected
to the pins on the I/O port of the Microchip board for peripheral devices. The participant was
required to place the index fingers of both their hands in the corresponding finger caps of
the tapping device as shown in Fig 3.1B, and perform the finger tap when instructed. The
microcontroller sent a continuous 5 V output to the tapper circuit and the analogue input from
the right and left tapper was received on the input pins. This analogue input of 0-5 V was
converted to a digital signal in the range of 0 to 1023 by using the Microchip board’s inbuilt
10-bit analogue-to-digital converter. Thresholding was then applied to convert this signal
into a binary stream (1 when there was no tap, and 0 when there was a finger tap) for each
hand, which was then sent to the computer via a universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter
(UART) to a serial port. This binary stream captured the onset and duration of each finger tap.
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These additional two channels of binary tapping signals, one for each hand were recorded at
a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz.
Fig. 3.1 Experimental setup, devices and EEG trial structure. (A) Microcontroller tap-
ping device to record right and left index finger taps, which were co-registered with EEG to
mark the tap onset. (B) Illustration of EEG experimental setup and index fingers placed in
the tapping device. (C) Structure of single EEG trial.
In addition to the motor execution, motor imagery EEG trials were also recorded to assess
whether the novel techniques for identifying motor intention could also detect self-paced
motor imagery. Motor imagery trials for single right and left finger tap imagery were recorded
using the same protocol as the actual finger tap trials. Self-paced single motor imagery is
often very difficult to detect and hence it would be interesting to explore the possibility of
their detection with the novel method developed in this study.
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The experimental paradigm was developed in MATLAB Simulink R2014a (The Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) using the BioSig toolbox [205]. The
structure of a single trial is illustrated in Fig 3.1C. The experimental procedure was as
follows:
1. Participants placed their index fingers in the tapping device as shown in Fig 3.1B.
2. A fixation cross was displayed for 2 s on the screen.
3. This was followed by an instruction displayed in random order for a single right or left
finger tap, imagined single right or left finger tap or the resting state.
4. Participants were given a 10s window to perform the instructed task at a random time
of their choice and were instructed to avoid tapping immediately after the display of
the instruction to avoid cue effects. During the resting state, participants stayed still
without thinking of anything in particular.
5. Each trial was followed by a random break of 1-1.5 s.
EEG was recorded using a Deymed TruScan 32 EEG amplifier (Deymed Diagnostic
s.r.o., Hronov, Czech Republic) and EASYCAP EEG cap with Ag/AgCl ring electrolyte
gel based electrodes (EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching, Germany) with 1.5 mm touchproof
safety sockets. Nineteen EEG channels according to the international 10-20 system were
recorded using a referential montage with reference on FCz and ground on AFz. The cap
was placed on the participant’s head such that Cz was located exactly on the central point
between nasion and inion and right and left ear which was measured with a tape. The Deymed
digital amplifier is battery operated to reduce artefacts and outside noise and has an inbuilt
impedance monitoring system. The impedances of all the electrodes were kept below 7 kΩ.
EEG was sampled at 1024 Hz to obtain sufficiently high temporal resolution. No filtering
was done on EEG during recording. 40 trials per condition were recorded for each participant
to obtain sufficient statistical power while minimising experiment time to avoid fatigue in the
participants.
Sample size of 40 trials per class was determined by performing power analysis. We
estimated the sample size to obtain significance of 5% (α = 0.05) and 95% power. We used
the power analysis method of comparison of means of two classes for two tailed hypothesis
testing [206] using the equation (3.1).
n =
2×σ2× (Z1−α/2+Z1−β )2
µ2d
(3.1)
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where n is the sample size, σ is the pooled standard deviation of the two groups, µd is
the mean difference between the samples of the two groups, Z1−α/2 is the normal standard
deviation for significance α and Z1−β is the normal standard deviation for statistical power
1−β . In our case α = 0.05 (5% significance) which makes Z1−α/2 = 1.96 and 1−β =
0.95 (95% power) which makes Z1−β = 1.64. Standard deviation of the novel features to
be investigated in this study and the mean difference between resting state and movement
intention is unknown. However, we assume a generous pooled standard deviation σ =
40% which is much larger than the previous studies on traditional features of ERD and
MRCP [92, 112, 53] and detect much smaller difference between rest and movement intention
of µd = 30% than the previous studies. Plugging in the above values in equation (3.1), we
obtained sample size of n = 36.7. Rounding it up to 40 EEG trials per class, we can obtain
95% statistical power for identifying movement intention from the resting state. Also, as a
rule of thumb, the number of samples per class should be at least 10 times the number of
features for training a classifier [207] which means with 40 EEG trials, we can have up to 4
features for successfully training a classifier.
EEG and finger tapping signals were recorded and co-registered together with the stimulus
markers on the computer using the tools for brain-computer interaction (TOBI) SignalServer
2.0 which is a program for signal acquisition, co-registration and transmission that uses a
standardised TOBI interface A protocol [208]. This co-registered signal was saved using the
BioSig toolbox. This ensured that onset of the movement was accurately marked on EEG
time series. EEG data is available from http://dx.doi.org/10.17864/1947.117 [209].
3.2.3 Pre-processing and artefact removal
The offline EEG analysis was performed to identify the neural correlates of voluntary
movement intention. All EEG analysis and statistical analysis was done in MATLAB. EEG
signals were filtered using a fourth order zero-phase non-causal Butterworth filter to avoid
phase distortions in the filtered signal. The DC offset was removed by high-pass filtering
with a 0.5Hz cut-off frequency. A notch filter at 50 Hz was used to remove the power line
noise. High frequency noise was eliminated by low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency at
60 Hz. Baseline noise caused by the drift in EEG was removed by subtracting the mean of
the signal, making it a zero mean, before artefacts removal and extraction of individual trials.
EEG was visually inspected for large spikes and irregular artefacts [210], neither of
which were observed in the data. Following this, artefacts removal was performed using inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA) [149]. The independent components with artefacts were
identified and eliminated manually using EEGLAB toolbox for MATLAB [211], which uses
an automated version of infomax ICA algorithm [212]. The reconstructed uncontaminated
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signal was visually inspected for any residual large artefacts and any undesirable trials were
eliminated. EEGLAB was only used for artefacts removal using ICA.
All channels were re-referenced using a longitudinal bipolar montage, which enhances the
signal by eliminating similarities in adjacent channels leading to magnification of the features
associated with that region and suppression of the common noise between the channels [213].
Bipolar montage is a simple and fast spatial filter [213] commonly used for BCIs to reduce the
number of channels [214–216], improve the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the background
noise in EEG and significantly improve the classification results [217, 218]. Nine EEG
channels surrounding the motor cortex (F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz and P4) were used
to obtain six bipolar channels, viz. F3-C3, Fz-Cz, F4-C4, C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4. Time
locked trials of length 6 s were obtained by extracting 3s before and 3s after the onset of the
finger tap. These trials were divided into 1 s sliding windows from time (t-1 s) to t which
were shifted by 100 ms for further EEG analysis. Thus, each feature at time t was obtained
on a window from (t-1 s) to t. The baseline was removed from each trial to make it a zero
mean.
3.2.4 Characterising grand average and single trial ERD
To confirm that the recorded EEG data had captured the movement related information
during finger tapping, the grand average ERD was estimated using event-related spectral
perturbation [219] and the band power method [26].
Spectral perturbation of EEG was obtained via a short-time Fourier transform along
the length of a 6 s trial. To observe ERD, the average spectrogram of the resting state
trials was subtracted from the average spectrogram of the movement trials. Data from all
participants were visually inspected for the presence of ERD. The grand average spectrogram
was obtained by averaging results across all the participants.
ERD was also identified using the band power method [26] by, firstly, band-pass filtering
in a selected frequency band, and subsequently squaring and averaging the trials. The mean of
corresponding samples in all trials was subtracted from each sample. For further smoothing
and minimising the effects of spurious peaks or outliers on the band power, the mean of
the upper and lower envelopes of data was used to compute ERD. This smoothing step was
partly inspired by the techniques described in Clochon et al. and Bastiaansen et al. [220, 221]
where they use amplitude envelope of EEG to get the band power. The mean of 1.5 s to 2 s
prior to movement onset was used as a baseline (R). This baseline was then subtracted from
the mean of a 1 s window (A) shifted by 100ms over the trial. ERD percentage was obtained
for each window (i) using equation (3.2). The grand average of ERD for six channels was
obtained by averaging the corresponding ERDs of all the participants.
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ERD(i) =
(
A(i)−R
R
)
×100 (3.2)
Single trial ERD was obtained as above, but on individual trials. The upper envelope of
the squared EEG amplitude of each trial was used to get the baseline (R) and mean of each
window (A). equation (3.2) was used to get percent ERD for each trial.
3.2.5 Characterising autocorrelation relaxation time of single trial EEG
by fitting exponential curve
The autocorrelation function captures the changing EEG dynamics and shows how the
temporal dependencies change over time during voluntary movement [204, 222]. The decay
trend of the autocorrelation provides an insight into how the signal is related to its past.
Hence, the autocorrelation decay of EEG was studied during finger tapping to investigate the
influence of motion intention on temporal dependencies by estimating the relaxation time of
autocorrelation.
The autocorrelation of each trial was obtained to study the time development of the
relaxation process of the brain activity before, during and after the finger tapping movement.
The decay trend of autocorrelation was used as a measure of reorganisation of brain dynam-
ics. Let s = s(0),s(1),s(2), ...,s(N) be a discrete EEG signal with N samples. Then, the
autocorrelation of s at a lag ∆ is defined by equation (3.3), where s¯ represents the mean of
signal s.
R(∆) =
N−∆
∑
t=0
(s(t)− s¯)(s(t+∆)− s¯)
N
∑
t=0
(s(t)− s¯)2
(3.3)
At ∆= 0, the signal is perfectly correlated (R(0) = 1). At an infinite time lag, the signal
components are completely uncorrelated (R(∞) = 0). How the signal becomes uncorrelated
over time can be described by the trend of autocorrelation decay. We assumed that the
relaxation process of the brain signals can be understood in terms of the models using the
damped mass-spring system, the dynamics of which can be thought of in terms of a relaxation
process and an oscillatory process and can be represented by the general form Ae−
t
τ cos(ωt−
φ). Hence, we have obtained the first order approximation of the autocorrelation relaxation
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process by assuming an exponential decay model for the upper envelope of the autocorrelation
function. By using this approximation, the autocorrelation decay is asymptotically equal
to the exponential decay represented by equation (3.4) over the length of a signal with N
samples, where C > 0. Even if the autocorrelation decay is not exactly exponential, but
follows a different trend, the exponential decay model may still quantify how fast or slow the
autocorrelation decays.
R(∆)∼Ce− tτ (3.4)
Normalised autocorrelation was performed on a single trial basis using equation (3.3).
Each 6 s EEG trial was divided into 1 s windows shifted by 100ms. EEG processing steps
are shown in Fig 3.2.
Based on the approximation of the autocorrelation decay using the exponential function,
the relaxation process of autocorrelation was obtained by fitting the exponential curve (equa-
tion (3.4)) to the autocorrelation. The decay constant τ corresponds to the relaxation time
and is used as a feature for movement intention detection (see Fig 3.2B). The exponential
curve given by equation (3.4) was fitted to the local maxima of half of the total positive lags
of the autocorrelation of each 1 s EEG windows. Here, C = 1, because the autocorrelation
was normalized. How fast or slow the autocorrelation decays with respect to the movement
intention was studied by observing the τ values over the period of the trial as shown in
Fig 3.2C. Time progression of τ values during right and left finger tapping trials were com-
pared with corresponding τ values of the resting state trials and were used for classification
of movement (see Fig 3.2D).
3.2.6 Comparison of autocorrelation relaxation time with ERD in mul-
tiple frequency bands
We have represented movement intention with two features viz. autocorrelation relaxation
time and ERD. To examine if the changes in the relaxation time of autocorrelation during
movement were more prominent in specific frequency bands, single trial autocorrelation
analysis was performed independently on three non-overlapping frequency bands: 0.5-8 Hz
(lower frequencies), 8-13 Hz (middle frequencies, µ band), 13-30 Hz (higher frequencies),
along with the wide frequency band of 0.5-30 Hz covering the entire spectrum.
These broader frequency bands were chosen to analyse the changes occurring in the
wider frequencies during movement, and because the most responsive frequency band for
ERD differs from individual to individual [26, 223]. Wider frequency bands contain all the
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information from the individual specific responsive frequency bands while mitigating the
inter-participant variability and increase robustness of the results. This gave a fair mode of
comparison of the two distinct features representing movement intention. The new single
trial autocorrelation relaxation time feature was compared with the corresponding single trial
ERD feature obtained in the four frequency bands described above.
3.2.6.1 Classification of movement intention
Classification was done using a binary linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier for
autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD features for right tap vs. resting state and left
tap vs. resting state independently for each participant. LDA analysis was done on each
of the six bipolar channels independently. A separate LDA classifier was trained for each
sliding window with all the corresponding features from windows in all the trials. Thus, for
each LDA, there were 40 data samples with a single feature for each class. Sensitivity, also
known as the true positive rate, was computed by dividing the number of trials correctly
classified as tapping trials by the total number of tapping trials. A 10x10 fold cross-validation
scheme was used to obtain the classification sensitivities at the time points given by the 1
s sliding windows with 90% of the data from corresponding windows from all the trials
used as training data and 10% as testing data. The sensitivities of 6 s trials for each of the
six channels were plotted for all the participants as illustrated in Fig 3.2D and 3.2G. The
95% confidence level for binary classification (tap or rest) was obtained from the binomial
distribution with n = number of EEG trials available and p = 0.05.
3.2.7 Autocorrelation and ERD analysis of the imaginary single finger
tap
We performed the autocorrelation decay analysis and ERD analysis on the motor imagery
EEG trials for right and left hannd finger tap using the same procedure as the finger tap
execution mentioned in the previous sections. Participants performed motor imagery of a
single finger tap any a random time voluntarily within the 10 s window. This ensured that
the motor imagery was asynchronous and self-paced. We wanted to determine whether
self-paced motor imagery can be detected using single trial autocorrelation analysis on the
sliding windows of EEG. We performed autocorrelation analysis on 0.5-30 Hz frequency
band. We also performed the ERD analysis on the single trial basis on 8-13 Hz frequency
band. We attempted to extract single distinct peak from the autocorrelation decay features
of the single motor imagery similar to the example shown in Fig 3.2C. In the case of motor
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imagery, there was no ground truth data representing motor imagery analogous to the actual
finger tap movement captured by the microcontroller device.
3.3 Results
In this section, firstly, we report the movement related changes occurring in the ERD
and relaxation time, and then compare both these features in terms of their classification
sensitivity, timing of movement intention identification and spacial location of the most
responsive feature. From these three measures, we have observed that relaxation time indeed
provides information about movement intention that is distinct from ERD.
3.3.1 Grand average ERD
ERD was used to validate the recorded EEG data for presence of movement related features.
3.3.1.1 Event-related spectral perturbation
ERD was observed from the grand average EEG spectrograms over all participants corre-
sponding to left tap and right tap as shown in Fig 3.3A and B. A relative decrease in µ power
is observed around 10 Hz in all six channels.
3.3.1.2 Time progression of ERD
Time progression of the grand average ERD in the µ band of all the participants is plotted in
Fig 3.3C. The plots for right (red) and left (blue) finger tapping drop below zero indicating
the occurrence of ERD around motion onset (0s). The black plot represents resting state
trials where no ERD is observed. ERD is seen more prominently in channels F3-C3, Fz-Cz
and F4-C4. Channels C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4 show ERS after the onset of the movement.
Thus, ERD was present in EEG, validating EEG for motion intention.
3.3.2 Change in autocorrelation relaxation time related to motion in-
tention
It was observed that there was a change in the decay of autocorrelation around the movement
onset. The relaxation time τ increased starting prior to the onset of movement and persisted
during the movement duration. This increase in τ around the onset of movement was observed
in most single trials as shown in the example in Fig 3.2C. The τ values for resting state trials
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did not show any such increase. The grand average τ for all the participants for right tap
(red), left tap (blue) and resting state (black) for two channels is shown in Fig 3.4. Since most
reactive channels were different in different participants, the aggregate build-up of τ was
observed clearly only in C3-P3 and C4-P4 in the grand average. Relaxation time τ is large
when the exponential curve decays slowly and small when the exponential curve decays fast.
Thus, build up of τ prior to the onset of movement facilitates the prediction of movement
before its actual occurrence.
The quality of fit of the exponential curve was assessed using the R2 value of the fit.
The average R2 values for 0.5-8 Hz, 8-13 Hz, 13-30 Hz and 0.5-30 Hz were 0.89, 0.90 0.82
and 0.87 respectively, while the average range for R2 values for all the frequency bands
was 0.3 to 0.99. There was no difference in the R2 values for exponential fitting in tap vs.
no tap conditions. The τ features around the onset of the movement showed statistically
significant differences between tap vs. rest conditions (p < 0.05, two sample t-test) for all
the participants. Relaxation time of autocorrelation is hence, a robust way of characterising
the changing dynamics of the brain activity during motion intention on a single trial basis.
3.3.3 Comparison of autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD in dif-
ferent frequency bands
The three measures obtained from LDA classifier viz. classification sensitivities, estimated
timings of motion intention detection and spatial locations of most responsive bipolar chan-
nels were compared. The sensitivities were obtained from 1 s windows extracted from time
(t-1 s) to t shifted by 100 ms.
3.3.3.1 Classification sensitivities of single trial autocorrelation relaxation time and
ERD
The maximum sensitivities for all the participants for right/left tap vs. rest were statistically
significant (p < 0.05) for autocorrelation relaxation time. Classification sensitivities for all
the participants in different frequency bands varied with a small standard deviation (SD).
The best results were obtained in the wide frequency band of 0.5-30 Hz for autocorrelation
analysis. A peak sensitivity of 96.75% was achieved for participant number 6. The compari-
son of peak classification sensitivities for autocorrelation features for all the participants in
all the frequency bands with the corresponding peak ERD classification sensitivities is shown
in Fig 3.5.
Fig 3.6 shows the box plots for the classification results. It is observed from Fig 3.5
and Fig 3.6 that the sensitivities of autocorrelation and ERD are comparable and close to
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each other with some participants showing higher sensitivities for autocorrelation than ERD
in different frequency bands. Mean sensitivities in all the frequency bands are statistically
significant (p < 0.05) for autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD features, although some
participants do not show significant sensitivities for ERD features. Best autocorrelation
sensitivities were obtained for the wide frequency band of 0.5-30Hz. Also, the SD of
autocorrelation features is smaller than ERD in the 0.5-8Hz, 8-13 Hz and 13-30 Hz bands.
These results show that the ERD performance varied in different frequency bands while the
performance of autocorrelation features was consistent over different frequency bands.
Statistical tests on sensitivities of different frequency bands for all participants were
performed using the non-parametric repeated measures Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Correction
for six multiple comparisons between four frequency bands was done using the Holm-
Bonferroni method [224] at a significance level of 0.05. The Holm-Bonferroni method
was chosen because it is uniformly more powerful and less conservative than Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. Sensitivities of autocorrelation features were not
significantly different in the four frequency bands. This shows that classification sensitivities
for autocorrelation are consistent and independent of the frequency bands. In contrast, ERD
sensitivities of different frequency bands were significantly different from the 8-13 Hz (µ)
band (p < 0.05). ERD showed higher sensitivities in the µ band. Significant differences for
ERD in different bands are shown in Fig 3.6B. We also performed Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to compare the bands with best classification sensitivities for autocorrelation decay and ERD.
We compared 0.5-30 Hz broadband autocorrelation decay sensitivities with the 8-13 Hz (µ)
band ERD sensitivities. The 8-13 Hz band ERD sensitivities were significantly higher than
0.5-30 Hz broadband autocorrelation decay (p < 0.05).
Thus, autocorrelation relaxation time proved to be a robust frequency independent feature
associated with motion intention. The classification sensitivities for all the four bands together
for autocorrelation and ERD features were significantly different (p< 10−7, Wilcoxon signed
rank test). This demonstrates that autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD represent different
information about movement intention.
3.3.3.2 Estimating timing of motion intention detection from autocorrelation relax-
ation time and ERD
The sensitivities of the relaxation time feature crossed the significance threshold (obtained
using binomial distribution, p < 0.05) around the onset of the motion. In most of the
participants, the sensitivities crossed the threshold before movement onset and then dropped
back after the completion of the movement. This suggested that statistically significant
classification was possible even before the actual onset of the movement for some trials. This
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opened up the possibility for movement prediction using autocorrelation relaxation time.
The time at which the classification sensitivity crossed the threshold was noted for each
participant.
Fig 3.7 shows the comparison bar graphs for timings of the statistical crossing of the
classification sensitivity for single trial autocorrelation and ERD features. It is observed
from Fig 3.7 that prediction of movement is possible for most of the participants using
autocorrelation analysis in all the frequency bands. In 0.5-8 Hz and 0.5-30 Hz bands for right
and left hand tapping, many participants show movement intention detection as early as 1.5 s
to 0.5 s prior to the onset of movement using autocorrelation relaxation time. ERD analysis
shows earlier detection of movement intention in the 8-13 Hz band as compared to the other
bands as expected, whereas timing of movement intention detection was not frequency band
dependent in autocorrelation analysis.
We also performed Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the timings of the bands with
best classification sensitivities for autocorrelation decay and ERD. We compared the timing
of movement intention detection of 0.5-30 Hz broadband autocorrelation with the timing of
8-13 Hz (µ) band ERD. The timings of 8-13 Hz were significantly earlier than 0.5-30 Hz
broadband autocorrelation decay (p < 0.05).
3.3.3.3 Spatial locations of most responsive bipolar channels for autocorrelation re-
laxation time and ERD
The bipolar channel that showed maximum classification sensitivity for each participant in
each frequency band for autocorrelation relaxation and ERD feature was selected manually.
Fig 3.8 shows the spatial locations of the most responsive channels for the classification of
autocorrelation and ERD features. The sub-figures in Fig 3.8 depict the most responsive
channel in different frequency bands. The width of a particular channel is directly propor-
tional to the number of participants having that channel as the most responsive channel for
classification. This is quantified by showing the number of participants having that channel
as the most responsive channel beside the channel location.
The spatial locations of autocorrelation and ERD were different. Autocorrelation and
ERD features have different most responsive channels suggesting that the spatial origin of the
information about movement obtained from autocorrelation is different from the information
obtained from ERD. The most responsive channels for ERD were obtained on the contralateral
side, especially in the µ band (8-13 Hz) and β band (13-30 Hz). While typical ERD shows
lateralisation in most cases [225], no lateralisation was observed in autocorrelation features.
The most responsive channels for autocorrelation decay features differed from participant
to participant. Autocorrelation did not show any distinct spatial pattern across different
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frequency bands, however, for a given frequency band, most participants had same most
discriminative channel for both right and left hand movement.
Thus, our study indicates that 1) autocorrelation relaxation time increases during move-
ment intention; 2) the classification sensitivities, timings of motion intention detection and
spatial locations of most responsive channels are different for the autocorrelation feature and
ERD; 3) changes in autocorrelation relaxation time are independent of frequency band; 4) au-
tocorrelation provides different and complementary movement intention related information
to ERD.
3.3.4 Change in autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD in imaginary
finger tap
The autocorrelation analysis on the motor imagery trials did not show any significant change
in the autocorrelation decay throughout the trials. Unlike the movement execution trials,
there was no build-up of autocorrelation decay. Hence, the self-paced imaginary single finger
tap could not be detected using the novel feature of autocorrelation relaxation time. The right
and left single motor imagery trials were indistinguishable from the resting state trials.
The ERD analysis on the motor imagery trials also did not show any significant decrease
in the mu (8-13 Hz) band power. Thus, no ERD was observed during self-paced single
imaginary finger tap and ERD could not be used as a feature to detect single motor imagery.
The traditional method of ERD as well as the novel method of autocorrelation analysis failed
to detect the self-paced single motor imagery.
3.4 Discussion
The aims of this paper are 1) to investigate reorganisation of the temporal dependencies in
EEG in relation to motion intention and hence to put forward a novel neural correlate of vol-
untary movement preparation; 2) to determine if this new correlate provides complementary
information about motion intention to ERD. This was achieved by studying the progression
of changes in EEG autocorrelation structure of single trials with asynchronous finger tapping.
The change in the decay of autocorrelation as a function of lag indicates changing temporal
dependencies in the signal. We assessed the reorganisation of these dependencies using an
exponential function. The trend of autocorrelation decay was characterised by relaxation
time, τ , which was computed by fitting a decaying exponential curve to the autocorrelation.
To confirm that the autocorrelation relaxation time provides complementary information to
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ERD, the two single trial features were compared based on their classification sensitivities,
timings and spatial locations.
The autocorrelation decayed fast during the resting state and slowly during motion
intention and execution which suggests reorganisation of temporal dependencies prior to
motion execution. When there is no movement, EEG autocorrelation decayed fast indicating
fluctuating recruitment of neural populations over time. Slow decaying autocorrelation may
occur when EEG becomes self-similar or periodic, characterised by the presence of temporal
dependencies over longer periods. The increase in relaxation time was observed even in
single trials as shown in the example in Fig 3.2C and hence, it can be used as yet another
feature to detect motion intention. Although the mean R2 value of exponential decay fit was
high, it varied over a wide range of 0.3 to 0.99. Thus, there were still some trials and windows
where the exponential decay was not a good fit, and perhaps these could be modelled better
with a different decay trend like power-law.
Comparison of autocorrelation with ERD was performed because ERD is a well es-
tablished phenomenon occurring during voluntary movement. However, ERD is highly
frequency dependent and is only defined when a frequency band and a baseline are given [26].
ERD features in the µ band were significantly different from other frequency bands (p< 0.05)
which is also commonly reported in the literature [44, 65, 216]. Significant presence of ERD
was also observed in the 0.5-8 Hz band which is not usually associated with movement ERD.
However, ERD is not specific to movement and desynchronisation has been observed in
a number of cognitive activities. Thus, presence of ERD in this frequency band could be
due to the combination of factors such as influence of ERP components [74], desynchro-
nisation occurring due to any task or attentional process [226], information encoding and
memory [226, 227] or emotional intelligence [228]. Autocorrelation relaxation time on the
other hand, was not frequency dependent and all the bands showed similar classification sen-
sitivities which were tested using multiple comparisons with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
with mean sensitivities in the narrow range of 77.11% to 79.24%, whereas, the mean ERD
sensitivities varied over a wider range of 79.92% to 88.27% (see Fig 3.6). Autocorrelation
analysis on broad band signal can identify movement intention without compromising the
performance, unlike frequency specific ERD. Hence, we can conclude that some processes
in the brain are represented by autocorrelation decay but not by ERD which fails to detect
small changes in temporal dependencies. The wide band of 0.5-30 Hz showed better overall
sensitivities (though not significantly better) indicating that identification of this change in
temporal dependencies became easier with a wide frequency range. During motion intention,
there might be a global reorganisation of these temporal dependencies in a wider spectrum
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of brain activity. Thus, autocorrelation helps in gaining additional understanding of neural
processes and opens a new avenue for further investigation of voluntary movement intention.
The autocorrelation relaxation decay can be used independently to detect motion intention
with classification sensitivities comparable to the results reported in the literature using
traditional MRCP and ERD, for example, 74.5 ± 13.8% in Ibanez et al. [229], 76% in
Lew et al. [112, 100], 75% in Lopez et al. [200], 79±11% and 68±10% in Xu et al. [114].
All these methods are based on features extracted from different channels independently
and show similar results. To improve these classification accuracies and obtain holistic
understanding of the movement generation process, alternative approaches like connectivity
analysis between different regions [230] may help in conjunction with the autocorrelation
relaxation time, ERD and MRCP.
Autocorrelation analysis is capable of identifying movement intention as early as -1.5 s
to -0.5 s in many participants (see Fig 3.7), particularly in the 0.5-8 Hz, 13-30 Hz and 0.5-30
Hz bands which can be used in future work to predict movement. This is comparable to
the timings reported by [53] (-0.62 ± 0.25 s) using µ and β powers and -0.5 s [112, 100]
using MRCP. There was no correlation between the motion intention onset time estimates
obtained using autocorrelation relaxation and ERD features as seen from the bar graphs in
Fig 3.7, which again suggests that both characteristics represent independent processes. This
is further corroborated by the prominent spatial locations for the two features which were
different in all the cases, with autocorrelation showing no lateralisation or spatial patterns
as opposed to ERD, that was predominantly observed contralaterally in the µ and β bands
as seen in Fig 3.8. Spatial locations of autocorrelation features were the same for right and
left hand movement in many participants for a given frequency band. This may indicate
that the change in autocorrelation decay purely characterises a fundamental correlate for
voluntary movement intention and might not reflect on the handedness of the movement.
Several cortical areas are involved in movement generation making it difficult to identify
single specific spatial location [230]. Thus, autocorrelation decay features and ERD features
have different spatial origins and represent two different movement related processes.
Even though the autocorrelation decay features are independent of frequency bands,
they are not robust across different spatial locations. The spatial responsiveness of these
features differ from individual to individual requiring manual selection of the most responsive
channel for the movement intention detection. Further investigation is required to understand
the spatial localisation of autocorrelation decay features in detail. This will then enable
automated selection of characteristic spatial locations of autocorrelation features in the future.
The autocorrelation relaxation time is also complementary to small amplitude, low-
frequency MRCP, because MRCPs are only observed clearly in lower frequencies [53], as
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opposed to the wide band prevalence of the autocorrelation decay. This was also shown in
our previous study detailed in Wairagkar et al. [231]. Thus, changes in relaxation time of
autocorrelation represents a movement related process that is different from ERD and MRCP
and possibly generated through a different neural mechanism, providing complementary in-
formation about movement intention related EEG temporal dynamics. Using autocorrelation
in conjunction with ERD and MRCP correlates might lead to improved detection of motion
intention. This will also help in assessing the complementarity of these features.
The autocorrelation analysis in our study was done on a single trial basis by characterising
movement intention every 100ms from sliding windows of 1 s. The analysis was designed in
such a way that it could be easily adapted for implementation in an online BCI for movement
intention detection in the future by using any online artefacts removal technique such as [155].
In this study, we have used non-causal zero-phase filters for pre-processing the data, however,
these non-causal filters cannot be used in an online BCI implementation. Hence, from this
study, we do not know the effects of causal filtering on the autocorrelation-based features.
Our analysis shows that the phenomenon of an increase in the autocorrelation relaxation
time is observed during voluntary movement intention, yet further research is necessary to
investigate if it occurs only during voluntary movement generation reflecting the motor tasks
or whether it can be observed during other tasks as well. The fact that the relaxation time
increases prior to the onset of movement as seen from the prediction timings that vary among
different participants, suggests that in this case, it is more likely to reflect the change in
EEG dynamics during motor-related tasks rather than changes due to a general task. This is
also supported by a recent study in Robinson et al. [232] that uses our autocorrelation decay
features to discriminate the speed of hand movement characterising yet another aspect of a
voluntary movement.
Although the autocorrelation analysis was able to successfully detect movement intention
in actual finger tapping trails, it could not detect self-paced motor imagery of a single finger
tap. The traditional method of ERD was also unable to detect self-paced single motor
imagery. Detection of self-paced motor imagery is inherently difficult. To identify motor
imagery using ERD, typically continuous movement or repeated movement is imagined
and a feedback proportional to the level of ERD is displayed on the screen to help user
improve their motor imagery strategy [67]. It may be the case that single motor imagery
of a finger tap is not strong enough to cause a change in EEG dynamics similar to ERD
and continuous or repeated motor imagery is required to cause measurable change in the
autocorrelation decay. Another reason could be that the participants were not able to produce
a proper kinesthetic single imaginary finger tap and there was no provision to check whether
they actually performed the imagery. Learning to control ERD with motor imagery requires
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training [233] and the current experimental protocol did not have a training session with
feedback for the participants. This suggests that the current experimental paradigm is not
suitable to study the effect of motor imagery on autocorrelation decay. A neurofeedback
BCI paradigm based on repeated motor imagery which is typically used for ERD in the
literature [86] might be more suitable. Also, there might be different mechanisms involved
in motor imagery and motor intention and that autocorrelation decay only changes during
motor intention but not during motor imagery. Hence, further investigation is required to
study the changes in the temporal dynamics during motor imagery.
The apparent discrepancy between information about movement preparation, contained
in the power spectrum-based ERD and our characterisation of autocorrelation relaxation
trend, suggests some form of non-stationarity of the underlying processes. According to the
studies reported in Zhigalov et al. and Dimitriadis et al. [135, 147], changes were observed
in temporal dependencies in the brain activity in the 3-40 Hz frequency range with the most
significant change in the α band during neurofeedback despite no changes in the power
spectrum. Thus, they suggested that neuronal circuits were more capable of reorganising the
temporal dynamics than the magnitudes of the brain activity. Our results also show similar
reorganisation of EEG time series, indicating movement intention related modulation of
temporal dependencies independent of changes in the power spectrum. The study in Zhigalov
et al. [135] concentrated on long-range dependencies using detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA), a technique proposed for the characterisation of the non-stationary processes. Further
studies have also reported long-range dependence in EEG [29, 234, 235]. This suggests an
interesting possibility that, the processes we observed during motion preparation may be
non-stationary and hence, in future work, it would be interesting to investigate the nature of
long-range correlation structure during motion intention using other approaches [123], such
as DFA [122].
3.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the changes in temporal dependencies in EEG related to
voluntary movement intention. We have shown that a novel neural correlate of motion
intention can be obtained in single trials from the modulations of EEG autocorrelation
structure characterised by its relaxation time. Autocorrelation decayed slower during motion
intention and execution as compared to a resting state. Thus, EEG became more self-similar
during movement intention and execution due to this reorganisation of its temporal dynamics.
Movement intention was detected using autocorrelation relaxation time on average 0.51 s
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before its actual onset with the mean sensitivity of 78.37±8.83% in the broad frequency
band.
Information obtained from the autocorrelation relaxation time is different from ERD.
It captures characteristics of movement intention that are not represented by ERD. The
autocorrelation relaxation time is independent of frequency bands and represents a global
change in the temporal dynamics of EEG in a wider spectrum. Thus, change in autocorrelation
of EEG complements conventional ERD and MRCP processes and can be used in conjunction
with the latter for improved movement intention detection in online BCI. This can again help
in confirming their complementarity.
In future work, it would be interesting to explore further the impact of motion intention
on long range temporal dependencies in EEG. Also, the proposed single trial neural correlate
will be tested with online BCI for motion intention detection. It will also be interesting to
investigate during which types of tasks does the autocorrelation relaxation time increase or
whether it is specific to voluntary movement.
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Fig. 3.2 Autocorrelation relaxation time and ERD feature extraction and classification.
(A) 6 s EEG trial is divided into 1 s windows shifted by 100ms and band-pass filtering is
performed for the four different frequency bands. (B) Exponential curve fitting representing
the autocorrelation relaxation process on each window. The relaxation time τ was extracted
as a feature. (C) Plot of all τ values in a single trial for tap (blue) and resting state (black)
(vertical line marks the onset of finger tap at 0s). (D) Classification sensitivities for tap vs.
resting state along the length of trial for autocorrelation feature. The horizontal line indicates
the classification threshold with statistical significance (p < 0.05). (E) Computation of
ERD(%) for each window. (F) Plot of all ERD values in a single trial for tap (blue) and
resting state (black) (vertical line marks the onset of finger tap at 0s). (G) Classification
sensitivities along the length of trial for tap vs. resting state ERD.
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Fig. 3.3 Grand average spectrograms and ERD time progression for six bipolar chan-
nels for all the participants. (A) Left finger tapping grand average spectrogram in six
bipolar channels (the onset of finger tap is at 0s). ERD is clearly seen around 10 Hz. (B)
Right finger tapping grand average spectrogram in six bipolar channels (the onset of finger
tap is at 0s). ERD is clearly seen around 10 Hz. (C) Grand average ERD time progression
for right finger tapping (red), left finger tapping (blue) and resting state (black). Vertical line
shows the onset of finger tap at 0s. ERD is seen in right and left hand finger tapping.
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Fig. 3.4 Grand average autocorrelation relaxation time (τ) for right finger tap, left
finger tap and resting state for all participants. (A) Plot of grand average τ in channels
C3-P3 for right finger tapping (red), left finger tapping (blue) and resting state (black), in
broad frequency band 0.5-30 Hz. The vertical line marks the onset of finger tap at 0s. (B) Plot
of grand average τ in channel C4-P4 for right finger tapping (red), left finger tapping (blue)
and resting state (black) in 0.5-30 Hz band. Clear increase is seen around the movement in
right and left hand tapping conditions.
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Fig. 3.5 The peak classification sensitivities for autocorrelation relaxation time and
ERD. The comparison bar graphs of right tap vs. rest and left tap vs. rest peak classification
sensitivities (%) for all the participants in the four different frequency bands for autocorrela-
tion relaxation time (blue) and ERD (red) features. These sensitivities are obtained from one
of the six bipolar channels that shows the highest classification sensitivity in each case.
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Fig. 3.6 Box plot for comparison between classification sensitivities of autocorrelation
relaxation time and ERD in four frequency bands. (A) The box plot for classification
sensitivities of autocorrelation features in the four different frequency bands. The horizontal
line in the box shows the median and black triangle shows the mean sensitivity. No signif-
icant difference is observed in sensitivities of different frequency bands. (B) Box plot of
classification sensitivities of ERD features in four frequency bands. The sensitivities in the µ
band are significantly higher p < 0.05 than the sensitivities in the rest of the bands indicated
by asterisks. These sensitivities are obtained from one of the six bipolar channels that shows
the highest classification sensitivity in each case.
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Fig. 3.7 Timings for movement intention detection for autocorrelation relaxation time
and ERD. The bar graphs show the time at which the classification sensitivity crossed the
significance threshold indicating the classification between tap and resting state is above the
chance level in four frequency bands for autocorrelation relaxation (blue) and ERD (red)
features. Autocorrelation features as well as ERD features show negative values for time of
movement intention detection indicting the prediction of movement before its onset. The
timings are obtained from one of the six bipolar channels that shows the highest classification
sensitivity in each case.
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Fig. 3.8 Spatial locations depicting most responsive channels for autocorrelation relax-
ation time and ERD. Spatial distribution of most responsive channel for autocorrelation
relaxation time and ERD is shown for right tap and left tap in four different frequency bands.
The width of the channel is directly proportional to the number of participants having that
channel as most responsive channel showing maximum classification sensitivity. Number of
participants having that channel as most responsive channel is also shown beside the channel
location.

Chapter 4
Movement Intention Detection from
Autocorrelation of EEG for BCI
Maitreyee Wairagkar, Yoshikatsu Hayashi, Slawomir J Nasuto
This chapter has been published in Brain Informatics and Health (2015), Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol 9250, Springer, https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23344-4_21
This chapter compares the changes in the autocorrelation decay of broadband EEG for
movement intention detection identified in the previous chapter and compares it with the
motor-related cortical potentials.
Abstract
Movement intention detection is important for development of intuitive movement based
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI). Various complex oscillatory processes are involved in
producing voluntary movement intention. In this paper, temporal dynamics of electroen-
cephalography (EEG) associated with movement intention and execution were studied using
autocorrelation. It was observed that the trend of decay of autocorrelation of EEG changes
before and during the voluntary movement. A novel feature for movement intention detection
was developed based on relaxation time of autocorrelation obtained by fitting exponential
decay curve to the autocorrelation. This new single trial feature was used to classify voluntary
finger tapping trials from resting state trials with peak accuracy of 76.7%. The performance
of autocorrelation analysis was compared with Motor-Related Cortical Potentials (MRCP).
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4.1 Introduction
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) provides a direct mode of interaction with computer and
other external devices without utilising any motor pathways. Movement based BCI has a
great potential for the use by patients with severe motor disabilities for operating robotic
rehabilitation devices and for performing simple tasks intuitively. Thus, it is important to
study underlying neural mechanisms of voluntary movement intention. This paper explores
the fundamentals of movement intention by studying the temporal dynamics of EEG using
novel feature.
Motor Related Cortical Potential (MRCP) and Event Related (De) synchronization
(ERD/S) [26] are widely used movement correlates for movement detection from EEG.
Although ERD can detect movement reliably [68, 67] , it relies on the most responsive
frequency band that vary from individual to individual. It is challenging to compute accurate
instantaneous frequency distributions without compromising the temporal resolution and
inducing delays. MRCP is a slow negative potential occurring from about 2 s prior to the
onset of the human voluntary movement [51], observed in frequencies lower than 1 Hz [53].
Amplitude of MRCP is extremely small (less than 8-10 µV )and hence, an average about
40-50 trials of repeated voluntary movements is used [53]. Single trial analysis is important
for practical online BCI implementation. Although single trial variants of ERD [200] and
MRCP [91, 114] have been developed, these traditional principles are best suited for analysing
averaged EEG over several trials [26], [112]. This creates a need for a robust feature for
movement detection that can solely be obtained from a single trial and is independent of
any particular frequency band besides providing different information related to movement.
In this paper, we have proposed a new process related to motor command generation in
the brain that compliments the information that is obtained from conventional ERD and
MCRP processes. The new autocorrelation relaxation time feature was successfully used
for classifying movement and resting state trials. The performance of the new single trial
movement feature was compared rigorously with MRCP.
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Experimental procedure
Fourteen healthy participants (7 males and 7 females, ages 26±4) participated in this EEG
experiment. Ethical approval for EEG experimentation on humans was obtained from School
of Systems Engineering, University of Reading, UK. Written consent was obtained from all
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the participants. 12 participants were right handed and 2 were left handed. Participants did
not have any previous experience of EEG experimentation.
This study was conducted to understand the neural correlates for detection of movement
intention. A self-paced, asynchronous single finger tapping paradigm was developed to study
EEG corresponding to motor command generation. Simple movement of index finger tapping
was chosen as the task because it does not involve any complex hand gestures, directional
reaching, grasping or trajectory planning.
EEG experimental paradigm was developed in Simulink using the tools provided by
BioSig toolbox [205]. A customised tapping device was developed using a programmable
micro-controller for recording the finger taps from both index fingers. One channel of binary
finger tapping signal was recorded simultaneously with EEG for each hand. EEG and finger
tapping signals were co-registered using tools provided by TOBI framework [208].
Participants were seated on a chair with palms placed on the table in front. Index
fingers of both the hands were placed in finger caps of the tapping device. A fixation cross
was displayed on the screen for 2 s at the beginning of each trial. It was followed by the
instruction for right or left finger tap or resting state. A window of 10 s was given to perform
the instructed task voluntarily at the time of the participant’s choice. Each trial was followed
by a random break of 1 s to 1.5 s. 40 trials for each of the three conditions (right tap, left
tap and rest)were recorded. 19 EEG channels in accordance with 10-20 international system
were recorded using TruScan Deymed EEG amplifier. Ground and reference electrodes were
placed at the centre and all the impedances were kept below 7 kΩ.
4.2.2 EEG Pre-processing, artefacts removal and segmentation
EEG was prepared for further analysis by performing pre-processing and artefacts removal
on all EEG channels. DC offset was removed by subtracting the mean of each channel from
the signal. All EEG filtering was done using fourth order Butterworth filter. A notch filter at
50 Hz was used to remove the power line noise. EEG was low-pass filtered with the cut-off
frequency of 60 Hz to eliminate high frequency noise.
Eye blinks and some movement artefacts were removed using Independent Component
Analysis [236]. Independent components with artefacts were identified manually and were
eliminated. EEG was segmented into time locked trials of length 6 s by extracting 3 s prior
to the onset of finger tap and 3 s after the onset of the finger tap. Channels F3, Fz, F4, C3,
Cz, C4, P3, Pz and P4 over sensorimotor cortex were used for movement intention analysis.
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4.2.3 Analysis of movement-related cortical potentials
MRCPs are obtained from lower frequencies by averaging several trials of EEG [53]. EEG
was filtered between 0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz to obtain movement related slow cortical potentials.
Grand average MRCP was computed by averaging the all the trials from all the participants
for nine channels. MRCP was also obtained for single trial.
4.2.4 Movement intention analysis based on exponential decay of auto-
correlation
Autocorrelation gives an estimation of how EEG is related to itself over time. Previous
research shows that the autocorrelation changes during movement [204, 222]. Six virtual
channels viz. F3-C3, Fz-Cz, F4-C4, C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4 were created using a longitudi-
nal bipolar montage to enhance the movement related signal. EEG was band-pass filtered
with cut-off frequencies 0.5 Hz and 30 Hz. Continuous autocorrelation was computed for
each trial to determine the time development of the relaxation time of brain activity before,
during and after the movement. Normalized autocorrelation was computed on 1 s window
shifted by 100 ms from 6 s trial.
Let the single window of a signal be represented by A(t), the autocorrelation of A(t) is
defined by C(∆t) = ⟨A(t)A(t−∆t)⟩, where ⟨...⟩ represents the average over time. At zero
lag, the signal is perfectly correlated, giving C(0) = ⟨A2⟩, and as lag approaches infinity, the
signal becomes completely uncorrelated, giving C(∞) = ⟨A⟩2. The trend of relaxation process
of autocorrelation could be described by C(t) = ⟨A2⟩e−tτ . Here, τ (decay constant) represents
the relaxation time of autocorrelation.When autocorrelation is normalised, ⟨A2⟩= 1.
To get the relaxation time of autocorrelation by capturing the exponentially decaying
trend of autocorrelation, the exponential decay curve y= Ke
−t
τ was fitted to the local maxima
points of positive lags of autocorrelation of each window in the trial (see Fig 4.1). The
relaxation time τ was extracted as the feature at every 100 ms in the 6 s trial. The constant
K was set to 1 as the autocorrelation was normalised. Changes in autocorrelation occurring
during motor command generation were observed by studying the time progression of τ
values.
4.2.5 Classification of movement and resting state trials
4.2.5.1 Classification of MRCP features.
MRCP for each 6 s trial was divided into 0.5 s windows by shifting it by 100 ms. Features for
classification were obtained by averaging all the samples in each 0.5 s window. Feature from
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Fig. 4.1 Exponential curve fitting representing decay of autocorrelation (autocorrelation
relaxation) for right finger tapping trial in F3-C3.
first 0.5 s window (-3 s to -2.5 s) was used as resting state feature for training the classifier.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier was trained for every window in the trial with
two class corresponding features from all the trials. 10x10 cross-fold validation scheme
was used for this binary classification and percent classification accuracy was obtained. The
threshold for classifier outcome was obtained from 95% confidence level (p < 0.05) for
binary classification. The best performing channel was selected manually for each participant.
4.2.5.2 Classification of autocorrelation decay features.
Autocorrelation decay features (τ) were obtained for three classes viz. right finger tap, left
finger tap and resting state. Classification was performed on each 1 s window shifted by 100
ms in 6 s trial. LDA classifier was trained for each window with tap features and resting state
features from the corresponding windows in all the trials. 10x10 fold cross-fold validation
scheme was used for binary classification and percent classification accuracies were obtained.
The classification accuracies for 6 s trials for all the six virtual channels were plotted for all
the participants (see Fig 4.2).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 MRCP
4.3.1.1 Grand average of MRCP.
Grand average of MRCP is shown in the Fig 4.3 for right and left hand trials. Negative
potential peaks just before the actual onset of the finger tap in most of the channels. Thus,
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Fig. 4.2 Classification accuracies along the trial for left hand, participant 1 in virtual channel
F3-C3. The horizontal line indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05).
movement could be predicted from the grand average MRCP before its actual occurrence.
The peak of the MRCP has small amplitude as expected.
4.3.1.2 Single trial classification of MRCP
The classification accuracy crosses the threshold prior to the onset of movement indicating
that movement could be predicted before its occurrence. Table. 4.1 shows the classification
accuracies of MRCP for identifying movement intention.
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Fig. 4.3 Grand average of MRCP for nine channels. Red: right finger tapping, Blue: left
finger tapping.
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Fig. 4.4 Plot of changes in τ in virtual channel F3-C3 in a single trial for right finger tapping
(red), left finger tapping (blue) and resting state (black) for participant 1.
4.3.2 Decay of autocorrelation related to the movement intention.
The trend of decay of autocorrelation which represents the relaxation time τ , changes during
the voluntary movement. The τ value starts building-up prior to the onset of the motion. τ
features in a single trial for right finger tap illustrated in Fig 4.4 clearly show the increase
prior to the movement onset. There is no such build-up of τ values in the resting state trials.
Two sample t-tests were performed on finger tapping trials and resting state trials on six
bipolar channels (with (p < 0.05)) to confirm that the difference around movement onset
was statistically significant. Autocorrelation decays slower during intention and execution of
movement and it decays faster otherwise. Table. 4.2 shows single trial classification results.
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Fig. 4.5 Classification accuracies for autocorrelation and MRCP. Blue: Classification accura-
cies for Autocorrelation, Red: Classification accuracies for MRCP.
4.3.3 Comparison of autocorrelation and MRCP analysis
4.3.3.1 Classification accuracies of single trial autocorrelation and MRCP.
The classification accuracies of the newly proposed autocorrelation analysis method are very
similar to the MRCP accuracies as shown in Fig 4.5. The mean accuracies of autocorrelation
and MRCP for right and left finger tapping are comparable (67.28% and 68.95% for right and
67.03% and 70.60% for left respectively). MRCP has higher maximum classification accuracy
than autocorrelation but also greater SD (see Table 4.1 and 4.2). We performed Wilcoxon
signed rank test to compare the performance between autocorrelation decay classification
accuracy and MRCP classification accuracy. There was no statistically significant difference
between the classification accuracies of the two methods.
4.3.3.2 Timings for threshold crossing of classification accuracies and spatial loca-
tions for autocorrelation and MRCP.
Like MRCP, autocorrelation analysis could also predict the movement before its onset in
most cases and can be used for detection of movement intention. The timings of movement
prediction using autocorrelation analysis and MRCP are shown in Fig 4.6. However, MRCP
can predict the movement earlier than autocorrelation decay feature. We performed Wilcoxon
signed rank test to compare movement intention detection timings of autocorrelation and
MRCP and found that MRCP detected movement significantly earlier than autocorrelation
(p < 0.05). Spatial locations of autocorrelation and MRCP analysis are different. Lateralisa-
tion is not observed in both the cases. Different spatial locations suggests that the origin of
the movement related information is distinct in both the cases.
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Fig. 4.6 Timings for threshold crossing for classification accuracies of autocorrelation and
MRCP. Blue: Timings for autocorrelation, Red: Timings for MRCP.
4.4 Discussion and conclusion
The trend in decay of autocorrelation changes during the process of motor command genera-
tion. Autocorrelation decays slower during the preparation and execution of the voluntary
movement than in the resting state. Decay constant τ , representing the relaxation time of
autocorrelation, proves to be a robust feature related to the movement detection. The change
in τ is observed in the single trial and, hence, it could be used for online BCI applications. In
this paper, we have validated the new movement related process to complement traditional
MRCP and ERD processes for movement prediction and detection.
Classification accuracies for autocorrelation (mean 67% with peak accuracy of 76.7%)
are similar to the mean accuracies (69.95% and 70.60%) obtained from single trial MRCP
analysis. Similar results were obtained with modified single trial ERD analysis (paper
currently in preparation). These classification accuracies are also comparable to the other
work done for movement prediction and detection using MRCP and ERD [200, 71, 114,
112, 100]. The accuracies obtained from the offline analysis using both the methods are not
very high probably due to single finger tapping which involves fewer muscles. The results
obtained from this task are purely based on movement intention and execution as opposed to
other studies that used different full arm directional movements which can result to inclusion
of cognitive information of trajectory planning and coordination.
This new feature is important because the information content on movement intention
obtained from this feature is different from MRCP and ERD. This feature gives a third
independent process related to movement in brain that complements MRCP and ERD. The
advantage of this feature over ERD is that it does not require most responsive frequency
band selection for individual and thus can be used more robustly. Unlike MRCP, this new
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feature provides information from a wide frequency range without eliminating any potential
movement related information from higher frequencies. Further work on this autocorrelation
feature could be used for modelling the oscillatory processes during movement intention gen-
eration in brain and thus understand methodically what happens in brain when an individual
intends to move.
The single feature of autocorrelation relaxation time is capable of identifying the intention
of movement from single trial with equally good performance as MRCP. Thus, this autocorre-
lation decay feature could be adapted for online BCI applications. The SD of autocorrelation
was very small as compared to the SDs of other ERD and MRCP studies [91, 114]. This is
another indicator of the robustness and consistent performance of the autocorrelation. Thus,
this paper introduces a new neural correlate of movement intention based on the temporal
dynamics of EEG that is different from MRCP and ERD.

Chapter 5
Dynamics of Long-Range Temporal
Correlations in Broadband EEG for
Movement Prediction
Maitreyee Wairagkar, Yoshikatsu Hayashi, Slawomir J Nasuto
This chapter has been submitted to the journal Scientific Reports. This chapter continues
the investigation of the fast arrhythmic broadband EEG temporal dynamics and formally
identifies the long-range temporal correlations (LRTC) in the short timescales. This chapter
shows that the instantaneous changes in the LRCT can be used to detect movement intention
before its onset on single trials, and thus finds a novel neural correlate of movement intention.
Abstract
Brain activity is composed of oscillatory and arrhythmic components, however, there is
more focus on oscillatory processes. Neuronal processes during movement intention are
characterised by narrowband oscillatory event-related desynchronisation. However, the
complex ongoing temporal dynamics of the arrhythmic broadband electroencephalography
(EEG) remain unexplored. EEG is known to have long-range temporal correlations (LRTC)
in the alpha oscillation fluctuations, but the temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG
have not been investigated previously. We identified the presence of LRTC in the broadband
EEG over short timescales. The broadband EEG facilitated detection of instantaneous
changes in the scale-free dynamics during movement. The broadband LRTC increased
significantly (p < 0.05) during movement. In contrast, the alpha oscillation LRTC, which
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had to be computed on longer stitched EEG segments decreased significantly (p < 0.05)
during movement consistently with the literature. This suggests the complementarity of
underlying fast and slow neuronal scale-free dynamics during movement generation. The
ongoing changes in the broadband LRTC could predict the movement 0.5 s before its onset
with high accuracy of 75.88± 6.4% and hence can be used in BCI. We discovered a new
complementary arrhythmic broadband temporal process capturing the ongoing fast dynamics
that can unmask the novel properties of cognitive events.
5.1 Introduction
The brain activity during voluntary movement undergoes changes reflecting various com-
plex processes. Two widely studied neural correlates of movement are the event-related
(de)synchronization (ERD/S) [26] and movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) [53, 51].
The brain activity has a scale-free broadband arrhythmic component without a characteristic
timescale or frequency which manifests as 1/ f power spectrum [23]. The brain activity also
has rhythmic components in the form of different oscillations with characteristic frequencies
that show distinct peaks over this 1/ f spectrum. Although broadband arrhythmic brain
activity and oscillations coexist, there is more focus on studying the brain oscillations [23].
The oscillatory processes provide a common conceptual framework for understanding motor
command generation via ERD/S obtained on specific narrowband sensorimotor oscilla-
tions [44, 90]. The broadband arrhythmic process was previously considered as background
noise in the brain activity. However, recent reports suggest that the broadband activity has
physiological and functional relevance [23], its dynamics change with task demand and
cognitive state, and it has also been associated with the excitation/inhibition balance of
the neuronal populations [61]. This has rekindled the interest to investigate the broadband
activity during a motor task. We previously studied the temporal dynamics of the broadband
electroencephalography (EEG) and found that the autocorrelation decayed slower during
movement intention and execution than in the resting state leading to a discovery of the novel
neural correlate of movement [237]. In this paper, we study the changes in the long-range
temporal correlations (LRTC) in the broadband EEG to formalise the nature of this decay of
autocorrelation.
Some of the neural activity has been reported to produce such long-range interactions
leading to power-law scaling suggesting that these neuronal processes are similar across
different scales [238, 239]. The power-law scaling has been observed in several cases of
neuronal recordings such as neuronal firings [33], neuronal avalanches [34, 35], intracranial
recordings such as LFPs [34] and ECoG, and non-invasive scalp recordings of EEG and
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MEG [34, 36] in both oscillatory and non-oscillatory processes. On the surface level EEG and
MEG activity, the power-law scaling is observed in the form of the 1/ f power spectrum of
non-oscillatory or arrhythmic scale-free neuronal activity. Spontaneous oscillatory neuronal
processes also show LRTC in their amplitude envelope fluctuations [39, 29, 132, 36].The
LRTCs are the result of power-law distribution in the autocorrelation of neural activity. The
LRTCs have been observed in the alpha, beta, theta oscillation amplitudes [132], alpha
oscillation phase [128], broadband phase synchrony [37] avalanches [34, 35] and energy
profile [133, 34]. It is commonly postulated in the literature that the power-law behaviour and
LRTCs occur because the brain operates at criticality [144, 62], thus optimising information
storage capacity [37] and enabling quick adaptation to the cognitive processing demands.
In EEG, LRTCs have been traditionally identified in the amplitude envelope fluctuations
of narrow frequency bands corresponding to different brain oscillations [29, 36]. The
LRTCs have also been observed in the sensorimotor oscillations [38, 126]. The LRTCs
in the alpha amplitude envelope fluctuations decrease due to the disruption caused in the
long-memory process by an external stimulus [38, 135, 128]. Neurological conditions
also affect LRTCs [133, 240, 241]. The LRTCs can be modulated using neurofeedback
where LRTCs increase because of the closed loop stimulus [135, 240, 241]. The scale-free
dynamics are also identified in behavioural data [35]. The LRTCs in neuronal activity and
movement patterns are correlated [242, 33] and neural scale-free dynamics can predict the
performance of motor tasks [243]. However, there have been no previous studies about
LRTCs in broadband arrhythmic EEG during motor tasks.
The LRTCs are characterised in the amplitude envelope fluctuations of oscillations in
brain activity. These oscillations are typically extracted using Fourier-based spectral methods.
The recent work by Cole et al. [103] shows that the brain rhythms are non-stationary and
not strictly restricted to selected narrow sinusoidal frequency bands; therefore a narrowband
restriction of the analysis can disregard important features present in the entire power
spectrum. Hence, the LRTCs computed from narrow frequency band amplitude envelope
fluctuations may not give complete information present in these brain rhythms and there is a
need for assessing LRTCs in the broadband arrhythmic brain activity as well.
The LRTCs in EEG can be assessed using spectral or temporal domain methods [244, 131].
In the spectral domain, the scaling exponent of LRTC is obtained by estimating the slope
of 1/ f power spectrum in a log-log scale. In the temporal domain, the scaling exponent of
LRTC can be obtained by fitting the power-law directly to the autocorrelation, which is often
difficult to achieve in practice [244]. Another most common way of characterising LRTC
in temporal domain is using Hurst exponent. A consistent relationship between the Hurst
exponent, scaling exponent from autocorrelation and scaling exponent from 1/ f spectrum for
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stationary time series is shown by Rangarajan and Ding [244]. The Hurst exponent indicates
the presence of LRTC if it is between 0.5 and 1 [39]. The Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA) [122] is the most common method for estimating Hurst exponent. DFA estimates
the Hurst exponent from the slope of signal fluctuations at different timescales. The power
spectrum analysis is not suitable for reliably identifying LRTC in non-stationary data [29].
The DFA is used for obtaining Hurst exponent from EEG because it facilitates the detection
of LRTC embedded in non-stationary time series by avoiding the artefactual dependencies
caused by non-stationarity and trends [39, 131, 122, 134, 29].
Our motivation for investigating the dynamics of the broadband EEG LRTCs is its
implication for the brain computer interfaces (BCI). Movement is the fundamental mode
of interaction with our environment, thus robust motor intention detection can facilitate
the development of intuitive motor-based BCIs. Hence it is important to understand the
underlying mechanisms of movement generation.
The LRTCs are considered an invariant property of brain dynamics spanning several
scales and hence are not computed as a function of time. LRTC is traditionally estimated
on an amplitude envelope of narrowband EEG oscillations which requires long EEG seg-
ments [29]. With this approach, we cannot observe the ongoing instantaneous changes in
LRTC. Detecting movement from LRTC requires evaluating the changes in the dynamics of
the LRTC continuous as a function of time. Berthouze et al. [238] have previously captured
the changes in the LRTCs using Kalman filter, but the timescales over which the LRTCs were
observed were still several seconds long. Here, we investigate the instantaneous changes
occurring in the LRTCs using shorter timescales to study the fast brain dynamics. To our
knowledge, the LRTCs in the broadband have not been observed before to study the mecha-
nisms of motor command generation. Our analysis will help in understanding the functional
role the broadband arrhythmic brain activity plays in motor command generation.
The ERD/S and MRCP are widely used as complementary neuronal processes’ markers
for movement detection from EEG. ERD/S quantifies the change in the band power of
sensorimotor oscillations with reference to its baseline band power [26]. ERD/S does not take
into account the information from other frequencies outside the selected oscillations. MRCP
only characterises changes in the slow potentials during movement. Both ERD/S and MRCP
do not consider the dynamical changes in the temporal dependencies in broadband arrhythmic
scale-free neuronal processes. We propose that the changes in the broadband LRTC indicate
yet another complementary neuronal process for voluntary movement generation.
Investigating the dynamics of the broadband EEG LRTCs can have applications in BCI.
Continuous characterisation of LRTC can be used for detecting movement on a single-trial
basis without the need of choosing participant specific parameters. Consistently, we obtained
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high classification accuracies of movement using the LRTC index. In turn, the BCI-style of
processing pipeline enables investigating the ongoing changes in the dynamics of broadband
EEG via LRTC during movement. The aims of this paper are 1) to investigate the changes
in the LRTC in broadband EEG during voluntary movement; 2) compare and contrast the
broadband LRTC with the LRTC in the alpha oscillation amplitude envelope commonly
observed in the literature during movement; 3) to detect movement intention by using LRTC
on a single-trial basis as novel features for applications in BCI.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Participants
Fourteen healthy participants (8 female, age 26± 4 years, 12 right handed) with no prior
experience in EEG experiments and BCI participated in the study. Ethical approval for
EEG experiment was obtained from the ethics committee of the University of Reading, UK.
Informed written consent was obtained from all the participants. The experiments were
carried out in accordance with the guidelines set by the University of Reading.
5.2.2 Experimental paradigm
The details of the experimental paradigm and artefacts removal are given in Wairagkar el
al. [237] EEG data is available from http://dx.doi.org/10.17864/1947.117 [209]. EEG was
recorded for a single asynchronous index finger tapping task. An instruction was shown
on the screen placed 1 m from the participant to perform a right finger tap, left finger tap
or resting state (no tap) within a following 10 s window asynchronously at any random
time. Fig 5.1 shows the structure of trial. Participants were instructed not to perform the
task immediately after the instruction to avoid cue effects. Forty trials per condition were
recorded with the sampling frequency of 1024 Hz which was downsampled to 128 Hz. The
onset of finger tap was recorded using a microcontroller device and was co-registered with
EEG. Artefacts were removed with independent component analysis [236] using EEGLAB
toolbox [211, 212]. EEG was bandpass filtered between 0.5 Hz to 45 Hz. We extracted
6 s EEG trial (-3 s to +3 s of movement onset) from the channels C3, Cz and C4 over
motor cortex according to the 10-20 international system. In this chapter, monopolar EEG
channels C3, Cz and C4 are used instead of bipolar channels because the bipolar channels
gave significantly lower classification accuracies than the monopolar channels using the
method described in subsequent sections of this chapter. The results using bipolar EEG
channels are included in Appendix B. The 6 s trials were divided into 2 s sliding Hanning
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windows from time (t−2 s) to t shifted by 100 ms. Each feature at time t was obtained on a
window from (t−2 s) to t. All the analysis was done offline in MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States).
Right 
Tap
Fixation 
cross
Instruction for right finger tapping, left 
finger tapping, resting state
Random 
break
2 s 10 s window to perform task at any time 1 – 1.5 s
40 trials 
per class
Fig. 5.1 Structure of a single EEG trial. Each trial started with a fixation cross followed by
an instruction for right finger tap, left finger tap and resting state. 10 s window was given to
the participants to perform the single finger tap at any time. This was followed by a random
break. 40 trials per class were recorded.
5.2.3 Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) to identify LRTC in EEG
We hypothesised that the LRTCs in the broadband EEG change during movement intention
and execution. We quantified the broadband LRTCs using Hurst exponent computed using
DFA [122]. The DFA analysis calculates RMS fluctuations of integrated and detrended time
series at different timescales as follows:
1. The time series x of length N is integrated according to equation (5.1) where k= 1, ...,N
and y is the integrated time series.
y(k) =
k
∑
i=1
x(i)− x¯ (5.1)
2. The integrated time series y is then divided into N/n non-overlapping boxes of length
n, where n is individual timescales at which we want to compute fluctuations. The box
sizes have an impact on the DFA scaling exponent and are usually chosen between
n = [10,N/4] [131] to get good estimate of RMS fluctuations at each scale with
[N/10,4] number of boxes. We used 25 box sizes between n = [10,N/4] equidistant
on log2 scale as our number of samples was a power of 2.
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3. At each scale n, for every non-overlapping segment of y of length n, trend is obtained
by least square linear fit. The yn is concatenation of trends at a scale n for all the N/n
boxes and the RMS fluctuations are computed according to equation (5.2).
F(n) =
√
1
N
N
∑
i=1
(y(i)− yn(i))2 (5.2)
4. A log-log plot of fluctuations at each timescale n ( log2F(n) vs log2n) was plotted and
DFA scaling exponent was obtained by calculating the slope of the linear fit to this
plot.
Since N is not divisible by n for each box size, fluctuations were obtained from performing
the above analysis from forward and backward direction [134] of each EEG window and
then averaging them at each timescale. When the log-log DFA plot is linear, we obtain a
DFA scaling exponent or Hurst exponent that indicates power-law in fluctuations at different
timescales.
5.2.4 LRTC in broadband EEG and alpha oscillation amplitude fluc-
tuations during movement intention
We studied the changes in LRTC in the broadband EEG and compared it with the LRTC
in the alpha oscillation amplitude envelope during movement from the literature [38]. For
clarity, throughout the paper, we use HBB to indicate DFA scaling exponent or Hurst exponent
in the broadband and Hal pha to indicate Hurst exponent in the amplitude envelope of the
alpha oscillations.
5.2.4.1 DFA on single-trial broadband EEG
We performed DFA on each 2 s sliding broadband (0.5-45 Hz) EEG window shifted by 100
ms to obtain continuous changes in the LRTC (Hurst exponent HBB) throughout the trial
during movement. The Hanning window was applied to each 2 s window to avoid edge effects.
256 samples were available for performing DFA on 2 s window. Delignieres et al. [131]
have shown that DFA method can accurately estimate Hurst exponent in short time series.
Our range of timescales ([10,N/4] samples i.e. [78ms 0.5s]) is within the range suggested
by Li et al. [245] [max(k+2,Fs/Fmax),min(N/4,Fs/Fmin)] where k = 1 (linear detrending
in DFA) for filtered data between Fmin(0.5 Hz) and Fmax (45 Hz). We used an exponential
smoothing filter to smooth the HBB in consecutive windows in single trials in order to avoid
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noisy estimates of HBB. We validated the scaling exponents HBB using maximum likelihood
DFA [127].
5.2.4.2 Validation of LRTC
We validated our LRTC results to confirm that the obtained LRTCs were not artifactual. The
autocorrelation of a time series decays exponentially if it has short-range dependence and
slower than exponential if it has long-range dependence [120]. A specific case of long-range
dependence is LRTC where the autocorrelation decays according to the power-law which
is identified using Hurst exponent. Hence, to identify LRTC, we must validate the Hurst
exponent obtained using DFA. We systematically validated the LRTC in three stages as
follows.
Identification of significant correlations in broadband EEG using surrogate test We
first identified whether significant temporal correlations are present in the broadband 2 s EEG
windows and their DFA exponents HBB are significantly different from the DFA exponents
of white noise obtained by randomly shuffled samples from the same EEG windows using
surrogate test [131, 246].
Determination of long-range vs short-range dependence in the broadband EEG Then
we identified whether these correlations are short-range or long-range dependence by com-
paring the fit of corresponding ARMA(p,q) and ARFIMA(p,d,q) models to each 2 s EEG
windows using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [119, 32, 131]. We estimated the orders
p and q of ARFIMA and ARMA independently by comparing models of orders p=1...10 and
q=0 (this range was selected by observing the autocorrelation function and partial autocorre-
lation function of EEG) using AIC. The ARMA model was estimated using the functions pro-
vided by Econometrics toolbox in MATLAB (https://www.mathworks.com/help/econ/). For
estimating ARFIMA, we first fractionally differentiated our EEG window with d =HBB−0.5
and then fitted ARMA(p,q) to it.
Identification of LRTC by validation of broadband DFA scaling exponent HBB using
maximum likelihood DFA After establishing the long-range dependence, we then nar-
rowed down on the type of long-range dependence. If the fluctuations in log-log DFA plot at
different timescales follow a linear relationship, then this regularity can be captured by the
least squared fit and the slope of this linear fit represents a well-defined power-law scaling
exponent [126, 127]. We used maximum likelihood DFA (ML-DFA) [126, 127] method to
show that the linear fit is the best fitting model to the log-log DFA fluctuation plot.
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The DFA scaling exponents are valid if the linear model fitted best to the log-log DFA
fluctuation plot [128]. Firstly, we assessed the quality of the linear fit using R2 measure [29].
Identifying the power-law is inherently difficult [119]. Frequently used R2 measure is
insensitive [127] because it may yield high values even for a non-linear relationship in the
data [119]; therefore it is not sufficient to asses the quality of the linear fit. Hence, we used
the ML-DFA [127, 126] to compare the fits of different models.
We fitted polynomials of order 1 to 5, an exponential function, a logarithmic function
and a root function as suggested in Botcharova et al. [127] to the log-log DFA fluctuations
and compared them using AIC and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). If the resulting
best fitting model was linear, then we interpret it as an indicator of potential power-law and
LRTC.
5.2.4.3 DFA of stitched broadband EEG and alpha envelope
Traditionally, the LRTCs are found in alpha amplitude fluctuations [29, 38, 36, 135]. Since
the alpha amplitude has a very low frequency, LRTC cannot be computed reliably in short
timescales within 2 s windows and require longer timescales. We bandpass filtered each EEG
window between 8-13 Hz and then obtained its amplitude envelope by computing the analytic
signal using Hilbert transform. We then stitched the corresponding EEG envelope windows
from all the 40 trials for each participant to obtain longer EEG segments of approximately 80
s. Stitching of the data does not affect DFA scaling exponent [126, 247, 248]. We selected the
timescales between [2 s, 20 s] corresponding to approximately box sizes of [28,211] samples.
Then we applied the DFA analysis to obtain scaling exponents Hal pha and validated them
using ML-DFA. To verify our single-trial broadband LRTCs, we computed DFA exponents
on stitched broadband EEG.
5.2.5 Classification of HBB to detect movement in single trials for BCI
The HBB of each participant was classified into right tap vs resting state and left tap vs resting
state independently using binary Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier. The single-
trial HBB from C3, Cz and C4 were used as three features for LDA. A separate LDA classifier
was trained for each sliding window with the feature vectors from corresponding windows in
all the movement trials and the same number of features vectors randomly chosen from the
resting state trials of that participant. Each LDA had 40 data samples with three features for
each class. A 10x10 fold cross-validation was used to obtain the classification accuracies,
sensitivities and specificities at the time points given by the 2 s sliding windows. The
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95% confidence level for binary classification (tap or rest) was obtained from the binomial
distribution with n = number of EEG trials and p = 0.05.
5.2.5.1 Statistical analysis
We used parametric t-test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test for identifying statistical
significance. We determined the normality of the data using one-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test available in MATLAB. We used t-test for normally distributed data, and
Mann-Whitney U test for the data without normal distribution throughout this paper.
5.3 Results
We have identified the temporal dynamics of the long-range dependencies in the broadband
EEG during movement intention and execution and compared them with the temporal
dynamics of alpha oscillation amplitude envelope fluctuations in the following sections.
5.3.1 The changes in the broadband LRTCs (HBB) during voluntary
movement
The time evolution of the mean HBB obtained on a single-trial basis for individual participants
in C3, Cz and C4 are shown in Fig 5.2a. The HBB increased during movement intention and
execution of right and left index finger tapping and restored to its baseline level afterwards.
There was no such increase in the HBB during the resting state.
The solid vertical line in Fig 5.2a marks the onset of the movement at 0 s and two vertical
dotted grey lines show the period between which HBB for right (red) and left (blue) finger tap
is significantly different from resting state (black) (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, n = 40
(number of trials)). The non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was performed at each time
point during the trial with the HBB values from the corresponding windows from all the trials
of movement and resting state. The peaks of HBB in the individual trials were not time-locked
or aligned. Being able to compute the DFA exponent on a single-trial basis can allow its
use as a feature for self-paced movement based BCI. Fig 5.2b shows the grand average of
mean HBB in all the participants. The HBB during movement was significantly different from
the resting state (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, n = 14 (number of participants)). The
HBB during movement and resting state was between 0.5 and 1 indicating the presence of
power-law decay and LRTC in the autocorrelation of broadband EEG [238]. The LRTCs in
EEG become stronger during voluntary movement.
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5.3.1.1 Identification of significant correlations in broadband EEG using surrogate
test
The surrogate test confirmed that HBB in 2s EEG windows were significantly different from
the DFA exponents of randomly shuffled samples from the same EEG windows (p = 0,
Mann-Whitney U test, n = 203688 (individual windows in all the participants)). The scaling
exponents of the shuffled data were close to 0.5 as shown in Fig 5.3, confirming the presence
of white noise with no correlations. Thus, there were significant correlations present in the
broadband 2s EEG.
5.3.1.2 Determination of long-range vs short-range dependence in the broadband
EEG
The comparison of ARMA for short-range dependence and ARFIMA for long-range depen-
dence using AIC resulted in the selection of the ARFIMA model by AIC most of the times.
Hence, the ARFIMA model was a better fit to the broadband EEG windows confirming that
the long-range dependence was indeed present.
5.3.1.3 Identification of LRTC by validation of broadband DFA scaling exponent HBB
using maximum likelihood DFA
The average R2 measure for all EEG windows of all the participants in all the channels
was 0.96±0.02 (mean ± SD) indicating that the fitted line to the DFA fluctuation plot is
a close fit. The ML-DFA method resulted in the selection of the linear model for 80% of
the times in all the windows across all the trials, channels and participants during all the
three conditions. In the remaining cases, a quadratic polynomial was chosen. We attribute
this to the noise induced in computing the root mean square (RMS) DFA fluctuations at
the larger timescales due to short EEG segments. The distribution of the coefficient of the
linear term in the linear model and the quadratic model was the same when these respective
models were the best fitting. In the case where the quadratic model was chosen, the ratio
of the coefficient of the quadratic term to that of the linear term was small (0.02) showing
significantly smaller contribution of quadratic term than the linear term (p < 0.05, two-tailed
t-Test, n = 203688 (individual windows in all the participants)) and hence we did not discard
these EEG windows. All these factors lead us to conclude that the log-log DFA fluctuation
plot was linear and the HBB was indeed valid.
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5.3.2 Broadband LRTC and alpha oscillation amplitude envelope LRTC
on stitched EEG
We obtained LRTC on longer stitched EEG segments in both broadband and alpha oscillation
amplitude envelope. We then compared the broadband LRTC and alpha amplitude envelope
LRTC in the following sections.
5.3.2.1 Verification of changes in broadband LRTC (HBB) during movement using
stitched EEG
The progression of the HBB of stitched EEG in Fig 5.4a also shows that the scaling exponents
increase significantly during intention and execution of the movement (p < 0.05, Mann-
Whitney U test, n = 14 (number of participants)). The HBB values are similar for both 2 s
windows and stitched data and are in the range of 0.5 to 1. The scaling exponents of the
stitched EEG were validated using ML-DFA. The linear model was selected by AIC and
BCI individually for 96% times of all the stitched EEG segments in all the windows of all
the three channels in all the participants and three conditions. This confirmed the validity
of the HBB estimates on single 2 s windows and the presence of LRTC in the broadband
EEG. ML-DFA results showed that the quadratic model was previously incorrectly selected
in the single-trial DFA because of the noise in the estimation of RMS fluctuations at higher
timescales due to short EEG segments.
5.3.2.2 Alpha envelope LRTC (Hal pha) using stitched data
The Hal pha values decreased significantly during the movement as shown in Fig 5.4b (p <
0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, n = 14) consistently with the literature [38]. This decrease in
Hal pha is more prominent in C3 and C4. We validated these exponents which ranged between
0.5 to 1 using ML-DFA and confirmed the presence of LRTCs in the fluctuations of the alpha
amplitude envelope of stitched EEG.
5.3.2.3 Correlation between broadband LRTC HBB and alpha oscillation envelope
LRTC Hal pha
The broadband LRTC and alpha LRTC changed in opposite directions during movement. The
broadband LRTCs increased Fig 5.4a, while the alpha envelope LRTCs decreased Fig 5.4b
during movement. Fig 5.4c shows the scatter plot between HBB and Hal pha using stitched
data during the three conditions and their corresponding correlation coefficients. A clear
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distinction is seen in the behaviour of the dynamics of HBB and Hal pha during resting state
when they are uncorrelated and during movement when they are inversely correlated.
5.3.2.4 Timescales of broadband LRTCs and alpha envelope LRTCs
Fig 5.5a shows the grand average broadband DFA plots and Fig 5.5b shows the grand
average alpha envelope DFA plots. The broadband DFA fluctuations are linear (and scaling
exponent is valid) in the log-log plot on the shorter timescales < 27, while the alpha envelope
DFA fluctuations are linear only on the longer timescales > 28. This shows that broadband
LRTCs are present on the shorter timescales capturing faster changes in the dynamics and
alpha envelope LRTCs are present on the longer timescales representing slower changes
in the dynamics. Though both the LRTCs show change in dynamics during the voluntary
movements, broadband LRTCs could be used to identify this change almost instantly as
opposed to the alpha envelope LRTCs which requires longer EEG segments for detection.
5.3.3 Classification accuracies of single-trial DFA scaling exponents for
identification of movement
The average peak classification accuracy of 75.88± 6.4% was obtained around 1 s after
the movement onset which corresponds to EEG window from -1 s to +1 s. The maximum
difference between the movement and resting state HBB was also approximately at 1 s
(see Fig 5.2b). Table 5.1 shows the peak classification accuracies and the corresponding
sensitivities and specificities for all the participants. The sensitivities and specificities are
almost equal to the classification accuracies indicating that the classifier is reliable. The time
of movement intention was recorded as the time when the classification accuracy crosses
the significance threshold (see Table 5.1). We observed that indeed the movement can be
predicted 0.5 s before its actual onset using the LRTCs in broadband EEG over shorter
timescales for both right and left tap.
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Fig. 5.2 The time evolution of DFA scaling exponents of broadband EEG (HBB) in the
individual participants and grand average of all the participants. (a) The progressions
of mean HBB in individual participants in channels C3, Cz and C4 during right finger tap
(red), left finger tap (blue) and resting state (black). The HBB increases during movement
intention and execution. The movement onset is at 0 s marked by a solid vertical line. The
HBB of movement trials is significantly different from the HBB of resting state trials in the
time region between the dotted grey vertical lines. (b) The progression of the grand average
of mean HBB of all the participants. The shaded areas show the standard deviation. A clear
increase in HBB is seen during the movement.
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Fig. 5.3 The time evolution of DFA scaling exponents in the randomly shuffled surro-
gate data. The progressions of grand average of mean DFA scaling exponent of the randomly
shuffled surrogate windows of all the participants in channels C3, Cz and C4 during right
finger tap (red), left finger tap (blue) and resting state (black). LRTCs are not present in the
shuffled data. The movement onset is at 0 s marked by a solid vertical line. The shaded areas
show the standard deviation.
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Fig. 5.4 The progression of the grand average DFA scaling exponents in the stitched
broadband EEG segments (HBB) and the envelope of alpha oscillations (Hal pha). (a) The
progressions of grand average broadband HBB of all participants in channels C3, Cz and
C4 during right finger tap (red), left finger tap (blue) and resting state (black). The HBB
increases during movement intention and execution. The movement onset is at 0 s marked
by a solid vertical line. The HBB during the movement is significantly different from the
HBB during the resting state in the time region between the dotted grey vertical lines. The
shaded area represents the standard deviation. (b) The progression of the grand average alpha
oscillation amplitude envelope Hal pha of all the participants. The Hal pha decreases during the
movement intention and execution. The Hal pha during movement is significantly different
from the resting states in the times between the vertical dotted grey lines. (c) The scatter plot
of the mean HBB and Hal pha in all the three channels with their corresponding correlation
coefficients. The correlation coefficients suggest an inverse correlation between HBB and
Hal pha during right tap (red) and left tap (blue), while there is no correlation during resting
state (black).
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Fig. 5.5 The grand average DFA plots for stitched broadband EEG and alpha ampli-
tude fluctuations during movement. (a) The grand average DFA plots for stitched broad-
band EEG in C3, Cz and C4 during right tap (red), left tap (blue) and resting state (black)
for all the participants. This EEG segment is extracted from -1 s to +1 s of the movement
onset. The Hurst exponents obtained from the slope of the fitted line to the DFA plots are
shown. (b) The grand average DFA plots for stitched alpha amplitude fluctuations in the
three channels. The broadband DFA exponents are valid over shorter scales and the alpha
envelope DFA exponents are valid over longer timescales.
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5.4 Discussion
The temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG during voluntary movement remains mostly
unexplored in the literature as opposed to the commonly studied narrowband oscillatory
ERD/ERS [90] or low frequency MRCP [53, 91]. We have found that LRTCs (HBB between
0.5 to 1) are present in broadband EEG which increase during movement (Fig 5.2). This ubiq-
uitous presence of LRTC suggests potential power-law dynamics in the temporal broadband
brain activity.
The broadband activity which is arrhythmic and hence scale-free in nature coexists with
oscillatory processes in the brain [23]. Our results suggest the presence of this scale-free
property of the broadband EEG over small timescales (78 ms-1 s) (Fig 5.5). The arrhythmic
broadband neuronal activity can be considered as a stochastic process due to the lack of a
characteristic timescale, and hence we can obtain a good estimate of the Hurst exponent
(HBB) using short segment (2 s) of broadband EEG with 256 samples [131]. The single trial
estimates of HBB obtained from the 2 s EEG segments (Fig 5.1b) were validated using the
longer stitched EEG segments of 80 s (Fig 5.3a).
We systematically identified and validated LRTCs in the short 2 s broadband EEG
windows by establishing that there is a significant correlation in the data using surrogate
test [246], then identifying the nature of these correlations as long-range dependence using
ARFIMA modelling [32, 249] and finally showing that these long-range dependencies are in
fact LRTCs (power-law decay of autocorrelation) using ML-DFA [127]. Clauset et al. [119]
discuss that identifying power-law is a difficult problem and linearity on the log-log plot is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for detecting the power-law. However, here we accept
the assumption that the linear trend of the DFA fluctuations at different scales is an indicator
of the power-law according to several studies in EEG [29, 36, 128].
Clauset et al. [119] also suggested that the best approach for identifying the power-law
is by comparing different models and determining whether the power-law is the best fitting
model. Our rigorous analysis scheme is in line with this suggested approach and thus our
results indicate that the broadband EEG indeed contains LRTCs.
According to Kantelhardt et al. the power-law is valid if it exists for at least one order of
magnitude [125] which we obtain in the stitched broadband EEG (78 ms to 1 s). The LRTC
in the single trial 2 s broadband EEG was present over a short range of 78 ms to 0.5 s. The
analysis of stitched broadband EEG of 80 s allows us to extrapolate that this LRTC dynamics
holds up to 1 s (Fig 5.4a). The range of 78 ms to 0.5 s falls within the recommended range for
DFA plot of the filtered data by Li et al. [245] to avoid effects of filtering on DFA. The study
by Hu et al. [33] also found LRTCs in the neuronal firing in the similar range of timescales
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as ours which helps in confirming that LRTCs exist in the shorter timescales in the neuronal
activity.
In spite of the presence of broadband LRTC in short range of timescales irrespective of
the length of the data, they do not extend over longer timescales. The stitched HBB plots in
Fig 5.5 show that there is a crossover at 2 s (28). This suggests that the broadband activity
may be multi-fractal [124], in which a single power-law is valid in the range of 78 ms to 1 s.
In the timescales beyond the crossover point, there is a different scale-free trend (manifested
by the linear log-log behaviour) with different scaling exponent, the investigation of which is
beyond the scope of this paper since we do not observe these timescales in single 2 s windows.
Multi-fractal systems are often modelled by stochastic processes. Similarly, we also modelled
our arrhythmic broadband EEG using ARFIMA by considering it as a stochastic process
with LRTC.
The range of timescales over which HBB is valid is especially interesting because it
enabled monitoring of the instantaneous modulations in the broadband LRTC, facilitating
the detection of voluntary movement intention in single trials. These LRTCs over small
timescales characterise long-memory of the faster processes as opposed to larger timescales
that contain the long-memory of slower brain processes. In the case of a motor task, the brain
has to switch between different cortical areas and modulate the neuronal activity selectively
to produce dynamic movement; stronger LRTCs may provide favourable conditions for
this [243]. This might be one of the reasons for the increase in the broadband LRTCs. We
infer that the broadband activity is multi-fractal and more dynamic with changes happening
over shorter timescales. Multi-fractality was also observed by Hu et al. [33] in neuronal
firing during movement task. Consistent with our results, they also observed that the LRTCs
increased during the reaching movement in neuronal firings that correlated with the movement
trajectory and the LRTC was reset at the beginning of next movement.
Becker et al. [250] reported that the increase in power of alpha oscillations in the spon-
taneous activity caused a decrease in the long-range dependence in the lower frequency
(<5Hz) broadband EEG. Extending their finding to a wider range of broadband frequencies,
we also obtained this inverse relationship between alpha power (which decreases leading to
ERD [26]) and broadband activity which increased during voluntary movement. However, it
must be noted that Becker et al. concluded the existence of causality simply be identifying the
lag at which the maximum correlation between the alpha power and LRTCs in < 5 Hz band
occurs, which may not be sufficient to establish causality. Moreover, such causal relationship
may not exist in the case of wider broadband LRTC (0.5-45 Hz), determination of which is
out of the scope of this paper.
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The LRTCs in EEG are usually detected in the amplitude fluctuations of the narrowband
oscillations [29, 36, 43]. Such LRTCs of alpha oscillations decrease due to a sensorimotor
stimulus or task [38]. We have also observed the same effect on LRTCs in the amplitude
fluctuations of the alpha oscillations obtained from the stitched EEG windows (see Fig 5.3b).
Computing LRTCs in the alpha oscillation amplitude requires a longer EEG segment. Thus
LRTC analysis of alpha amplitude faces limitations on observing fast LRTC changes and
their continuous assessment in single trials during a short event such as movement, unlike
broadband EEG. The continuous monitoring of the ongoing changes in broadband LRTC
achieved using 2 s sliding windows gives an additional dimension of information related to
movement.
The movement caused modulations in the broadband and oscillatory dynamics, but in
opposite directions and over different timescales. The HBB and Hal pha obtained from stitched
EEG are uncorrelated during the resting state and there is a switch in their behaviour during
movement, when they become coupled and inversely correlated (with a strong average
correlation coefficient of -0.8) (see Fig 5.4c). In the resting state, HBB has lower variance
and Hal pha has a larger range of observed values. Hence, the alpha amplitude and broadband
LRTCs reflect distinct processes occurring during voluntary movement, capturing the slow
processes on the macroscopic level and complementary fast processes on the microscopic
level, respectively.
There may be several different mechanisms giving rise to the power-law dynamics [251].
Bedard et al. [252] suggest that ionic diffusion is responsible for frequency dependent electric
conductivity in cortical tissue leading to 1/f scaling in the spectrum of macroscopic neural
activity measurements. The LRTC is often considered as the characteristic of criticality in the
brain processes [144, 62, 29] that allows for efficient processing, optimising the information
transfer, storage capacity and faster adaptation to varying processing demands [37]. However,
it is at best a necessary but not sufficient condition for criticality. The LRTC may arise from
processes that are not at criticality. We also observed yet another process with LRTC in the
broadband EEG which adds to the LRTCs that are ubiquitously present in several neuronal
processes [34, 35, 29, 36, 128, 126, 133]. Switching between different cortical areas to
perform quick movement is facilitated by the balance between excitation and inhibition [243].
Achieving excitation/inhibition balance may lead to critical dynamics that are enhanced
resulting in the increase in LRTCs [243, 135, 62]. By analogy, increase in the broadband
LRTC during the movement may also be a result of the excitation/inhibition balance. Further
investigation is needed for understanding the mechanisms of broadband LRTC dynamics.
We have shown that we can reliably detect voluntary movement using LRTC from 2 s
single broadband EEG segments prior to its onset with the average classification accuracy of
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75.88±6.4% (Table 5.1). This can have applications in motor-based BCIs. The classification
accuracies using broadband LRTC are comparable to the accuracies obtained in the BCI
literature [71, 112, 200, 114]. The broadband LRTC is a novel neural correlate of the
movement that provides additional and complementary information about the movement
with high accuracy. When combined with ERD and MRCP, broadband LRTC features may
improve hybrid classification accuracy. Though we used an offline analysis in this paper,
the DFA analysis is done on single trial basis with movement detected every 100 ms based
on the 2 s EEG segment and can be easily adapted for online BCI. We can also predict the
movement intention on an average 0.5 s prior to the movement onset (Table 5.1), which is a
useful attribute for BCIs. The successful application of broadband LRTCs as features for
offline BCI serves as a robust method of validation of their dynamical changes occurring
during voluntary movement. Having broadband LRTC as an additional neural correlate with
the capability of detecting movement independently may also be useful in the cases where
individuals are unable to operate BCIs with common ERD and MRCP features.
5.5 Conclusions
We have characterised the ongoing changes in the LRTCs in broadband EEG on short
timescales using Hurst exponent (HBB) during voluntary movement and used it to identify
movement intention and execution of single asynchronous finger tap. The LRTCs in the
broadband EEG increased significantly during movement intention and execution. This is in
contrast to the decrease in the LRTCs in alpha oscillation amplitude envelope obtained in
the literature (which we could only observe by stitching EEG trials together). Thus, there
are complementary fast processes from scale-free broadband arrhythmic neuronal activity
and slow processes from oscillatory neuronal activity contributing to voluntary movement
generation.
The broadband LRTC has proved to be a novel neural correlate that can detect whether a
movement is present every 100 ms on a single-trial basis with the accuracy of 75.88±6.4%.
It can also predict the movement 0.5 s prior to its onset. Hence, the broadband LRTC provides
a new stream of movement related information for application in BCI. If combined with
other complementary neural correlates of movement such as ERD/S and MRCP, broadband
LRTCs may improve the classification accuracies of motor-based BCIs.
Chapter 6
Modelling the Short and Long-Range
Temporal Correlations in Broadband
EEG during Movement using ARFIMA
Maitreyee Wairagkar, Yoshikatsu Hayashi, Slawomir J Nasuto
This chapter has been prepared for submission to the journal Frontiers in Neuroscience. The
previous chapter identified LRTC in the broadband. This chapter models LRTC along with
the short-range dependencies in the broadband EEG using ARFIMA model. This chapter
also establishes the complementarity between the arrhythmic LRTC process and rhythmic
ERD and also suggests the suitability of LRTC and SRD features for application in BCI.
Abstract
Electroencephalography (EEG) undergoes complex temporal and spectral changes during
voluntary movement intention. There is more focus on narrowband spectral processes such
as event-related desynchronisation (ERD) in the sensorimotor rhythms, however, the changes
in the temporal dynamics, especially in the broadband arrhythmic EEG are not widely
studied. The long-range temporal correlations (LRTC) are ubiquitously present in several
neuronal processes. In this paper, we study the ongoing changes in the dynamics of long
and short-range temporal dependencies (SRD) in the broadband EEG during movement
intention. We found LRTC in very short 2 s windows of broadband EEG and modelled
it using autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model. The
ARFIMA(p,d,q) allowed simultaneous modelling of LRTC process through its fractional
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differencing parameter d and SRD processes through AR and MA parameters. We found
that the broadband LRTC increased significantly (p < 0.05) during movement intention
and execution. There was also a significant (p < 0.05) change in the SRD parameters
during movement. To assess the complementarity of the broadband arrhythmic LRTC and
narrowband spectral ERD, we computed ERD on EEG with and without LRTC and found
that the presence or absence of LRTC in the broadband EEG does not affect the ERD. The
LRTC and ERD are independent processes providing complementary information about the
movement. We used the linear discriminant analysis classifier with hybrid features with
combinations of LRTC, ERD and ARFIMA to detect movement intention. The ERD gave
lowest classification accuracy of 72±5.8%, LRTC gave a higher accuracy of 75.9±6.4%,
hybrid LRTC and ERD gave an accuracy of 78.2±6.9% and the highest accuracy of 88.3±
4.2% was obtained for ARFIMA and ERD features together. The ARFIMA parameters were
also able to predict the movement 1 s prior to its onset and LRTC and ERD features combined
predicted movement 0.6 s before its onset. The ongoing changes in the long and short-range
temporal dependencies in broadband EEG contribute to motor command generation and can
be used to detect movement successfully. These temporal dependencies provide different and
additional information about movement and can be used in brain computer interface.
6.1 Introduction
Movement being the primary mode of interaction with the environment makes studying the
neuronal processes involved in it more interesting. The temporal and spectral changes occur
in the neuronal processes during voluntary movement. Detecting the movement intention
from identifying these changes in the neuronal processes observed in electroencephalography
(EEG) not only helps in understanding motor command generation but also have applications
in brain computer interfaces (BCI). Traditionally, spectral power changes in the narrowband
oscillations in EEG such as event-related (de)synchronisation (ERD/S) [26] are used to
determine movement. Along with these narrowband spectral processes, changes also occur in
the temporal processes in EEG. It is known that EEG shows long-range temporal correlation
(LRTC) [29, 39] which occurs because of the power-law decay of its autocorrelation. The
alpha band amplitude shows LRTCs which are known to decrease during movement [38].
Despite both the temporal and spectral changes, narrowband spectral features such as ERD
are explored more commonly [44, 90], especially for movement detection and its applica-
tions in BCI. The LRTCs during movement also primarily are obtained on the narrowband
alpha amplitude of the longer segments of EEG [29, 135]. Such LRTCs require a repeated
movement and could not be used for detecting the movement in real time from the ongoing
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EEG. There is a paucity of research studying the ongoing temporal changes in the broadband
EEG to detect movement on the single trial basis. In our previous study, we found that the
autocorrelation of the broadband EEG decayed slower during movement [237]. Hence, here
we investigate the temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG in details and also study its
relationship with the ERD.
The temporal dynamics in the brain processes can be assessed by studying the temporal
dependencies in EEG. These temporal dependencies can be directly observed from the
autocorrelation function (ACF) of EEG. If the autocorrelation becomes zero after finite time
lags or it decays exponentially, then the time series is said to have a short-range dependence
(SRD), otherwise, if the ACF decays slower than exponential, then it has a long-range
dependence (LRD) [253, 249]. A specific case of LRD is LRTC which is characterised by
the power-law decay of the ACF [120]. LRTCs are widely observed in neuronal processes
recorded at different levels that show power-law scaling such as neuronal firings [33],
neuronal avalanches [34, 35], local field potentials [34], electrocorticography, and non-
invasive EEG and magnetoencephalography [34, 36]. The spontaneous EEG is known
to have LRTC [132, 36]. The EEG spectrum is of the form 1/ f which shows power-law
scaling. The LRTCs have been ubiquitously observed in both periodic and aperiodic neuronal
processes in EEG such as various narrowband oscillation amplitude fluctuations [29, 39],
alpha oscillation phase [120], broadband phase synchrony [37] avalanches [34, 35] and
energy profile of EEG [133, 34].
The LRTCs in EEG are typically obtained in the alpha band amplitude fluctuations [38,
135]. It has been observed that during movement, the LRTC in the sensorimotor oscil-
lations decreases possibly due to the disruption caused in the long-memory process by
movement [38, 128, 126]. However, these alpha amplitude LRTCs completely disregard
the LRTCs in the broadband EEG. The brain rhythms are non-stationary and not strictly
restricted to the selected narrow sinusoidal frequency bands [103] and hence the LRTCs
computed on such rhythms can overlook important features present in the entire power
spectrum. The arrhythmic broadband processes and oscillatory processes coexist in the
neuronal activity [23]. The broadband arrhythmic brain activity was previously considered
background noise, however, recent studies demonstrate that it is physiologically and func-
tionally relevant [23], its dynamics change with task demand and cognitive state and it has
been associated with the excitation/inhibition balance of the neuronal populations [61]. It
is hence interesting to determine the unexplored changes in the temporal dynamics of the
arrhythmic broadband EEG during voluntary movement. The traditional narrowband analysis
requires long EEG segments [29] and considers LRTCs as an invariant property of brain
dynamics over several scales. This approach does not facilitate observation of the ongoing
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instantaneous changes in LRTC. The [238] characterised changes in LRTCs using Kalman
filter, but their timescales were several seconds long. Here we compute instantaneous changes
in the LRTC using 2 s broadband EEG windows over shorter timescales to detect movement
intention.
The LRTC can be quantified by the exponent of the power-law decay (α) of the ACF
(ρ) following the relation ρ(t) =Ct−α where C is a constant, and equivalently by taking its
Fourier transform as the exponent (β ) power spectrum of EEG (S) by the relation S(t) =
B f−β , B is a constant, where β = 1−α [120]. More conveniently, the Hurst exponent
(H) can be used to quantify LRTC reliably [244, 131] because using above methods are
challenging in practice. The relation between H and β is H = 1−β2 [244]. Detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA) [122] is commonly used to estimate Hurst exponent because it is
effective on non-stationary time series [131, 39, 134].
In this study, we not only identify the LRTCs in the ongoing dynamics of the broadband
EEG during movement but also model these LRTCs. One of the models for modelling the
LRD process is autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model.
The ARFIMA(p,d,q) contains three components: autoregressive (AR) process of order p,
moving average (MA) process of order q and LRD parameter d (d = H− 0.5) [32]. The
ARFIMA is a generalisation of autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model.
To model a non-stationary time series, an integrated model such as ARIMA(p,d,q) can be
used as differencing a time series d times could make it stationary, after which the remaining
stationary ARMA(p,q) parameters can be estimated. In the case of LRD time series with the
power spectrum of the form 1/ f , the time series must be fractionally differenced to make it
stationary. Hence ARFIMA(p,d,q) model with a fractional difference parameter d is more
suitable [32]. We chose the ARFIMA model because it allows modelling both SRD and
LRD simultaneously which enabled us to investigate the changes in the ongoing dynamics
of both the types of dependencies during voluntary movement intention and execution.
The ARFIMA is useful for modelling broadband EEG because these types of parametric
models can describe completely the second order statistics of time series [139]. To our
knowledge, ongoing changes in the dynamics of LRTC and SRD in the broadband EEG
on short windows were not investigated during motor command generation and applied for
detection of movement on a single trial basis.
In the literature, parametric models for time series analysis such as autoregressive,
adaptive autoregressive, multivariate adaptive autoregressive [254] models were used for
movement detection from EEG. However, these attempted to model only selected frequency
band amplitudes (alpha and beta). None of the studies modelled the broadband EEG along
with its long and short-range components.
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We also investigated the relationship between these temporal dependencies in the broad-
band EEG and ERD during movement which remains unexplored in the literature. We
hypothesise that the ARFIMA parameters related to LRTC and SRD can provide additional
information about the movement which is complementary to the commonly used ERD and
provide deeper insights into the processes involved in the motor command generation. We
used BCI style EEG analysis pipeline where the ERD and ARFIMA features were estimated
on a single trial basis to detect movement intention with high accuracies. The aims of this
paper are 1) to provide a complete characterisation of temporal dependencies (SRD/LRD) in
broadband EEG during movement; 2) to accomplish this using ARFIMA model and observe
the effect of movement on its parameters; 3) to investigate the relationships between ERD
and the temporal dependencies LRD and SRD; 4) to use the three independent streams of in-
formation provided by LRTC, SRD and ERD to classify movement intention for applications
in BCI.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Participants
EEG was recorded from fourteen healthy participants (8 female, age 26±4 years, 12 right
handed) with no prior EEG and BCI experience. This study was carried out in accordance
with the recommendations of the human experimentation guidelines of the University of
Reading. The ethical approval for EEG experiment was obtained from the ethics committee of
the School of Systems Engineering, University of Reading, UK. Informed written consent was
obtained from all the participants prior to EEG recording in accordance with the Deceleration
of Helsinki.
6.2.2 Experimental paradigm
We chose a self-paced, asynchronous single index finger tapping task. Each EEG trial started
with a fixation cross at the centre of the screen for 2 s followed by an instruction for right
index finger tap, left index finger tap and resting state in a random order. The participants
were asked to perform the task at any random time of their choice within a window of
10 s following the instruction. To avoid cue effects, we instructed participants not to tap
immediately after the display of the instruction. There was a break of 1 to 1.5 s at the end of
each trial. The experimental paradigm was developed in MATLAB Simulink R2014a (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) using the BioSig toolbox [205].
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We recorded 40 EEG trials per condition at the sampling rate of 1024 Hz. EEG was later
downsampled to 128 Hz for further processing. The impedances of all the electrodes were
kept below 7 kΩ. We recorded EEG using a Deymed TruScan 32 EEG amplifier (Deymed
Diagnostic s.r.o., Hronov, Czech Republic) and EASYCAP EEG cap (EASYCAP GmbH,
Herrsching, Germany). In this study, we used channels C3, Cz and C4 according to the
international 10-20 system out of the 19 EEG channels recorded with a referential montage
with reference on FCz and ground on AFz.
We recorded the onset of a finger tap with a bespoke microcontroller tapping device devel-
oped using an 8-bit Microchip PICDEM2 Plus demo board (Microchip Technology Inc., Ari-
zona, USA) at 1000 Hz. The participants placed both the index fingers in the corresponding
finger caps of the tapping device. The two channels of binary tapping signals, capturing the on-
set and duration of each finger tap were co-registered with EEG using TOBI SignalServer 2.0
protocol [208]. The EEG data is available from http://dx.doi.org/10.17864/1947.117 [209].
The details of the experimental paradigm and artefacts removal are given in [237].
6.2.2.1 Pre-processing and artefacts removal
We performed all EEG analysis offline in MATLAB. We filtered EEG using a fourth order
zero-phase non-causal Butterworth filter to avoid phase distortions. The power-line noise
was removed with a notch filter at 50 Hz. We removed the DC offset and the high frequency
noise from EEG by band-pass filtering between 0.5-45 Hz.
We performed artefacts removal using independent component analysis (ICA) [236] using
the EEGLAB toolbox for MATLAB [211], which uses an automated version of infomax
ICA [212]. We manually identified and removed the independent components with artefacts.
We visually inspected the reconstructed uncontaminated EEG again and eliminated any
undesirable trials containing residual large artefacts. EEG was segmented into time locked
trials of 6 s (-3 s to +3 s from the onset of the finger tap). These trials were divided into 2 s
sliding windows from time t−2 s to t shifted by 100 ms. The indices obtained at time t for a
single trial were computed independently on a 2 s broadband (0.5-45 Hz) EEG window from
t−2 s to t.
6.2.3 Identifying long-range temporal correlation (LRTC) in broad-
band EEG using detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)
Whether a time series has a long-range dependence or short-range dependence can be
identified from the decay of its autocorrelation function (ACF) and log-log plot of its power
spectrum. If the ACF decays according to the power-law and the log-log power spectrum
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shows a straight line then the time series has LRTC. If the ACF decays exponentially and the
log-log power spectrum is not linear, then it has SRD. To identify the temporal dependencies
in the 2 s broadband EEG, we computed the ACF and log-log power spectrum obtained by
squaring the Fourier transform. We plotted the grand average ACF and power spectrum of
all the windows in all the trials in all the participants.
The LRTCs can be quantified by Hurst exponent using DFA [122] which facilitates the
detection of the LRTC embedded in a non-stationary time series such as EEG by avoiding
the artefactual dependencies caused by non-stationarity and trends [122, 134]. We performed
the DFA on each 2 s sliding window of the broadband EEG which gave an estimate of the
Hurst exponent H every 100 ms. The Hanning window was applied to each 2 s EEG segment
prior to the DFA to avoid edge effects. The DFA was performed as follows:
1. The 2 s EEG window X of length N (256 samples) was integrated according to
equation 6.1 where k = 1, ...,N and Y is the integrated time series.
Yk =
k
∑
i=1
Xi− X¯ (6.1)
2. The integrated time series Y was divided into N/n non-overlapping boxes of length
n, where n is an individual timescale at which we computed the root mean square
(RMS) fluctuations. We chose the timescales of n = [10,N/4] samples (i.e [78 ms
0.5 s]). The box sizes of n = [10,N/4] are commonly used to get good estimate of
RMS fluctuations at each timescale with [N/10,4] number of boxes [131, 127]. We
used 25 box sizes between n = [10,N/4] equidistant on log2 scale as our number of
samples was a power of 2. [131] have shown that we can obtain correct estimates
of Hurst exponent using a short time series of length 256 with DFA. Our box sizes
were within the range suggested by [245] [max(k+2, FsFmax ),min(
N
4 ,
Fs
Fmin
)] where k = 1
(linear detrending in DFA) for filtered data between Fmin (0.5 Hz) and Fmax (45 Hz).
3. At each scale n, for every non-overlapping segment of Y of length n, a trend was
obtained by the least square linear fit. Yn is concatenation of trends at a scale n for all
the N/n boxes and the RMS fluctuations were computed according to equation 6.2 for
each n = [10,N/4].
Fn =
√
1
N
N
∑
i=1
(Yi−Yn,i)2 (6.2)
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4. The N was not fully divisible by n for each box size. Hence, we obtained the final RMS
fluctuations by averaging the Fn computed using the steps 1 to 3 from the forward and
backward direction of each EEG window X [134].
5. We computed the Hurst exponent by obtaining the slope of the linear fit to the log-log
plot of RMS fluctuations at each timescale n ( log2F(n) vs log2n).
After obtaining H for each EEG window, exponential smoothing filter was used to smooth
H in the consecutive sliding windows in the single trials to avoid noisy estimates.
The Hurst exponent estimated using DFA is valid and suggests the presence of the
power-law in the fluctuations at different timescales only if the log-log DFA plot is linear.
We validated the Hurst exponents H by assessing the linearity of the log-log DFA plot by
comparing the fit of the linear, polynomial, logarithmic and exponential models to it using
the ML-DFA method detailed in [127]. The LRTC is present in the time series if the Hurst
exponent is between 0.5 and 1 [134, 29].
6.2.4 Modelling the broadband EEG using autoregressive fractionally
integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model
The AFRIMA allows simultaneous estimation of both LRTC and SRD in a time series [32].
The ARFIMA(p,d,q) incorporates SRD processes through the AR parameters p and the
MA parameters q, and the LRTC process through the fractional differencing parameter d.
The ARFIMA(p,d,q) model in which d can have a fractional value is a generalised form of
the ARIMA(p,d,q) model in which d is an integer denoting the level of differencing. The
ARIMA(p,d,q) model which incorporates the differenced process with parameter d is itself a
generalisation of the ARMA(p,q) model of a stationary process [31]. The ARFIMA(p,d,q)
model is given by Eq 6.3 [120].(
1−
p
∑
i=1
φiBi
)
(1−B)dXt =
(
1+
q
∑
i=1
θiBi
)
εt (6.3)
B is the backshift operator, such that BXt = Xt−1 and BnXt = Xt−n, φp are the AR
coefficients of the order p, θq are the MA coefficients of the order q and εt is an innovation
at time t drawn from a normal distribution. For ARFIMA, d can have a fractional value. We
estimated the ARFIMA(p,d,q) for each 2 s sliding window of the single trial broadband EEG
by firstly fractionally differencing the series with d and then estimating the parameters of
ARMA(p,q) as described in the following sections.
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6.2.4.1 Removing LRTC from EEG with fractional differencing
The parameter d accounts for the LRTC in the ARFIMA process. The AR and MA parameters
can only be estimated accurately for a stationary SRD process. The first step of fitting
ARFIMA was to fractionally difference each 2 s EEG window by its corresponding fractional
differencing parameter d to remove LRTC and make it stationary. The parameter d =H−0.5,
where H was estimated by the DFA method described in the previous section 6.2.3. The
fractional differencing can be performed using a binomial series expansion as given in the
Eq 6.4 with a Gamma function [255–257]. We used the Matlab fast fractional difference
algorithm provided in [258] for fractionally differencing each EEG window.
(1−B)d =
∞
∑
k=0
(
d
k
)
(−B)k (6.4)
6.2.4.2 Identification of the order of the ARMA(p,q)
The AR and MA parameters p and q of the ARFIMA were estimated by fitting the ARMA(p,q)
model to the fractionally differenced EEG window. The stability of the model was assessed
by confirming the stationarity of the time series using augmented Dicky-Fuller test for unit
root [259]. We then identified the model order of ARMA for each 2 s EEG window using
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [129] by comparing the models with p ranging from 1
to 10 and q ranging from 1 to p−1. The order of the best fitting ARMA(p,q) model which
gave the least AIC for the maximum number of EEG windows in all the participants was
chosen as the order of the AR and MA parameters of ARFIMA.
6.2.4.3 Estimation of ARFIMA(p,d,q)
Having identified the order of the ARMA part of the ARFIMA, we then estimated the AR
and MA parameters p and q respectively using the Matlab functions arima() and estimate()
from Econometrics toolbox [260] for each 2 s sliding broadband EEG window. The residual
analysis was performed on the estimated model using Ljung-Box Q test [261] to assess
whether the residuals have any significant autocorrelation and one-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test [262] to evaluate if the residuals have a normal distribution. All the parameters
d, p and q obtained for each window were then plotted to assess the ongoing change during
the trial.
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6.2.5 Event-related desynchronisation (ERD) on single trial EEG
The ERD analysis was also done on individual 2 s EEG sliding windows. We used the band
power method for characterising the ERD [26]. Each EEG window was band-pass filtered
between 8-13 Hz (alpha band). The mean of each window was subtracted from itself. The
analytic signal obtained from the absolute value of the Hilbert transform of EEG was used to
get the amplitude of the alpha band. The band power was computed by taking the mean of
the squared alpha band amplitude. The ERD is the relative change in the alpha band power
from the baseline during movement. We computed the baseline alpha band power R for the
individual participant by averaging the band powers of all the 2 s windows in all the resting
state trials. We then computed the percent ERD at each time t by subtracting the baseline R
from the band power of 2 s sliding EEG window At using ERDt =
(
At −R
R
)
×100.
We also evaluated ERD as above on the fractionally differenced EEG windows to observe
the effect of removal of LRTC from EEG on the ERD in alpha band.
6.2.6 Hybrid classifier for movement intention detection
From the temporal and spectral EEG analysis described in the previous sections, we computed
three types of features: LRTC obtained from DFA, SRD obtained from the parameters of
ARFIMA and well known ERD which could be used for detecting movement from EEG.
We performed the classification using various combinations of the LRTC, SRD and ERD
features to identify right tap vs resting state and left tap vs resting state independently using
binary linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Our goal was to compare the performance of
the classifier for movement intention detection using these features independently and with
hybrid combinations of these features.
The classification was done on each participant independently. We trained a separate
LDA classifier for each sliding window with the feature vectors from corresponding windows
in all the movement trials and the same number of features vectors randomly selected from
the resting state trials of that participant. Each LDA had 40 data samples (equivalent to the
number of trials) with the selected number of features for each class. We used 10x10 fold
cross-validation to assess the performance of the classifier by obtaining the classification
accuracies, sensitivities and specificities at each time point in the trial given by the 2 s
sliding windows. The 95% confidence level for binary classification (movement vs rest)
was obtained from the binomial distribution with n = number of EEG trials and p = 0.05.
We also noted the time at which classifier crossed this threshold as the time of significantly
identifying the movement intention.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Autocorrelation function and power spectrum of broadband EEG
during voluntary movement
We plotted the ACF and the log-log power spectrum of a 2 s EEG window from -1 s to +1 s
of movement onset such that it contained the information regarding movement intention and
execution. We also plotted the ACF and the log-log power spectrum of the corresponding
resting state EEG 2 s window. Figure 6.1A shows that the ACF decays slowly (slower than
exponential) in all the conditions indicating the presence of LRD. The ACF decays slower
for right and left finger tapping indicating an increase in LRD. Figure 6.1B shows the log-log
power spectrum which is linear in all the three conditions with a peak at approximately 10
Hz as expected. The linear log-log power spectrum suggests that the dependence is in fact
LRTC. If the slope of the power spectrum is between -0.5 to -1.5, then it indicates LRTC
in the time series [32]. The slopes that we observe are in the valid range for LRTC with a
slightly increased slope for right and left finger tapping. We explore the increase in LRTC
during the voluntary movement further in the next sections. The 10 Hz peaks for right and
left finger tapping have lower power than that of the resting state peak, especially in channels
C3 and C4; this clearly represents the ERD during voluntary movement.
6.3.2 LRTC in the broadband EEG using DFA
We obtained valid Hurst exponents for the LRTCs in 2 s broadband EEG windows in the
range of 0.5 to 1 using DFA. The ML-DFA validated the DFA scaling exponents by selecting
the linear model as the best fitting model to the log-log DFA fluctuation plots confirming
the presence of the LRTCs in the broadband EEG. The LRTC was present in EEG in the
movement state as well as in the resting state. Figure 6.2 shows the grand average Hurst
exponent throughout EEG trial of all the participants during movement and resting states.
We can see a clear increase in the LRTC during movement intention and execution. The
Hurst exponent H increased significantly from the resting state between the grey dotted bars
(p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, n=14 (number of participants)). The H was used to obtain
the fractional differencing parameter d for ARFIMA by subtracting 0.5 from it.
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Fig. 6.1 Grand average autocorrelation function (ACF) and power spectrum of EEG
during movement. (A) The grand average ACF of 2 s broadband EEG from -1 s to +1 s
for all the participants for right finger tapping (red), left finger tapping (blue) and resting
state (black) in channels C3, Cz and C4. The ACF decays slowly indicating the LRD. (B)
The grand average log-log power spectrum in the channels C3, C4 and Cz for all the three
conditions. The log-log power spectrum is linear in all the cases with slopes between -0.5
and -1.5 suggesting the presence of LRTC.
6.3.3 Modelling the broadband EEG using ARFIMA(p,d,q)
6.3.3.1 Removal of LRTC from EEG with fractional differencing
We examined the ACF and the log-log power spectrum of the fractionally differenced EEG
windows with d to identify whether the LRTC has been removed so that the ARMA(p,q)
model could be fitted. Figure 6.3 shows the grand average ACF, partial autocorrelation
function (PACF) and log-log power spectrum of the fractionally differenced 2 s broadband
EEG windows from -1 s to +1 s of movement onset in all the three conditions. Figure 6.3A
shows that the ACF decays fast (after 4 lags) after fractional differencing and figure 6.3B
shows that the partial ACF cuts off after 9 lags suggesting the presence of the SRD in the
residual EEG.
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Fig. 6.2 The grand average time evolution of Hurst exponents of broadband EEG (H
quantifying LRTC). The progressions of grand average H in all the participants in channels
C3, Cz and C4 during right finger tap (red), left finger tap (blue) and resting state (black).
The LRTC increases during movement intention and execution. The movement onset is at 0s
marked by a solid vertical line. The H of movement trials is significantly different from the
H of resting state trials in the time region between the dotted grey vertical lines. The shaded
areas shows the standard deviation.
The log-log power spectrum is also no longer linear. Figure 6.3C shows that the lower
frequencies have been flattened creating a bend in the power spectrum which again confirms
the removal of LRTC. The slopes of the power spectra are also outside the range of -0.5 and
-1.5 for the LRTC. The decrease in alpha power in right and left movement conditions is still
visible in the channels C3 and C4 as smaller 10 Hz peaks than that of the resting state which
is consistent with the ERD.
6.3.3.2 Identification of the order of the ARMA(p,q) model
The fractionally differenced EEG was confirmed to be stationary by the augmented Dicky-
Fuller test for unit roots (p < 0.05). EEG windows did not have unit roots indicating the
stability of the ARMA model to be fitted to the SRD process.
Figure 6.3B shows that the particial ACF cuts off after 9 lags which can suggest the
initial estimate of the AR order could be 9. According to the AIC, the order of the best
fitting model was ARMA(10,0) for 85% of times of all the windows in all the trials in all the
channels and all the participants. In some cases where the order of MA (q) was greater than
zero, the roots were non-invertible and hence we set q = 0 since ARMA(p,q) can also be
represented by AR(p) with higher order. The distribution of the selected orders of the models
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Fig. 6.3 Grand average autocorrelation function (ACF), partial autocorrelation func-
tion (PACF) and power spectrum of the fractionally differenced EEG. (A) The grand
average ACF of 2 s broadband fractionally differenced EEG from -1 s to +1 s for all the
participants for right finger tapping (red), left finger tapping (blue) and resting state (black)
in channels C3, Cz and C4. The ACF decays fast indicating SRD. (B) The grand average of
partial ACF in all the three channels in movement and resting state conditions which cuts
off after 9 lags. (C) The grand average log-log power spectrum in the channels C3, C4 and
Cz for all the three conditions. The log-log power spectrum is no more linear with slopes
outside the range of LRTC (-0.5 and -1.5).
by AIC remained the same for all the channels, all the participants, all the conditions before
movement, during movement and after the movement. Hence we selected ARMA(10,0) for
modelling the SRD in fractionally differenced EEG.
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6.3.3.3 Estimation of ARFIMA(10,d,0)
The AR parameters of the order 10 were estimated and the residual analysis was performed
on the residue of the model ARMA(10,0). The residual analysis using Ljung-Box Q test
showed that for 95% of all EEG windows, the estimated ARMA(10,0) fitted well (p < 0.05)
to the SRD process in the fractionally differenced EEG and there was no more information in
the residuals left to be modelled. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed that the residuals
of all EEG windows had a normal distribution (p < 0.05). Thus we modelled 2 s broadband
EEG windows successfully using ARFIMA(10,d,0) and estimated the 11 model parameters
(d and 10 parameters for AR).
6.3.4 Changes in the long-range and short-range temporal dependence
identified from the ongoing ARFIMA(10,d,0) during movement
ARFIMA incorporated the LRTC through the parameter d and the SRD through ten AR
parameters. Figure 6.4 shows the grand average time progressions of these ARFIMA
parameters throughout the movement trial in all the participants. A clear increase in the
parameter d was observed during movement intention and execution. The parameter d was
significantly different in movement trials and resting state trials (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney
U test, n = 203688 (individual windows on which parameters were estimated in all the
participants)). The first six of the ten AR parameters showed change during movement in
all the three channels. Though there is a change during movement, there is no significant
difference in the individual parameter in the movement trials vs resting state trial for all the
participants together. Thus, on grand average, during movement there was a change in the
SRD in the broadband EEG though not significant, whereas, the LRTC in the broadband
EEG increased significantly.
Same results were obtained on individual participants for d on single trials. However,
there was a lot of variability in the AR parameters in the individual participants. 10 out of 14
participants showed a significant change in the AR parameters between resting state trials
and movement trials (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, n = 40 (number of trials, note that
the p-value was obtained at each time point during the trial )). Out of the 10 participants
that showed a significant change, 80% showed a change in all the three channels and 90%
showed a significant change in at least the first 6 AR parameters. These parameters had a
higher magnitude. None of the participants showed a significant change in AR parameters 8,
9 and 10 which had lower magnitude. The absolute values of the AR parameters decreased
gradually in the higher order parameters. The consecutive order AR parameter values
alternated between positive and negative as seen in the figure 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4 Time progression of the grand average ARFIMA(10,d,0) estimated parame-
ters for the broadband EEG. The time progression of ten grand average AR parameters
reflecting the dynamics of short-range dependence and fractional differencing parameter d
reflecting the dynamics of long-range dependence (LRTC) throughout the trial in C3, Cz and
C4 for right finger tapping, left finger tapping and resting state. The movement onset is at 0 s
marked by a solid vertical line. The grand average AR parameters for SRD did not change
significantly during movement, whereas the parameter d increased significantly (p < 0.05)
during the movement.
6.3.5 Relationship between short and long-range temporal correlation
and ERD
We tested the effect of LRTC on ERD by comparing the ERD on raw EEG having LRTC
and EEG having SRD after removing the LRTC using fractional differencing. Figure 6.5
shows the ERD with and without LRTC (solid line and dotted line respectively) in right
finger tap, left finger tap and resting state. Both the ERDs follow similar traces and show a
significant decrease in the alpha band power during movement as compared to the resting
state (p < 0.5, Mann-Whitney U test, n=14 (number of participants)) as expected. However,
the difference between ERD with and without LRTC was not significant as seen from the
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difference between the dotted and solid line in the figure 6.5. The difference is negligible in
the resting state (black) and right finger tapping (red). Same results were obtained for the
individual participants’ ERD on single trials. Thus, the ERD is unaffected by the presence
of LRTC in EEG. This indicates that the LRTC and ERD are different and independent
processes.
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Fig. 6.5 Time progression of the grand average ERD with and without long-range de-
pendence. The solid lines show the time progression of grand average ERD on raw EEG
which contains LRTCs in the right finger tap (red), left finger tap (blue) and resting state
(black) trials from all the participants. The dotted lines represent the ERD after removing
LRTCs from the broadband EEG by fractionally differencing it by d. The movement onset is
at 0 s shown by a solid vertical line. Both the ERDs during movement are significantly differ-
ent from the resting state (p < 0.05). ERDs with and without LRTCs are not significantly
different. Both the ERDs are very similar during resting state, and ERD without LRTC is
slightly greater which is seen more clearly in the left tap condition.
We also studied the relationship between LRTC and ERD by comparing the Hurst
exponents H with the ERD values. The ERD decreased whereas the LRTC increased during
the movement. The scatter plot of the grand average ERD and LRTC in figure 6.6A shows
a strong inverse correlation between them with the high correlation coefficients for right
and left finger tap conditions. There was no correlation between ERD and LRTC during the
resting state. During movement, there is a switch in the dynamics of ERD and LRTC and
they become coupled from their uncorrelated state during the resting condition.
The figure 6.6B shows the distribution of lags at which there is a maximum correlation
between LRTC and ERD in single trials in all the participants in all the three conditions.
The correlation is maximum at lag 0, which indicates that LRTC or ERD processes do not
precede one another and occur at the same time.
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Fig. 6.6 The correlation between ERD and LRTC. (A) Scatter plot shows strong inverse
correlation between ERD and LRTC during right (red) and left (blue) finger tapping in
channels C3, Cz and C4. There is no correlation between ERD and LRTC during resting
state (black). The correlation coefficients are shown beside the fitted straight lines. (B)
The distribution of lags with maximum cross-correlation between LRTC and ERD in single
trials of all the participants in all the three conditions. The LRTC and ERD have maximum
correlation at lag 0.
6.3.6 Hybrid classifier for movement intention detection
We compared the LDA classification accuracies for movement intention detection using
hybrid features of LRTC, ERD and ARFIMA. For the LRTC features, we used H from all
the three channels C3, Cz and C4 as LRTCs were observed in all the three channels with
equal strength (figure 6.2). For the ERD features, we used channel C3 and C4 as Cz showed
relatively less distinction between movement and rest ERD (figure 6.5). For the ARFIMA
features, we used parameters d and AR1 to AR6 from all the three channels since these AR
parameters significantly changed in most participants during movement (p < 0.05) leading to
21 features. The classification accuracies, sensitivities and specificities for all the participants
using all the classifiers are shown in table 6.1 and 6.2. The classification accuracies of ERD
with and without LRTC (not shown in the table) were the same.
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The LRTC features showed higher classification accuracies than the ERD features. Com-
bining the LRTC and ERD features improved the classification accuracies further. The
hybrid classifier with ARFIMA and ERD gave the highest mean classification accuracy of
88.71± 4.12% and the accuracies. The classification accuracies using ARFIMA features
alone was only marginally lower (by 1-2%) than hybrid ARFIMA and ERD classifier (not
shown in the table). The ERD, LRTC and ARFIMA accuracies were also correlated i.e the
participant with lower classification accuracy with LRTC and ARFIMA also showed lower
classification accuracies with ERD.
Statistical tests on classification accuracies of LRTC, ERD, LRTC+ERD and ARFIMA+
ERD for all participants were performed by doing multiple comparisons using the non-
parametric repeated measures Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Correction for six multiple compar-
isons between four types of features mentioned above was done using the Holm-Bonferroni
method [224] at a significance level of 0.05. The Holm-Bonferroni method was chosen
because it is uniformly more powerful and less conservative than Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons. The classification accuracy with ARFIMA+ERD was significantly
higher than all the other features (p < 10−5). The next highest accuracy was of LRTC+ERD
which was significantly higher than LRTC and ERD (p < 0.004). The accuracy of LRTC
was significantly higher than that of ERD (p < 0.0006) with ERD having statistically the
lowest accuracy of all the features.
The LRTC classification accuracies, sensitivities and specificities were all similar which
shows that this classifier is robust and reliable. The hybrid classifier of LRTC and ERD
and ARFIMA and ERD also showed the same robustness. Interestingly, the ERD classifier
had high sensitivity but low specificity leading to lower accuracy. This indicates that by
using ERD we are likely to identify movement with higher accuracy but also get more false
positives during the resting state. Considering these results, including the LRTC and SRD
temporal dependency features improves the movement intention detection instead of using
only ERD. The LRTC and SRD provide complementary information to ERD about motor
command generation.
The classification accuracies did not change after using the principal components obtained
from PCA on the ARFIMA features for each participant. Around 8 principal components
accounted for 95% variance in all the participants. Using these components gave an av-
erage accuracy of 79%. However, using the remaining principal components also gave a
classification accuracy of about 79%. In fact, any subsection of the ARFIMA features gave
similar classification accuracy. The classification accuracy was highest when all the ARFIMA
features were used and dropped to the accuracy similar to hybrid LRTC and ERD features
when the number of features was drastically reduced. This suggests that all the features
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obtained from ARFIMA were symmetrical and equally important. The feature space became
sparser as the number of features increased leading to higher classification accuracies.
6.3.6.1 Timing of movement intention detection
The figure 6.7 shows the time at which the classification accuracies crossed the significance
threshold (chance level) in all the four classifiers. The LRTC, ERD and ARFIMA all were
able to detect movement intention before its onset in most of the participants. On average,
ERD detected movement -0.25 s of the actual movement onset, LRTC detected it at -0.5 s,
hybrid classifier with LRTC and ERD detected it even earlier at -0.6 s and ARFIMA with
ERD detected movement earliest at -1 s. All the classifiers with temporal features detected
movement earlier than ERD. This shows the suitability of the hybrid classifier with temporal
dependency features for application in the BCI.
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0
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Fig. 6.7 The timings of movement intention detection. The timings of movement intention
detection when the classification accuracy crossed the significance threshold for right finger
tap and left finger tap are shown for all the 14 participants. Timings for participants 1 to 7 are
in the first row and timings for participants 8 to 14 are in the second row. Timings obtained
from four classifiers using LRTC, ERD, hybrid LRTC and ERD and hybrid ARFIMA and
ERD features are shown with distinct colours.
Statistical tests on timings of movement intention detection of LRTC, ERD, LRTC+ERD
and ARFIMA+ERD for all participants were performed using the non-parametric repeated
measures Wilcoxon signed-rank test and corrected with Holm-Bonferroni method [224] for
multiple comparisons at a significance level of 0.05. The ARFIMA+ERD features detected
movement intention significantly earlier than all the other features (p < 10−3). There was
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no significant difference in the movement intention detection timings of LRTC, ERD and
LRTC+ERD.
6.4 Discussion
We characterised the short and long-range temporal correlations during movement. We have
not only identified the ongoing changes in the dynamics of these temporal dependencies in
the broadband EEG but also modelled them successfully using ARFIMA(10,d,0). Several
other studies model EEG with ARMA models [263–265, 86, 266], however, these models are
suitable for processes with SRD. We have shown that the broadband EEG contains LRTCs
and hence ARFIMA model is more suitable since it incorporates both LRTC and SRD
simultaneously. After fractionally differencing the broadband EEG by ARFIMA parameter d,
the residual EEG still contained SRD that were modelled by the AR parameters of ARFIMA.
Modelling only LRTC or SRD would not have given a complete characterisation of all the
temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG. We monitored the ongoing changes in both
the LRTC and SRD in broadband EEG continuously to detect movement intention with high
accuracy which has not been done before.
The order of AR parameters of ARFIMA that we identified using AIC is in the similar
range as the orders used by studies modelling EEG with AR. The AR orders identified by
other studies were between 9 and 13 by [137], 10 by [84], 8.67 by [138] and 16 by [136].
The AIC or Bayesian information criterion are common methods for finding the model order
which we also used for model order identification.
We found that the LRTC increased significantly during the movement (p < 0.5) consis-
tently in all the participants. This shows that the LRTCs play a role in movement generation.
Even though there was a change in the SRD parameters, there was a lot of variability in
different participants and hence was it less robust. The SRD parameters changed significantly
(p < 0.5) in 10 out of 14 (71.4%) participants. The ARFIMA is a detailed mathematical
model for time series but it does not give an explanation of the underlying physiological
processes and interpretation of EEG [32]. However, it helped us to identify the LRTC and
SRD processes in the broadband EEG and observe the ongoing changes in their parameters
simultaneously during movement.
Most of the studies use AR and MA models simply for extracting the features from
EEG, mostly from sensorimotor rhythms for BCI classification, however, these studies
do not describe the nature of the ongoing changes in the model parameters during motor
activity [263–265, 86]. The parametric ARMA models were used to characterise spectral
features of specific bands, especially of the sensorimotor rhythms for movement [264, 84,
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161, 266, 267]. The ongoing changes in the LRTCs were not studied previously and LRTCs
have not been used for identification of movement intention. Here we show the average
temporal evolution of individual parameter of ARFIMA containing both the LRTC and SRD
during movement. These broadband temporal dynamics are more robust because they do not
need a selection of participant specific frequency bands for better performance [26, 223].
We estimated the ARFIMA parameters offline on 2 s windows shifted by 100 ms with
the online type of processing pipeline. We obtained new model parameters every 100 ms
describing the ongoing changes in the LRTC and SRD that allowed us to detect the movement
intention. The sliding window approach has been commonly used for estimating model
parameters for non-stationary time series [266] where the model is estimated at each time
window. However, the model estimation and residual analysis is computationally expensive
and might need efficient execution for BCI classification, where delays in the command
generation from EEG are not suitable. The LRTC quantification, on the other hand, is
achievable within the available time window for EEG processing and will not induce delays
in the BCI. This could be a suitable approach for movement detection which is informed on
the actual ongoing temporal dynamics instead of simply using the model parameters without
studying them.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the LRTCs in short 2 s broadband EEG windows. We have
confirmed that the LRTCs can be detected on short windows in broadband with rigorous
analysis and ML-DFA [127] for validating the Hurst exponent. The removal of the LRTCs by
fractionally differencing EEG destroyed these long-range dependencies leading to flattening
of the power spectrum in lower frequencies as seen in Figure 6.3 which is an indicator of
SRD. This showed that the broadband EEG contained both SRD and LRTC, the former was
only observed after removing the latter.
The ERD is a well established narrowband process occurring during movement. We
studied the relationship between the arrhythmic broadband LRTC and the narrowband rhyth-
mic ERD, and how the LRTC affects ERD. The LRTC which increases during movement is
strongly and inversely correlated with the ERD which decreases during movement. Removing
the LRTC from the broadband EEG does not affect the ERD significantly. This can be seen
from figure 6.5. The LRTC and ERD belong to the different degrees of freedom of movement
generating neuronal process as the LRTC is represented by the broadband 1/ f process and
the ERD is represented by the alpha peak that resides over this 1/ f spectrum. [250] suggested
that the alpha power causes the change in LRTC which they observe from the negative lag of
maximum correlation between alpha power and LRTC in the spontaneous EEG. However,
this is not sufficient to conclude the causal effect between the alpha power and LRTC. We
also plotted the lags of maximum correlation between ERD and LRTC and observed that
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there was a maximum correlation between the two at lag zero (see figure 6.6). We did not
observe the precedence of ERD. Thus, empirically we found that the broadband LRTC and
ERD are independent processes and one does not cause the other. Though we found no
causal relationship between the two, they both change during motor command generation
which might suggest that there may be a common underlying process causing the changes in
the independent processes of the ERD, LRTC as well as SRD.
Another independent neuronal process known to occur during movement intention is
motor-related cortical potential (MRCP) or Bereitschafts potential [53, 51]. [268] used an AR
model with exogenous input by incorporating the Bereitschafts potential as the exogenous
input for movement detection. They also observed an increase in the classification accuracy
by combining the features from complementary processes. We have previously shown that
the changes in the temporal dependencies are also complementary to the MRCPs [231]
because MRCP characterises the trend of EEG by eliminating the fluctuations and on the
contrary, the LRTC characterises the dynamics in the fluctuations by eliminating the trends
using DFA. Thus we have independent processes of LRTC, SRD, ERD and MRCP containing
complementary information about motor command generation.
The hybrid classifier with ARFIMA parameters and ERD has a feature vector with high
dimensionality and gives high classification accuracies. It was clear that increasing the
feature vector dimensionality improved the classification accuracy significantly (p < 10−5)
than just ERD, LRTC or their combination which had maximum 5 features. We used 10×10
fold cross-validation scheme to mitigate for overfitting with ARFIMA parameters. The
ARFIMA parameters reinforce the difference between the resting state and movement as
multiple parameters show a clear distinction between the two conditions (see Fig 6.4) .
Higher dimensionality made the feature space sparse, making it easier for LDA to find
an optimum classification boundary. It is common in BCI to have feature vectors of high
dimensionality as generally several features are extracted from several channels and used for
classification [269]. For example, the study in [254] used 52 features. The training sets in
BCI are often relatively small because of the time consuming EEG recording processes which
is also exhausting for the participants [269]. Our hybrid classifier thus follows common
practices in BCI giving high classification accuracies. However, it would be interesting to
observe whether the classification accuracies using ARFIMA features remain the same after
increasing the number of trials significantly.
Despite using the 10×10 fold cross-validation scheme with the ARFIMA features, we
cannot exclude a possibility that the high classification accuracy obtained using large number
of ARFIMA features might be a consequence of overfitting. The main limitation of this study
is the small number of EEG trials per class which can possibly lead to overfitting of LDA
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classifier using ARFIMA parameters as features. As a rule of thumb, there should be 10
times more training samples than the number of features [207]. Hence, the true classification
accuracy using ARFIMA parameters can be assessed after using at least 10 times more EEG
trials than the number of features.
The PCA on the 21 ARFIMA features revealed that the classification accuracies remained
the same. The classification accuracies decreased when the principal components with the
largest variance were chosen and it increased when more principal components were added to
it. The accuracy was similarly high with any subgroup of the principal components but lower
than that of all the components. Finding the optimum coordinate system by PCA on raw
features did not improve the classification accuracy because the feature matrix was sparse
and symmetric. The robustness of the ARFIMA features can be determined by studying the
performance of the classifier with more number of trials for training.
The ERD has higher sensitivity and it is likely to give more false positives during the
resting state leading to lower overall accuracy (Table 6.1 and 6.2). The LRTC based classifier
has similar sensitivity and specificity indicating that the LRTCs are not biased towards
movements and provide overall higher accuracy. The movement and resting state can be
identified with equal accuracy using LRTC features. The ARFIMA features also showed
similar sensitivity and specificity. The ARFIMA and ERD features together also show low
standard deviation in the accuracies of different participants. The movement can be predicted
earliest using all the hybrid features containing ARFIMA and ERD up to 1 s prior to its
onset. LRTC alone can predict the movement 0.6 s prior to its onset and ERD can predict
movement latest at 0.25 s prior to its onset. The ARFIMA and LRTC features facilitate the
earliest detection of the movement intention which can be beneficial for the use in BCI.
6.5 Conclusion
We investigated the ongoing dynamics of all the temporal dependencies in the broadband
EEG during movement intention. We showed that the broadband EEG have LRTC and we
studied the ongoing changes in its dynamics using as short as 2 s sliding EEG windows.
Removing the LRTC by fractional differencing revealed the underlying SRD in the broadband
EEG. We modelled the LRTC simultaneously with the SRD using ARFIMA(10,d,0) model
where the parameter d represents the LRTC process and the AR parameters represent the
SRD process.
The broadband LRTC increased significantly (p < 0.05) during movement in all the
three channels C3, Cz and C4 of all the participants. There was also a change in the SRD
parameters, however, this change was not significant in all the participants. Only 10 out of
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14 participants showed significant changes in the SRD. The presence or absence of LRTC
in the broadband EEG did not affect the ERD. The ERD or LRTC also did not precede
one another during movement. Hence, the LRTC and ERD are independent processes
contributing to voluntary movement generation and provide complementary information
about the movement.
We were able to predict the movement using the ongoing changes in the temporal
dependencies with high accuracies. The LRTC gave better classification accuracy than
the ERD and hybrid LRTC and ERD features gave better classification accuracy than the
individual features. The best classification accuracy was obtained for hybrid ARFIMA and
ERD features (88.3±4.2%) which was significantly better than the rest of the classification
features (p < 0.05). We could also predict movement 1 s before its onset using hybrid
ARFIMA and ERD features and 0.6 s before its onset using hybrid LRTC and ERD features.
Hence these temporal dependencies of LRTC and SRD could be used in the online BCI.

Chapter 7
General Discussion
7.1 Novel contributions
This thesis characterised the dynamics of the temporal dependencies in the broadband (0.5 -
45 Hz) EEG during voluntary movement intention using sliding windows of 2 s. This thesis
has discovered a new arrhythmic broadband temporal process capturing the ongoing fast
dynamics from very short segments of EEG. This ongoing arrhythmic process is distinct
from the rhythmic processes (oscillations) and slow cortical potentials (ERP) and provides
an additional information about an event. This arrhythmic process has been characterised by
the short and long-range temporal dependencies that change significantly during movement.
The temporal dynamics of the arrhythmic EEG have unmasked the novel properties of the
ongoing changes in the long-range dependency neuronal process that has not been observed
previously. This thesis has identified a novel correlate of movement. This novel phenomenon
can be used to acquire a deeper insight into different cognitive events.
The following main findings are the novel contributions to the knowledge of the temporal
dynamics of the broadband EEG, and motor command generation and movement intention
detection from EEG:
1. The temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG change during movement intention and
execution represented by the slower decay of its autocorrelation. During movement,
the autocorrelation has larger relaxation time due to slow decay as opposed to resting
state when the relaxation time is small due to faster decay.
2. The slowing of the autocorrelation decay is observed in any subset of the frequencies
and is similar to that of the broadband EEG. This suggests similar dynamics across
different spectral scales.
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3. The autocorrelation decays according to the power-law which indicates LRTC in the
broadband EEG. The LRTC in short 2 s windows represents fast scale-free dynamics
over small timescales.
4. The LRTC quantified by the Hurst exponent using DFA increases significantly (p <
0.05) during movement intention and execution.
5. The novel approach of evaluating ongoing LRTC, a property of temporal dynamics
which is typically considered as invariant over longer periods has been discovered.
This allowed for movement detection from the ongoing EEG.
6. The increase in the broadband LRTC is in contrast to the decrease in the LRTC in the
alpha band fluctuations during movement. The broadband LRTCs were obtained on 2
s windows whereas to observe LRTCs on the alpha band, longer segments had to be
created by stitching the corresponding EEG windows from all the trials and could not
be used to detect movement from ongoing EEG.
7. The broadband EEG not only contain LRTC but also SRD which is observed after
removing LRTC from EEG using fractional differencing. These long and short-range
dependencies were simultaneously modelled using ARFIMA.
8. The SRD parameters also changed significantly (p < 0.05) during movement intention
in the majority of the participants, but had larger inter-participant variability.
9. The ongoing changes in the LRTC and SRD were able to detect movement with higher
accuracy than the ERD and MRCP. The hybrid combinations of these features that
included temporal dynamics have higher classification than the ones without.
10. The movement can be predicted as early as 1 s prior to its onset using temporal
dependencies.
11. The ERD showed bias towards movement and had higher sensitivity and lower speci-
ficity leading to false positives during resting state, lowering the performance of the
movement detection. The LRTC did not show such bias and was more robust and
accurate predictor of movement.
12. The temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG are independent and complementary to
the ERD and MRCP and give different information about the movement intention.
13. The LRTC and SRD could be used in applications in BCI for robust movement
detection.
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14. The LRTC is very robust as it does not need a selection of participant specific frequency
band or spatial location.
15. The new approach of studying the changes in the fast dynamics of short and long-range
temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG on single trial basis serves as a novel
neuroscience tool to study the persistent neuronal processes in the brain across all the
frequency bands and several timescales.
7.2 Discussion
7.2.1 Complementarity of arrhythmic LRTC and rhythmic ERD
The ERD/S only represents the relative changes in the average amplitude of spectral power
in different frequency bands, but the LRTC and SRD in broadband analyse the temporal
changes in entire EEG spectrum by characterising the underlying much complex neuronal
dynamics. The former describe spectral characteristics of the rhythmic processes and the
latter describe the scale-free temporal dynamics with complex interactions in arrhythmic
process. The broadband LRTC is represented by the 1/ f spectrum and the ERD is the
distinct peak in alpha frequencies that is present on the top of this 1/ f spectrum as shown
in Fig 7.1 and hence it can be discerned even visually that these two components of EEG
provide different dimensions of information and are complementary.
7.2.2 Complementarity of fluctuation dynamics of LRTC and slow po-
tentials of MRCP
The MRCP and LRTC processes characterise opposite properties of EEG. The MRCP
is identified by extracting the trends or slow potentials which are considered to contain
event-related information by eliminating the fluctuations in EEG. On the other hand, the
LRTC is identified by extracting the temporal dynamics of the fluctuations over several
timescales by removing the trends in EEG. In the MRCP, the ongoing fluctuations in EEG
are considered as noise and are eliminated by averaging over several trials, whereas in the
LRTC, EEG fluctuations are considered useful and their complex dynamics are characterised.
This contrast is shown in Fig 7.2 [270]. These two processes are hence independent and
complementary.
Thus, this thesis takes a very different approach towards the analysis of the broadband
EEG dynamics and demonstrates that the fluctuations in EEG in fact contain important
information about voluntary movement intention which otherwise would have been neglected
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Fig. 7.1 Power spectrum of EEG The average power spectrum of EEG of all the participants
in log-log scale which shows 1/ f broadband spectrum and a distinct peak at the alpha power
around 10 Hz.
in the MRCP. This has been shown in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Typically, in MRCP, the fluctuation
noise in EEG is reduced by averaging over several trials and hence single trial extraction
of MRCP which is required for online movement detection is difficult [271] but still im-
plemented [272]. The LRTC and MRCP also mostly do not overlap in their frequency
composition since MRCP is restricted to very low frequencies and the broadband LRTC
contains all the frequencies. The Fig 7.3 shows the expanse of ERD, MRCP and LRTC in
time around movement onset and frequencies.
7.2.3 Relationship between the broadband LRTC and alpha oscillation
The study done by Becker et al. [250] suggests that the alpha rhythm is the main component
that drives all the functional processes and causes LRTC. However, chapter 6 investigates
the relationship between the alpha band and the broadband LRTC and finds that even if
the progression of these processes is inversely correlated during the movement, there is no
evidence of causation. It was found that alpha band amplitude changes do not cause changes
in the LRTC and neither does it precedes the changes in the LRTC.
The oscillations are prevalent features of EEG believed to play the main role in func-
tioning of the brain. However, recently it has been shown that the oscillations, traditionally
assumed to be sinusoidal can be non-sinusoidal [273]. Fourier approaches of analysing these
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(A) (B)
Averaging all the trials for MRCP
Fig. 7.2 Comparison of MRCP and LRTC (A) The MRCP obtained by averaging over all
the trials is shown. Averaging eliminates the fluctuations in individual trials (grey) to reveal
the slow negative potential of MRCP (blue) around movement. The movement onset is at 0 s.
(B) The detrending step at a particular timescale in DFA to extract the fluctuations in single
trial for determination of LRTC. This sub-figure is adapted from [270].
oscillations can disregard the non-sinusoidal features of these oscillations and overlook their
crucial information content which needs new analysis methods [103]. Moreover, the oscilla-
tions are extracted using pre-defined frequency bands from EEG, which in reality are not well
defined and may change in different individuals, so the frequency bands may not represent
actual oscillations. The analysis of the oscillations is conducted without consideration of
underlying arrhythmic processes. The arrhythmic processes are dynamic and change under
different circumstances and these changes can affect the properties of oscillations such as
central frequency, power and bandwidth [61]. Also, the broadband arrhythmic EEG contains
fast dynamics which cannot be obtained from characterising the dynamics of individual
oscillations. Hence, it is important to analyse rhythmic and arrhythmic components of EEG
separately as they provide complementary information. This has been achieved in chapters 3,
5 and 6 of this thesis.
7.2.4 LRTC in broadband EEG and its application in BCI
The LRTC in the broadband EEG was found on short timescales between 0.78 ms to 1 s.
The chapter 5 discusses that this might be because the broadband EEG could be multifractal
having different scaling exponents at different timescales. The presence of multifractality is a
valid assumption because the broadband arrhythmic EEG activity is very complex with multi-
layered temporal dynamics. The LRTC found in these particular timescales is especially
useful for detecting the ongoing changes in the temporal dependencies in the short events,
such as movement. This is because these changes during the movement are fast and do
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Fig. 7.3 Time and frequency expanse of ERD, MRCP, LRTC and SRD processes The
figure shows the time relative to the movement and frequencies in which ERD, MRCP, LRTC
and SRD processes occur during movement intention and execution.
not persist over long time and hence cannot be detected at the longer timescales. On the
other hand, shorter timescale cannot be used to determine the scaling exponent of LRTC
robustly because of insufficient number of samples available at these shorter timescales.
Hence, the scale over which the LRTC is observed is optimal for the purpose of detecting
ongoing dynamics during movement. The proof of principle of using the temporal dynamics
for BCI to control virtual reality and soft robotics systems is demonstrated in the published
work [174]. This work which is first authored by Maitreyee Wairagkar, the author of this
thesis who developed the BCI, was done in collaboration with the colleagues who developed
the virtual reality and soft robotic systems, is given in the Appendix A.
In chapter 3, the temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG were characterised using
an exponential fit to the autocorrelation which gave an initial estimate of the nature of its
decay. Later in the chapter 5, it was found that the decay of the broadband autocorrelation
was in-fact power-law giving rise to LRTC. Nevertheless, the changes in the decay of
autocorrelation from the baseline during movement could still be modelled accurately using
both the exponential decay and power-law even though the exponential decay was not the
most accurate model.
The LRTC was found with equal strength in all the three channels C3, Cz and C4. There
was no lateralisation for right hand vs left hand movement. This may be due to the spread
of LRTC over the motor cortex due to volume conduction. The other reason might be that
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the changes in the broadband LRTC are neural correlates of movement intention and other
general properties but does not encode information of handedness and hence is not localised.
The study by Robinson et al. [232] that used our method of broadband autocorrelation
decay showed that the temporal dependencies also encode information about the speed of the
movement. This validated the broadband temporal dependencies approach proposed in this
and also showed its repeatability. This work indicated that the ongoing changes in LRTC
during different types of movement can also reveal other properties of movement such as
speed.
The thesis used DFA for quantifying the broadband LRTC. The DFA technique was
chosen because it is known to give correct estimates of LRTC over short timescales and it is
effective for non-stationary data such as broadband EEG due to the detrending step. However,
Bryce et al. [274] claims that linear or polynomial detrending in DFA is not an effective
approach for eliminating non-stationarity and in fact can introduce artefacts into the results
because the non-stationary times series consists of more complex trends. In this thesis, these
complex trends were removed by subtracting the mean of the upper and lower envelopes of
broadband EEG, however, this took away information from the fluctuations instead of just
trends and hence was not useful to get accurate estimate of the LRTC. This thesis studies
the LRTCs over very short timescales, over which the linear approximation of trends for
detrending in DFA is more appropriate.
Chapter 6 shows that the ARFIMA is more accurate for modelling the broadband EEG
containing LRTC. In the literature however, AR, MA or ARMA models for SRD processes
were commonly used [136, 137, 84, 138]. These studies did not model the broadband EEG,
but instead, again focused on modelling individual oscillations, especially the alpha band
with ARMA models to extract their spectral properties during movement and thus despite
doing analysis in the temporal domain, restricted to the canonical spectral properties. The
ARFIMA modelled SRD and LRTC simultaneously, however, there was more variability
in the SRD parameters among participants. Therefore LRTC is more robust indicator of
movement. The modelling can also be computationally expensive and must be executed
efficiently for movement intention detection for BCI. Moreover, the high classification
accuracy of ARFIMA features should be tested for overfitting using higher number of EEG
trials in the future to develop a robust BCI.
7.2.5 Mechanisms of LRTC
There are several mechanisms in the brain that may give rise to LRTC. The possible mecha-
nisms of LRTC are discussed in chapter 5. The brain is said to have evolved to criticality
without any external driving force and hence displays SOC, a state of imbalance in which
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it is ready to respond to changing cognitive demands efficiently. The criticality of the
brain is merely a hypothesis based on the observation of power-law statistics in several
different neuronal processes. The LRTC, which represents power-law dynamics of the
fluctuations of neurophysiological signals is often considered as the hallmark of criticality
in the brain [29, 120, 62]. However, the presence of power-law dynamics in the form of
LRTC is not sufficient to conclude the presence of criticality [275, 276]. Nevertheless, the
SOC hypothesis is widely accepted because the brain shares common features with SOC
systems, such as large numbers of components (neurons), non-linear interactions between
them, presence of perturbations caused by stimuli, stochastic behaviour and information
processing via spatiotemporal correlations [29]. In the literature, the criticality is suggested
to be present in the different EEG oscillations [29, 43].
Two instances of LRTCs, broadband LRTC and alpha oscillation LRTC with different
scaling exponents were observed in EEG. The different scaling exponents suggest that the
underlying neuronal mechanisms of these two processes are distinct [29]. During movement,
the changes in the LRTCs happen in the opposite directions, the broadband LRTC increases
while the alpha oscillation LRTC decreases. In the critical state, the perturbations such as
movement intention can disrupt the ongoing activity, leading to ERD which is suppressed
alpha oscillation and consequently reduction in the alpha LRTC which has been observed
in chapter 5. However, since this is the case of LRTCs of oscillations which take place on
longer timescales, the processes leading to simultaneous increase in the broadband LRTC on
short timescales may be different and may not be critical. It is hence difficult to assume any
underlying mechanisms of the broadband LRTC and to find the the evidence of criticality in
the broadband LRTC is difficult.
One of the physiological interpretation of brain being poised at criticality is that there
is balance between excitation and inhibition [62, 243]. Poil et al. [62] showed that the
LRTC in oscillations and critical dynamics arise simultaneously in networks in which
excitation and inhibition are balanced causing steady oscillations leading to optimum signal
propagation. Samek et al. [243] also found that the oscillatory LRTCs were individual-
specific. Switching between different cortical areas to perform quick movement is facilitated
by the balance between excitation and inhibition [243] which may lead to increase in
criticality during movement. The increased broadband LRTC may be the manifestation of
this phenomenon. However, all the research in the literature in the related areas study the
criticality in oscillations and hence it is difficult to identify whether the broadband LRTCs
are consequence of criticality or excitation/inhibition balance.
This thesis would like to propose another hypothesis for the change in LRTC and SRD
during movement. Zhigalov et al. [43] showed that the closed-loop stimuli can change the
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LRTCs. By analogy, there is a possibility that the change in LRTC during movement is caused
because of the feedback loop between thalamus and cortex. The systematic change in both
LRTC and SRD during movement may have been caused by an underlying driving signal.
This driving signal sets a thalamocortial feedback loop causing increase in the broadband
LRTC and also change the excitability in the local neuronal populations leading to changes
in the SRD. The same driving signal may also cause ERD by changing the recruitment of the
neuronal population that fire in sync. However, further investigation will be needed to assess
this hypothesis of driving signal and thalamocortical feedback loop.
7.3 Conclusion
This thesis has shown that the complex temporal dynamics of the broadband EEG contribute
to the neuronal processes involved in voluntary movement generation. Particularly, the
LRTC in the ongoing single trial broadband EEG over short timescales increases significantly
(p < 0.05) and the parameters representing SRD also show significant changes during the
movement intention and execution. This thesis confirms that the broadband EEG which
contains scale-free dynamics in the form of LRTC even on shorter timescales is functionally
relevant and is not a background noise as it was considered in the past. The LRTC and
SRD give additional information about the movement intention which is independent and
complementary to the ERD/S and MRCP. This is observed from the improvement in the
classification accuracies using hybrid features that included LRTC and SRD and earlier
prediction of movement up to 1 s prior to movement onset as compared to the ERD and
MRCP. The complete information about movement intention cannot be obtained if the
temporal dependencies in the broadband EEG are disregarded.
Thus, this thesis proposes that there are three independent and complementary funda-
mental neural correlates of voluntary movement 1) changes in the temporal dependencies
in broadband EEG (LRTC and SRD); 2) changes in the sensorimotor rhythms (ERD and
ERS); and 3) changes in the slow negative cortical potentials (MRCP and BP). The changes
in the broadband LRTCs were robust, selection of most responsive frequency band or spatial
location was not required, LRTCs were quantified from short 2 s EEG segments on single
trial basis, they give high classification accuracies and early prediction of movement before
its onset. All these properties make LRTC suitable for application in motor-based BCI and
improve its performance.
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7.4 Impact
This thesis will have a broader impact on the fields of neuroscience of movement, neuronal
processes in sensorimotor cortex, EEG analysis, scale-free dynamics and BCI. This will
especially contribute to the improvement in the understanding of motor command generation
and movement intention detection. The dynamics of the long-range temporal dependencies
have not been previously employed to detect the movement from the ongoing broadband
EEG. This not only provides a novel method of movement intention detection but also gives
a deeper insight into the neuronal mechanisms for motor command generation. This research
has helped in obtaining overall information about movement from single channels in real
time adding to the previous knowledge which was limited to the phenomena of ERD/S and
MRCP. This has led to three separate streams of movement related information from EEG.
This thesis has also contributed in identifying a novel approach of analysing EEG using
broadband activity and LRTC on single trials. This has an impact on the overall treatment
of the broadband EEG which used to be considered as a background noise. This thesis
has emphasised the importance of the complex dynamics of the broadband EEG which has
large amount of information about an event. The approach of using broadband EEG can
give insight into the additional global properties of EEG instead of restricting the analysis
to individual frequency bands and provide information that persists over several frequency
scales at once. The broadband EEG allows the study of arrhythmic neuronal processes which
cannot be observed from individual oscillations. This thesis also proved that the ARFIMA
model estimated on sliding windows that can incorporate LRTC and SRD together is more
suitable for modelling broadband EEG and the parameters of this model change on the
ongoing basis reflecting the event. Such models estimated on sliding windows can have
broader applications in the assessment of the dependencies in different neuronal processes.
This thesis has shown that the broadband EEG contains LRTC on short timescales and
these LRTCs change during an event and contain information related to movement. The
fast changes in the temporal dynamics captured by LRTC on short timescales have not been
obtained before. This thesis has provided a motivation to identify such changes in LRTC
during different events. Traditionally, the temporal dynamics of LRTC were considered
invariant in a particular state and hence were obtained for the entire duration of EEG during
that state. However, this thesis has shown that these dynamics of LRTC may change on
the short ongoing basis and analysis of these fast dynamics may prove to be useful and can
have functional relevance. This thesis has also demonstrated the importance of obtaining
temporal dynamics on the single trial basis. Single trial analysis of EEG has been increasingly
considered in various areas of neuroscience and hence the approach proposed in this thesis
can be useful. The approach of determination of ongoing changes in LRTC on short scales
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may prove to be useful for different broadband neuronal recordings such neural firings,
LFP, MEG, EMG etc. since these recordings show the traditional invariant LRTC on longer
timescales.
Finally, the research in this thesis can also have an impact on BCIs. The broadband
EEG temporal dynamics on single trials provide additional information about movement
improving its classification accuracy and is overall a robust marker of movement which does
not need any fine tuning of spectral and spatial parameters. This novel signal processing for
BCI have a potential of improving its accuracy and movement prediction time.
7.5 Future directions
The novel approach of extracting information from single trial broadband EEG by evaluating
the ongoing dynamics of the short and long-range temporal dependencies could be used as a
new research tool in neuroscience and it will be interesting to find its applications outside
motor-related events. It will be interesting to study whether these fast changes in the LRTC
are restricted to the motor-related tasks or can be observed in other cognitive processes
such as mental calculations, memory tasks, speech tasks, mental states such as relaxation,
attention, excitation, different emotional states and visual processes as well. Estimating the
LRTC and SRD changes in the broadband recordings can give additional information about
these cognitive processes and may contribute to the advancement of their understanding.
For studying motor command generation further, it would also be interesting to look
at what other type of information can be obtained from ongoing changes in the temporal
dependencies such as speed of movement, direction of movement, its force and the gesture or
type of movement. The work done by [232] have already used our method of autocorrelation
decay analysis to demonstrate that the speed of the movement can be decoded from the
changes in the autocorrelation relaxation time. It would be interesting to study the changes
in the temporal dynamics of the EEG during motor imagery of continuous movement with
neurofeedback.
The broadband LRTC dynamics were similar in all the channels over sensorimotor region
and there was no lateralisation. It will be useful to investigate LRTC’s spatial localisation
and spatial progression throughout the course of the event by using dense array of EEG
electrodes to obtain higher spatial resolution. It will also be useful to study the differences in
the broadband LRTCs on the source level (obtained using source localisation) compared to
the surface electrode level during movement.
The understanding of the ongoing fast dynamics of the LRTC can be advanced by
studying the spatial broadband long-range dependencies in neural networks and the spatial
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impact of the broadband LRTC can be assessed. Studying the long-range dependencies in
the temporal processes as well as the spatial neural networks can give further insight into the
brain functioning and the impact of functional connectivity on the LRTC.
The next step in the research presented in this thesis would be studying the neuronal
mechanisms giving rise to the fast dynamics of SRD and LRD and getting an insight on the
physiological processes underneath. The mechanisms causing changes in LRTC and SRD
would have to be investigated by considering the possibility of an external (extra-cortical)
driving signal giving rise to changes in LRTC, for example by activating thalamocortical
feedback loops. The causes of this increase in the broadband LRTC could be then explored
using theoretical models containing external driving signals such as variants of ARIMAX
and simulations. It will be interesting to identify other causes of the changes in the broadband
LRTC on the short timescale and study the impact of neurofeedback, transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) and functional electrical stimulation (FES) and whether these lead to the
enhancement or destruction of the broadband LRTC and the mechanisms leading to it.
The occurrence of LRTC in the neuronal processes has been attributed to the criticality
in the brain [29, 144, 62], however there could be several different mechanisms leading to
LRTC. It will be interesting to study this hypothesis of criticality as a possible mechanism
of broadband LRTC. This thesis has also shown the possibility of the broadband processes
being multifractal, the investigation of which can help in interpretation of such processes.
The ARFIMA model has been used in this thesis to model the LRTC, however, it does
not explain the underlying physiological processes associated with LRTC [32]. Hence, it
can be useful to find if LRTC can be modelled using dynamical models such as variants
of the neural-mass models [277, 278] that can account for the physiological processes in
the brain. The dynamical models have been commonly employed to model individual
brain rhythms [277, 278] and it will be interesting to assess the potential of such models to
incorporate the temporal dynamics in the broadband EEG.
Finally, it will be interesting to apply the novel broadband LRTC and SRD based move-
ment intention detection in online BCI and compare its performance with the traditional
ERD/MRCP based BCIs. Further analysis will be required to evaluate how these LRTCs
change from session to session and on different days, the impact of the noise in EEG on the
LRTC and to identify the cause of variability in SRD in different participants for assessing the
suitability of these novel broadband temporal approaches to BCIs. This thesis has suggested
that LRTC and SRD can have a great potential for use in non-invasive movement-based BCI.
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7.6 Individual contribution to papers
The chapters 3 to 6 of this thesis are written in the form of research articles. The papers
in chapters 3 and 4 are already published and paper in chapter 5 has been submitted to
the journal and chapter 6 is ready for submission. Maitreyee Wairagkar (MW), the author
of this thesis is the first author of all the four papers. MW was supervised by Slawomir
J Nasuto (SJN) and Yoshikatsu Hayashi (YH), the other authors of these papers. All the
research included in the four papers and this thesis has been conducted solely by MW.
There were no other collaborators on the project. MW identified the research questions,
performed the literature review, designed and conducted EEG experiments, developed the
methodology of EEG analysis, implemented EEG analysis by writing the programs and
MATLAB scripts, analysed and validated the results, created figures, graphs and tables from
the results, interpreted the results and wrote all the four manuscripts (and the one in the
appendix) and revised them. MW was also the corresponding author on these papers. MW
not only wrote the papers but also presented the research included in the papers in various
conferences and symposiums as listed in Appendix C in the form of oral presentations and
posters.
The supervisors SJN and YH provided the guidance for the research in all the papers
through extensive discussions of the research direction, methodological approaches, results
and their interpretation. SJN and YH also reviewed the manuscripts.
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Movement Intention based Brain
Computer Interface for Virtual Reality
and Soft Robotics Rehabilitation using
novel Autocorrelation analysis of EEG
Maitreyee Wairagkar, Ioannis Zoulias, Victoria Oguntosin, Yoshikatsu Hayashi and Slawomir
Nasuto
This extended abstract has been published in 2016 6th IEEE International Conference
on Biomedical Robotics and Biomechatronics (BioRob), Singapore.
DOI: 10.1109/BIOROB.2016.7523705. This work was done in collaboration with Ioannis
Zoulias and Victoria Oguntosin who developed the virtual reality and soft robotics system
respectively. The author of this thesis, Maitreyee Wairagkar developed the BCI system and
wrote the paper.
Abstract
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) could be used as an effective tool for active engagement
of patients in motor rehabilitation by enabling them to initiate the movement by sending
the command to BCI directly via their brain. In this paper, we have developed a BCI using
novel EEG analysis to control a Virtual Reality avatar and a Soft Robotics rehabilitation
device. This BCI is able identify and predict the upper limb movement. Autocorrelation
analysis was done on EEG to study the complex oscillatory processes involved in motor
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command generation. Autocorrelation represented the interplay between oscillatory and
decaying processes in EEG which change during voluntary movement. To investigate these
changes, the exponential decay curve was fitted to the autocorrelation of EEG windows
which captured the autocorrelation decay. It was observed that autocorrelation decays slower
during voluntary movement and fast otherwise, thus, movement intention could be identified.
This new method was translated into online signal processing for BCI to control the virtual
avatar hand and soft robotic rehabilitation device by intending to move an upper limb. The
soft robotic device placed on the joint between upper and the lower arm inflated and deflated
resulting to extension and flexion of the arm providing proprioceptive feedback. Avatar arm
viewed in virtual 3D environment with Oculus Rift also moved simultaneously providing a
strong visual feedback.
A.1 Introduction
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) provides a new mode of interaction with external devices
directly via brain. BCI for rehabilitation is increasingly researched since it can enable a
patient to be actively involved in rehabilitation instead of performing passive exercises. In
this paper a novel movement intention BCI using autocorrelation analysis is described with
its applications in Virtual Reality and Soft Robotics based rehabilitation. Common methods
of detecting movement for EEG like Event Related Synchronization [26] and Movement
Related Cortical Potentials [51] are limited to a narrow frequency bands and do not give
other information. Hence, autocorrelation based wide band analysis was done to explore
temporal dynamics of EEG during movement.
A.2 Method
EEG was recorded from 14 healthy participants for offline analysis which was later translated
to online BCI (Fig A.1). and tested in pilot experiments. Firstly autocorrelation was computed
on 1 s windows of EEG (0.5 – 30 Hz) every 100 ms from channels obtained by Laplacian
filtering C3 and C4 with four surrounding channels. Exponential decay curve Aetτ was fitted
to autocorrelation and decay constant τ was used as a feature to identify the movement.
Virtual avatar arm moved upon receiving the command from BCI. BCI also simultaneously
sent command to silicon soft module placed on elbow which inflated and deflated accordingly
to perform extension and flexion of the arm.
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Fig. A.1 Movement Intention based online BCI for Virtual Reality and Soft Robotics rehabil-
itation system
Results
Autocorrelation decayed slower before and during the movement and fast otherwise. This
was determined by increase and decrease in the decay constant which was used to identify the
movement intention. Sensitivity of 78.48±8.36 was achieved for right hand and 78.25±9.58
for left hand.
A.3 Disclussion and conclusion
Slow autocorrelation decay during movement indicated that EEG becomes more self-similar
during movement and the processes are more random when there is no movement. This
online BCI was able to identify the movement and send the appropriate command to virtual
arm and soft robotic device. Virtual environment with Oculus helped in seamless production
of stronger movement intention. Thus, an upper limb rehabilitation BCI was developed
which provided proprioceptive and visual feedback simultaneously.

Appendix B
Long-Range Temporal Correlation using
Bipolar Montage
B.1 LRTC on EEG channels with bipolar montage
Six longitudinal bipolar montage channels were created by subtracting F3-C3, Fz-Cz, F4-C4,
C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4. The LRTC was computed on these six channels using the exactly
the same method that is described in chapter 5. The objective of using bipolar montage was
to identify whether it gives better classification accuracies for movement intention than using
three monopolar channels C3, Cz and C4. The grand average LRTC on six bipolar channels
is shown in Fig B.1. All the six channels show significant increase in the LRTC during
movement intention and execution. LRTCs in bipolar channels F3-C3, Fz-Cz and F4-C4
are similar to those of monopolar channels from chapter 5. The LRTCs in bipolar channels
C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4 have higher standard deviation than the previous three channels.
Table B.1 shows the LDA classification accuracies, sensitivities and specificities using
LRTC from channels Fz-Cz, F4-C4, C3-P3, and channels C3-P3, Cz-Pz and C4-P4 as
features. The classification accuracies are significantly lower (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
p < 0.05) than the accuracies of the monopolar montage described in chapter 5. Hence, the
monopolar montage was used in chapter 5 and 6 for LRTC.
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Fig. B.1 Grand average long-range temporal correlation (LRTC) in bipolar channels.
LRTCs on six longitudinal bipolar EEG channels F3-C3, Fz-Cz, F4-C4, C3-P3, Cz-Pz and
C4-P4 are shown. The vertical solid line marks the onset of movement at 0 s. The shaded
region represents the standard deviation.
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